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One

I put the helm down and she comes up through the wind, light and
responsive. Five thirty on an early May morning. Nothing stirs but the dog,
the boat, and the tide. Sonnet leans by the mast, the long, black fur on her
ears flipped occasionally by the windward jib sheet.
We near the shore; I free the main halyard, drop the gaff-rigged main
and nuzzle the dinghy under foresail alone into the small creek by the
Watch Hut. The prow squelches into a bed of black mud and Sonnet leaps
for the cleanliness of the Samphire. I smother the jib, secure both sails,
heave a mud-weight over the bows, wriggle into the grey-green rucksack,
and slither after my dog.
I hear the sound of the open sea before I arrive at the top of the wide
shingle bank. There in front of me are the breaking waves that pound this
North Norfolk coast. It is a lonely world where the horizon is insubstantial
I turn to the dog, speaking not to her, but at her; failing to make
contact. “Time now?”
Sonnet cocks her ears forwards, head slightly to one side, concerned
that I might require something of her but unable to understand what that
might be.
“Best forgotten.”
This is no way for a dog to be spoken to. Sonnet wanders off in the
direction of a pile of flotsam. She lives for the moment with forgotten
experiences bubbling up into her present triggered by an event, a smell, or
a sensation.
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I turn back and stumble my return over the top of the bank, retreating
to this quieter landscape of marshes. Here is a world of safety, consistency,
and familiarity. I walk along the Marram to the end of the single low dune
leading out into the mudflats. I slip the rucksack from my back and
reluctantly, taking my time, I arrange its meagre contents on the ground.
Sonnet watches, unimpressed.
The screw top of the canister is awkward to twist open. I am not sure
how I should tackle this, how I should perform this small ritual. I hesitate;
it seems so final. I am throwing her away, abandoning her.
I stand with my back to the wind, allowing the grey dusty bits of Celia
to blow from me far out into this shifting land of marsh and mud and
beyond. The larger grey gritty pieces fall accusingly at my feet, coating the
Samphire with a frost. The Spring Tides will lift even these heavier
particles and bear them out beyond the Far Point, far from the anguish and
torture of those final unspeakable moments back in Kenya. My eyes are dry,
unwilling to display even a trace of regret; but there is a tightening of my
throat.
I stoop at the side of a saltpan to wash out the brown plastic urn. I
upend it and salty mud-coloured water splatters onto the marshland. I
stoop and dip my hands deep into the salty water and rub them together,
cleaning them.
It is done.
I take out the half bottle of vintage Bollinger, untwist the cage, and
charge the white plastic mug. Perhaps I should say something? People say
things at this stage. I cannot imagine what might be appropriate.
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“Here’s to you then.” I say, as though I am in an old B movie. Sonnet
chews on a Bonio.
We return to the boat, and slip out of the creek. The dog resumes her
place.
The tide has turned now.
Six o’clock on an early May morning. Little stirs.
Water Nymph makes light work of stemming the ebb in this gently
increasing nor-easterly breeze. The tiller quivers expectantly in my hand as
bubbling water streams over the rudder blade. We pass the Cocked Hat and
I haul the mainsheet as we make to starboard following the winding
channel. Ahead, above the marsh, glide the white peaks of two sails
heading for home. No Screamers this early in the morning; in the afternoon
their rah-rah voices will slice the breeze muffling even the mocking of the
gulls. The dog and I will have long since fled.
Water Nymph is into the Cut, travelling fast on a broad reach. We will
brave the underwater hazard of Bridge Sands. As we foam over the shallow
water the rudder blade just snicks the sand, but momentum carries the day
and we are safely over and into deeper water.
Sonnet’s tail wags furiously, she can see the landing. The boom
slashes across in a controlled jibe, and then the bows are grounding on the
fine shingle of the Carnser. The sails slap idly at the wind, their duty done.
Sonnet is out and away searching, I hope in vain, for a rotting fish to
lower her shoulder to. I wheel the launching trolley and, amidst the crackle
of flapping white, haul Water Nymph from her natural environment, lower
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main and jib, pull the boat to dry confinement and secure her. She has
served us well this morning, but for now at least I am done with her.
I whistle, and we walk, man and dog, companionably along the neardeserted Hard. I flip open the roll-top jaws of a commercial skip and drop
the empty urn in. The lid snaps shut
I swing open the passenger door of the battered green Land Rover.
Sonnet leaps in, crossing to the driver’s seat and forcing me to push her
aside as I slip behind the wheel. All three seats now boast a damp coating
of mud. Marshy wet-dog smell envelops us as we rattle along the rough
track to Curlew Cottage.
My thumb clicks down the Suffolk latch of the kitchen door. There is a
key for this place but I am not good about locking doors. I kick it hard just
above its threshold to break the swelling clinch of salt-seeking rainwater. I
follow Sonnet into the stark lime-washed kitchen. Its simplicity is
comforting. That, for now, is enough.
The living room window looks out upon a flat and watery scene. I have
come from a world of colour and contrast and form, where the vivid
harshness of the landscape vibrates in harmony with its culture. Here it is
different; Stiffkey Marshes seep away from this lonely cottage, green and
brown misting beneath an unbroken arc of wide, light sky.
*
Celia and I are sitting in the darkness, choosing not to light the
hurricane lamp so as to avoid the attention of a thousand flying biting
things. The evening offers a respite from the burning heat of the day, but it
is far from silent. The distant cries of wild animals and the occasional call
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of a night bird, and from the village in the foothills, the faint rhythm of
drumming - a celebration of some kind- does little to disturb the peace of
the evening. These people have so little and are leading such hard lives and
yet they have an extraordinary ability to express their feelings, their joy, in
so many ways.
She is holding my hand, just loosely, lovingly, for although it is much
cooler now it was still far too hot to lie together. Something skitters across
the floor near to her foot and she jumps quickly to her feet, then laughs “I
can never get used to that.”
I scratch the mosquito bite on my leg. The irritation is intense, but it
will quickly fade and soon we will be creeping under the net, its white web
just discernable in the gloom at the back of our room as a weird misshapen
tent.
This is so different from home, and different again from Nairobi with
its bustling streets and chaotic traffic. Here there is the smell of damp
vegetation overlying that typically Kenyan base note of warm earth.
Our marriage of three years has been so fulfilling, so right. We never
have enough time to spend like this, ‘quality time’ as it now seems to be
called. Celia’s medical work in this third world country coupled with my
involvement in Third Aid seems to throw so many obstacles in our way. Yet
here, at Yasabara, living in The Ark, we have at last found a couple of days
to steal away from our busy lives and give ourselves unreservedly to each
other.
The Yasabara waterhole and salt lick merge into the now.
*
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One Bonio is hardly enough for breakfast, nor is a half bottle of
Bollinger. Distracted, I pour the last of the champagne into Sonnet’s bowl
and bite on the second dog biscuit. We look at each other in disgust.
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Two

We walk, following the tide as it sucks itself out of the creeks. Feet
and paws are dressed black with mud. Gurgles and slaps and slithers
provide the background to every step. The smell of a thousand rotting mudfilled years drifts into our noses. We gain the marshland edge. Ahead lies a
yellow-white desert. We press on across this open plain. The million-million
grains of West Sand pass beneath our feet, secure by their numbers in their
insecurity. Razor shells crush and crunch and crackle under our tramp. Solid
sand-ripples are petrified testimony to the passing of waves; transitory
frozen moments that time and the flooding tide will sweep away so that
the ebb can again sketch its imprint on the vast stretch of renewed virgin
canvass.
I screw up my eyes against the whiteness of sand and sun. There is a
harshness to this land beyond the marshes, born perhaps of its temporary
nature. In just a few hours the tide will cover the beguiling safety of this
flatness. This, where I now stand, will be open sea, an unbroken highway to
Spitsbergen.
Way ahead, out where this impermanence of land meets water, lie
dozens of small grey smudges. Sonnet and I forge onwards, splashing
through rivulets of retreating tide, pushing calf-deep through Cabbage
Creek, sinking into yielding areas in the gently moulded surface before
gaining the yellow dryness once again.
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A long low line of white demarcates the change from yellow to blue
and denotes the potential for conflict, the age-old struggle of this coast. At
the whim of the sea the land goes; the land moves; the land arrives. Sandy
cliffs are torn asunder and rearranged into mudflats, which in turn rise
clear of the water supporting and supported by the colonising Marram.
Today such struggle is benign. We reach that boundary and walk it lightly,
effortlessly moving from land to sea and back again. Feet wet, feet dry as
the wavelets protest their innocence of any argument. Sonnet dips and
snorts. She, a creature of the land, is challenged by this thirst-provoking
salt-sea that mocks her familiar need for fresh water.
The seals basking at Warham Hole raise their heads, unsettled by our
approach. Danger for them comes from the land; their safety is in the sea.
The tripper launches that travel to them with the tide are from another
world, they are but playthings to be circled and are of no concern. Captive
within these boats their humans come to gawp, to point, to digitize the
every movement of sleek, unfamiliar, grey-blotched bodies; but these alien
beings do not come by land so they pose no danger to the pod. Would that
Celia had seen the direction of her danger, she could be with me yet
We are different. These Greys have finished suckling their young, in
three weeks providing the rich milk that has trebled the weight of these
small white bundles, camouflaged as they still are for the last ice age. The
seals sense us as danger, they move uneasily upon their bellies, they fear
our upright stance, our noise, our smell. We intend these animals no harm
but cannot tell them so, save by retreat. We are cast as their predators and
that is our lot. They rock slightly, curling their bodies upwards, uttering
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short barks of warning; ready, but unwilling, to flop themselves seaward.
We will disturb them no further. The dog and I turn away, walking to the
west.
My mobile rings. Even out here, shielded from the world by this sandy
salt wilderness we are bound by the rigors of technology, slaves to a wired
age. I cannot speak into the thing, but this is text. I read:
‘tom arr shortly at curlew deidre’
My sister is perhaps the only person that I have no wish to avoid. She
has the ability to ground me to things that are worthwhile in this world. I
doubt if her visit will help, but I welcome it.
I stride a little faster. Anticipation would be too strong a word. It
brings with it the promise of too much feeling. I possess just a mild sense of
unease at the prospect of this forthcoming disruption. I accept it but for
now I want no company, nor any companionship that talks.
Deidre’s Range Rover is already parked outside the single storey
cottage. There is a lack of proportion. It dominates the simple collection of
buildings that it stands by.
“Look at the state of you!” My darling sister pulls few punches.
“It’s done, Dee. She’s gone.”
“By the Watch Hut, as you said?”
“Just so.”
She touches me lightly, lovingly, on my arm. I flinch.
“I know you didn’t want me there. But I’m glad it’s over.”
“It wasn’t you, you know that. It just had to be me; me on my own.”
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Deidre looks closely at me. “Haven’t you got a razor? When did you
last eat? Who does your washing? Why won’t you answer your phone?”
“And you’re wrong it’s not over, not yet.”
“Come on, Tom, I know you’re going through one hell of a lot, but
you’ve got to pull yourself together.”
Sonnet quietly removes towards a bed of un-pulled rhubarb. This is a
human-to-human thing that dogs would do well to avoid. I regard that
rhubarb patch with a degree of wistfulness.
With some reluctance I lead Deidre into the cottage the cottage.
“What a simply frightful mess you’re in, Tom. You can’t live like this.”
“Um.”
“Tom, I know she died only a month ago but we had the memorial
service so you could let go. I know it’s hard, but she’s gone. You know she’s
gone. You did what you had to. I’m sorry for you. I’m desperately sorry for
Celia. But you just have to move on. Grieving is important, but so is the
rest of your life and the people that rely on you. I know you will think I am
unfeeling, but honestly Tom I am only thinking of you.”
My sister is a couple of years my junior. She and her husband Clive live
in the old vicarage in south Norfolk that was home to us as children and is
now owned jointly by Deidre and myself. I strive for conversational
material.
“I haven’t seen Clive.”
“He is pursuing his minor interest in commercial law and his major
interest in the male of the species.”
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“So he will be staying at the flat?” Clive and Deidre own a small but
expensive pied-`a-terre in Westminster that he uses for several nights each
week.
Light small talk is falling upon stony ground.
“Now look here, you never intended Curlew to be your home. It’s far
too small to live in.”
This is true. Some three years ago Celia and I rented a house in
Cambridge, just off Hills Road, but we continued to enjoy weekends and
the occasional holiday at Curlew.
“I like it here. I need peace, I need the familiarity of this place.”
“Tom, it’s filthy. You’re filthy. Come on I’m taking you home and
bring that blasted dog with you.” Deidre is also under the impression that
she owns Sonnet. To be fair, this is almost entirely true. She bred her and,
as I live large chunks of my life abroad, she cares for the dog much of the
time. Nevertheless I still consider Sonnet to be my dog. She is certainly my
companion when I am in this country.
“No!”
“What do you mean ‘no’? You’ve got to brace up. So you had a bad
experience, and we’re all desperately sorry for you and for the awful thing
that happened to darling Celia, but you must put it behind you. You’ve
bloody well got to get on with your life. You have to look to your future.
You’ve got things to do and people who rely upon you. Yes it will take
time, but you are not going to get over it by moping around in this desolate
spot.”
“I’m just fine here, I need this place just now, I have to stay.”
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“Nonsense. If you come home with me I can help get you back on your
feet in a jiffy.”
“Dee, I can’t.”
She looks at me with an expression of determined affection. It is not
often that she cedes a point.
“Well, if you’re set upon staying here whilst you sort yourself out then
it really can’t be for very much longer. In the meantime we’re going to
have to get you some help.”
“Um . . .”
“Tom, I’m going to get you properly looked after. I’ll organize a
woman.” Pausing only so long as to give the place the professional
appraisal of a house makeover expert, Deidre heads for the door and deftly
bounces the Range Rover down the track towards the village.
I assume that by ‘woman’ she is referring some sort of cleaning lady. I
cringe at the thought of such intrusion. I am singularly content as I am. I do
not need cleaning, and I certainly do not want my peace disturbed.
Sonnet decides to cease her detailed inspection of rhubarb and to
start planning her forthcoming meal. This involves repeated firm insertion
of wet muzzle into Master’s rib cage. This form of communication I can live
with.
It takes rather less than an hour for Deidre to return accompanied by
food in the form of crusty French rolls, pâté and cheese. “Evelyn
Massingham will be doing mornings for you, starting tomorrow.”
“Look here, Dee,” I say by way of feeble rearguard action, “I really
can do very well without any Mrs M.”
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“Pass the Brie and shut up.”
I curl back into my own space.

Deidre left by the mid afternoon of yesterday following whirlwind
action and multiple phone calls. These were hardly conversations, rather a
series of staccato-like instructions to friends, businesses and sundry banks.
From the ensuing briefing I understood that the Massingham woman is to be
paid direct from my bank, and that various food products will be dumped
upon my doorstep courtesy of the local milkman and paid for in a similar
manner. Finally I learn that a consultation has also been arranged for me
with my local GP. Such matters would appear to be non-negotiable.
I relax on the old garden bench, my morning mug of coffee to hand.
Away to my right the sun is gaining strength in the bright blue sky. The
marshes are fast emptying of tide. Sonnet has a ‘what to do today’ look
about her. There is a lazy contentment about the morning. I can
concentrate on such small pleasures that this place and this time will allow
me.
Deidre’s departure has restored a degree of peace, but she has left
me with things to do. Certainly I see no need to start blabbing about my
recent experiences to my doctor, even if he is a friend. I have feelings
about Celia and feelings about what happened to Celia, memories of her
death that are best kept away from the light of day. To share them would
be to acknowledge their existence and it is not my intention to give
credence to foul happenings.
*
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Within memory’s reach is the Celia whom I love so dearly, and who
loves me with such a passion. The occasional days, and nights, of my short
time in Kenya when she manages to get away and visit me in Nairobi. When
we, a married couple, act out our love like teenagers. Oh, the feel of our
hot sweaty bodies mingling on my simple single bed; and such heat, the
heat of the late afternoon and the heat of our love. The sweat rolling down
us, over my chest, between her breasts and then between our bodies as our
stomachs slide over each other in the throes of lovemaking. And Celia,
always Celia, her long brown hair flowing over me, over the pillow, and
those eyes, always open, always staring at me with such love; blue-green
gateways to her essence.
Yes, the sex is good, but it is not about sex, or at least not just about
it. In Celia I have found my perfect match. Here is someone with whom I
can feel things, emotions, without feeling stupid or shy or embarrassed.
And then afterwards as the day cools into night we take our postshowered bodies to the Carnivore. There is every kind of meat imaginable,
some best not to enquire about, and all being cooked on traditional Masai
swords. And then Celia shrinking back, alarmed, as a waiter passes so close
brandishing one of those swords to carve our meal as it lies upon the hot,
cast-iron plates before each of us. She holds my hand and squeezes it.
We make our way back, no longer shielded by the air conditioning, nor
protected from the raw emotion of the street. The traffic weaves and
shimmies, lights blazing, horns blaring. There is shouting, laughing and
turmoil at every street corner we pass. Two men appear to be having a
fierce argument and we think it best to cross the road out of danger’s way,
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but the broad smiles on their faces betray that their aggression is only a
friendly discussion.
*
As I squeeze Celia’s fingers I grasp nothing but my own palm. The
scene has left me. I am alone.
I wonder what quirk of genetics has prodded my sister into being such
a competent organiser. She has energy and ability in abundance. Since our
early childhood we have done things together and have been close all our
lives. She is one of the few people in this world of whom I am
wholeheartedly fond.
Sonnet stands up, awakened from her gentle snooze. Her tail curls
upwards, her nose quivers. She is pointing down the track to the cottage. It
is a sure sign of an imminent invasion of privacy. Two bicycles are
approaching along the lane, kicking up a little dust as they come. I really
do not want to face a couple of straying holidaymakers. I am not yet ready
for interaction with strangers.
The bicycles resolve themselves into bearers of people. One is a fairly
small, quite thin, brown-haired woman in her late twenties, comely rather
than pretty, and wearing no discernable make-up. She is dressed in a
cotton frock and a pair of stout shoes. The second is a gangly lad in his
early teens with fair hair and a slightly pimply face.
The woman comes towards me. I bristle.
“Can I help you?” I ask, in a cutting manner.
“You be Tom Farrow?” asks the woman.
“Oh,“ I say “You must be Mrs . . . Umm?”
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“Massingham” she says, “and it be Miss.”
I start to stand up, but given the scantiness of my clothing and basis
of our relationship think better of it. “Excellent,” I say trying to sound as if
I mean it. “I daresay you’ll find everything you need in the cleaning line.” I
wave my hand vaguely in the direction of the open cottage door.
“I brought all of them sort of things,” she says gesticulating towards
the ample basket on her solid-looking bike.
“How about the lad?” I turn my head towards the boy, “Off school for
the day?”
He does not answer.
“He be done with school,” says the woman, “he be sixteen gone
January. You don’t fret through, he bain’t no trouble.”
“Bet it isn’t easy to get a job around here?” I ask the lad.
“Oh, he don’t speak,” says the woman, “He in’t slow though, not like
some of them say he be.”
“This is Sonnet,” I say to the lad, “She doesn’t speak either.”
“He be Jack,” says Miss Massingham, “and you best call me Evelyn.”
I head towards the cottage. “I’ll just put some more clothes on, then
I’ll be out of your way.”
Evelyn appears to be in control of the situation, “You don’t need to do
nothing,” she says.
I pull on some shorts, an old T-shirt and an even older hat. Evelyn
keeps up a constant barrage of chatter from a kitchen that is already
surrendering to her ministrations. I gather that Jack’s father is no more,
indeed that he hasn’t been for some time; that Evelyn ‘does’ for the
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Rigby’s over at The Grange, aha so that’s how Deidre found her, and helps
out ‘evenings’ in the local pub. It seems that the indefatigable Deidre has
organized this woman not only to clean the cottage, but also wash my
clothes and make sure that I feed myself ‘proper’. I am in danger of being
overwhelmed by all this care and attention.
“I’m sure you’ll manage everything very well, Evelyn,” I say emerging
from the bedroom.
“Now that don’t look no better,” she says eyeing my crumpled
clothes. “You best get them off you and be letting me have them for the
wash.”
“Not today,” I say, and flee.
Outside the cottage Jack and Sonnet are playing together. This should
keep them both amused for some time; the odds are against the dog tiring
first. Today’s copy of The Independent has miraculously appeared but my
mug of coffee has gone. I am about to protest when Evelyn appears bearing
a fresh cup and some Bourbon biscuits. I sit down and, for the first time in
many days, I start to toy with biscuits and the Arts pages.
Jack is sitting near me on the ground. Sonnet has gone off in search of
water. I look at this lad and he stares straight back at me. He looks young
for sixteen, but I am not much of a judge of these things. Despite the acne
he is good-looking in a slightly rugged sort of way.
“Given up talking then?” I say. Whilst I did not expect young Jack to
break into immediate conversation I suppose I had half-hoped for a nod or a
shake of the head. It was as if he had not heard me.
“I daresay you’re right,” I say.
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Jack looks a bit surprised. He knows he has not spoken and yet he has
found himself to be, albeit reluctantly, involved in a conversation. He
shifts away and looks at me with a faint air of suspicion, wondering, I
suppose, whether this strange man is going to continue with the nonexistent discussion. He clearly expects me to say something further.
I say nothing. It seems a bit odd that he is here at all. I wonder if
Deidre knew anything about him when, on my behalf, she engaged the
services of the energetic Evelyn. I rather think she must have, Deidre
knows everything.
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Three

Evelyn has set the table for me and laden it with food. Dominating
almost half the repast is an enormous homemade quiche. I really do not do
quiche. In an absent minded way I break off a large section of crust from
Evelyn’s offering. It tastes surprisingly good.
Sonnet is waiting expectantly in front of her bowl. “Better water the
horses first,” I mutter. I pick the bowl up from the floor to fill it with
kibble. Underneath is a piece of paper. I unfold it. There on this slightly
crumpled sheet is a drawing of my dog. It is not overly detailed, but the
artist has captured the essence of this Flat-Coat in a few deft pencil
strokes. It is a thing of joy where the character of the dog shines out
through the two-dimensional representation. I let out a whoop of delight. I
smile at the drawing.
Sonnet fed, I take the picture over to the table, looking at it as I
consume the whole of the quiche. The drawing must be Jack’s work and
judging by this one sketch it is clear that the boy has a real talent. I feel
the stirrings of an interest, just perhaps a re-kindling of an ambition to be
of help to someone. In the bedroom there appears to have been a burglary.
Whilst the bed is neatly made, and the sheets have been turned down on
one side, I have been robbed of most of the clothes that I possess. “Blast
the woman,” I say with such vehemence that Sonnet scoots out of the room
with lowered tail. “Hell, Sonnet, I wasn’t talking to you.” The dog puts her
nose rather cautiously round the open doorway, decides her master is only
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slightly enraged, probably not with her, and slinks up to me with a
cowering uncertainty, her tail waving gently.
“Sorry, old girl,” I say, playing with her silky black ears as she rests
her head against my leg, “I wasn’t talking to you. It’s that Evelyn, she
hasn’t left me one decent thing to wear.”
The tide of the following morning brings with it a haar that
overwhelms the marshes, shortening visibility to a hundred yards and
bearing a chill that is unfortunate for those who possess a seriously
depleted wardrobe. There is a feeling of quiet claustrophobia within the
limited circle of my vision. Curlew Cottage becomes the very centre of its
own universe.
But through this mist of mind and weather comes the ghostly figure of
Evelyn, followed by Jack, peddling along on solid pushbikes laden with
goods.
I greet her with my most immediate need. “Have you brought me a
sweater?”
“I do that,” she says rummaging in a one of the carrier bags draped
over her handlebars. She pulls out a Gansey and hands it to me. I slip it
over my head noting how fresh and clean it smells. I am not at all sure that
this is how a fisherman’s sweater should smell.
“Smells good,” I say feeling warmer already.
Sonnet is making all sorts of fuss over Jack. The dog has clearly taken
to her ball-throwing friend, and the lad is equally enjoying the attentions
of the dog. Evelyn hands me a daily paper - The Guardian this time - as we
make our way into the cottage. She busies herself with coffee. Jack and
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Sonnet sit together companionably on the floor, engrossed in some dog and
boy thing.
“You never going to be off walking again in all this lot?” says Evelyn.
“No,” I say, “not today, well at least not this morning. I think I’ll just
stay here.” I realize I might well be in her way. “You all right working
round me? I can go over to the barn if that’s easier for you.”
“Course, you won’t be no problem.”
“Your brother draws really well,” I say.
“I be his mother,” she says, “but yes he do draw kind of special.”
I am slightly surprised at this new take on their relationship. Evelyn
cannot be much more than a dozen years older than Jack, but it is hardly
my business and only of passing interest.
“Did they teach him to draw like that at school?”
“They do have them classes, but he always do drawing. He just make
them old pictures sort of happen out of his head.”
Evelyn calls Jack over and the three of us sit at the table to drink
coffee. I push the drawing of Sonnet towards Jack. He looks at it and then
looks at me. I make a thumb’s up sign. He does not respond. I pat him
lightly on the back, trying my best to show my appreciation. It is as if I had
not touched him.
“He likely don’t want to know what you be telling him.”
“You mean he doesn’t know?”
”Oh he know right enough, he just don’t want you to know he know.”
Confusing as it sounds this is an interesting take on Jack’s situation.
Perhaps an indirect approach is called for? I leave my chair and go and sit
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on the floor by Sonnet and make a bit of a pantomime of showing the
drawing to the dog. I have Jack’s interest. Sonnet plays up to the action by
sniffing the picture and then putting her left front paw on it. Jack slips off
his chair and crouches down next to the dog. He has pencil and paper. Just
a few swift strokes and it’s done. He puts this new drawing on the floor
directly in front of Sonnet and immediately on top of the earlier one.
Sonnet looks down. She can see a game in this. She picks up both pieces of
paper in her mouth and backs away from us, tail waving furiously. Jack sits
back, watching the dog intently.
“Come here, Sonnet,” I say. The dog brings me the drawings. “Dead.”
She lets go of them into my outstretched hand. The new drawing is even
better. It shows Sonnet as observed from floor level, and there is just a
hint of a human, possibly me, in the background. I push both drawings
towards Jack. “Thanks,” I say. As usual I get no reaction.
Evelyn is talking again, always talking. She is saying that Jack just
does not know how to react with people. I know that. I wonder how he
relates to her. They seem to understand each other, to communicate, and
yet any spoken words can only be one-way. I have no idea where his father
is, why Jack does not speak, or whether he has ever spoken.
Evelyn is telling me about taking Jack for tests, taking him to hospital.
The word sets my mind racing. My hospital, Celia’s hospital, is out there,
way beyond this English doorway, in the heat, with the flies. My head is
filled with the buzzing of a thousand winged insects and I smell the stench
of death. It is all too much; my temples throb; I see starbursts of red.
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There is that constriction within me. I need out. I leave Evelyn in midsentence and rush for outside space.
I breathe deep breaths of moisture-laden air. I close my eyes. All I can
see is that dusty, hot hospital. I can smell the cooking from open pots. I
can hear the rumbling of the generator. Now I listen to the screams, the
most horrible inhuman screams. I hold my hands against my ears.
The sun beats down unmercifully upon me. I cannot move. There is
nothing that I can do. I open my eyes. The sight and smell and sounds
slowly fade.
I shake.
Evelyn is outside with me, holding my arm.
“Go you inside,” she says “Reckon you had a bit of a funny turn
there.”
I do as I am bid. I sit down and resume my battle with The Guardian.
There is a mist in front of my eyes. Eventually the print becomes clearer
and I start to skim the paper, avoiding World News. That I cannot take.
*
It is a hellish drive over terrible roads to get to the field station, but
by late afternoon the battered jeep makes it. It will be so good to see
Celia, she has managed to get a three day transfer from the up-country
hospital where she is based to join me at this outreach station of Third Aid.
She will have been here for a day already and will most likely still be on
call, so our time will be limited. There is little privacy at the busy station
but I am just happy and relieved to be here.
The driver parks the Jeep just inside the entrance to the compound,
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near the little school and wanders off to find some tea. From a classroom
comes the sound of high-pitched singing.
I have not been here for some time and things have changed. The
building I peer into is a bare, wooden construction. Two small windows
with fly screens are doing little to air the room and it is stifling.
Forty children of various ages sit at small desks, in an orderly fashion.
They see me and stand to attention chorusing their greeting of “habari ya
mchana”. The teacher, a slim woman in traditional dress whom I half
recognize, smiles at me as I feel my already hot face burning with
embarrassment. I should have avoided this interruption. “Sorry,”
“No problem, Mr. Farrow. It's good to see you after all this time. Sit
down, children.” Chairs scrape and desks rumble amidst some giggling and
chatter as the children subside. I mumble some words of apology, have a
brief chat with their teacher, wave goodbye to the children and walk over
to the hospital block.
Celia is washing her hands at the large sink. She looks pale and drawn.
My work in managing this charity, even this one month ‘sabbatical’ out in
Kenya filling in for the disgraced Norman, is so much easier than hers. I
suppose I shall always feel guilty about this, but it is part of her, part of
this extraordinary woman who means so very much to me.
She smiles at me as I approach, “You're earlier than I thought you
would be. I've only just finished.”
Her lips are smiling but I can feel the hurt in her and know she has
been dealing with something difficult. There are shadows, like bruises,
under her eyes.
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“What is it?”
She sighs and leans against the wall, blotting her face with her
forearm to dry the sweat.
“Female circumcision. Infection had set in. We were too late. She was
only twelve.”
She pushes away from the wall and steps up to me glancing round to
make sure we are alone. She reaches up and kisses me, just the lightest of
quick touches on my lips.
“Oh, Tom. I’m so glad you came.”
Of all the things on earth that I want to do, what I want most is to
sweep her up in my arms and crush her to me; to take away all this pain
and sadness that is eating at her, trying to defeat her. But I know my Celia,
she must work through it, deal with it herself, in her own way. She will
come to me when she is ready.
I take her hand “It's so good to be here.”
We eat a simple meal with the small team of dedicated medics. It is
still quite light, certainly light enough for us to take a stroll outside the
compound. The security guard gives us a little salute as we pass through
then gate and keeps a watchful eye on us from a distance.
We walk to a baobab tree, sacred in so many African countries, and
lean against its broad solid trunk as the sun sinks near the horizon. I look
away from the great spreading redness of the sky seeing Celia's face lit by
the glow. I hold her by both shoulders “I love you so much.”
She looks up at me, her eyes searching my very soul, “I love you too
Tom.”
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And then the tropical darkness rushes upon us.
*
I am awakened by Sonnet nudging my right thigh with her nose. It is
way past dog lunchtime, well a dog biscuit or two for her. The cottage is
quiet. I look outside. It is apparent that Evelyn and Jack have now left.
They will be back tomorrow, and again tomorrow; as regular as the tide. I
need peace.
The morning mist has frizzled itself into oblivion and the early
summer sunshine is pulling refreshing drops of moisture off every blade of
grass. There is the sound of a small aircraft overhead, buzzing as
inconstantly as the bees; to make a sound like that it must be performing
aerobatics. I recall as a small boy watching the drones pulling targets off
Weybourne, along the coast towards Sheringham. In my mind’s eye I can
see again, out over the sea, the puffs of black explosions that punctuated
those childhood summer skies. I hear the delayed boom as the sound
follows each staining of the blue. That was a long time ago.
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I walk over to the barn. The four-tonner is there, under her
dustsheets, just as I left her a lifetime ago. It is not this small gaff-rigged
cutter that I have come for, just a sad little collection of memories
contained in a photo album. I find it secured in the second drawer of the
dilapidated old wooden desk. I gather it to my chest and return to the
cottage clutching it dearly to me.
In the bedroom I scrabble around in the side of a suitcase and extract
a medium-sized manila envelope. I spread onto the kitchen table the few
items that it contains. A short press cutting headed ‘British Aid Worker
Killed’ and another from Kenya ‘Nuns and Doctor Die in Hospital Raid’.
There are two obituaries, both using Celia’s maiden name ‘Dr. Celia
Baines’, and a bill from the Lang’ata crematorium in Nairobi, which
includes a receipt for the ‘grinding of the bones at the city mortuary’. It
identifies the weight of Celia’s ashes as ‘1.78 kilograms’. Such are the
technical details for the passing of a wife.
This is no natural justice. I have no right to be here instead of her.
She was the one who healed the sick, who relieved suffering, who had so
much to offer. And she is dead. No more. Gone in a great maelstrom of
agony. Would that it had been me.
I promise myself that I will re-live those awful days, but I cannot face
the pain just now or allow those terrible images to populate my mind.
Memory is a cruel master and I cannot subject myself to its ravages yet
awhile. I leaf through the book containing our wedding photos and a few
pictures of Celia and me on holiday in Scotland; images that should have
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been treasured by her, by our children and by our grandchildren. Those
beings that should have been born and now only exist in the sorrow of my
imaginings. Those pictures would have been leafed over lovingly, the
passing of time highlighting the weirdness in fashion and the quaintness of
yesteryear’s cars. There will be no grandchildren, no children, no progeny,
no continuum. Celia, she who had so much love to give, will never get to
hold her children to her breast, never cuddle a grandchild, never read a
thousand bedtime stories. This is my sadness. It is a sadness that I have yet
fully to face, but it creeps around me, stifling my return to normality.
I pull up the clear page coverings towards the end of the book and
insert my pathetic little collection into the album. It is not much of a
record, not much of a memorial, not much to honour one so loved. With
the desolation of the bereaved I pick up the now completed archive and
carry it mournfully back to the barn. There will be no further pages, it is
ended, finished now, its blank pages accusingly incomplete. It is now for
none other but me, for knowing what might have been, and I have scarce
need of it. I leave it resting quietly, protected from the outside world by its
shielding drawer. What will become of it? I can foresee no future.
There is a malaise that has me in its grip. It has a veto on my
memories and forbids me to return to certain places, to see, hear, smell,
feel things that once were and should never have been. It is as if I am not
in charge of my own mind, my own thoughts. Seemingly the need to selfprotect is overwhelming. Recollection is something that cannot be rushed; I
must come to it quietly, overcoming the rigidity of fear.
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The sound of a car turning off the end of the lane stimulates the
production of adrenaline. Who would seek me out in this remote place, and
come upon me unannounced? I hear the purring of a smooth engine. It
stops. There is the almost simultaneous clunk of two doors effortlessly
closing. Sonnet has stopped barking and is making ‘woo-woo’ noises of
welcome. So these are no strangers; to the dog they are friends. Even so I
am reluctant to emerge from the security of my barn; but go I must.
“Tom, it’s so good to see you.” It is, Christine, my personal assistant
from Third Aid.
At the sight of me tears glisten in her eyes. She hugs me fondly, her
head barely reaching my chest. She has cared for me and organised me and
backed me through thick and thin. I know she means so well, but despite
my fondness for this selfless and undemanding woman I freeze at her
touch. “Oh Tom, I’m so sorry. You poor love. I didn’t mean to rush at you.”
She, at least, understands just a little of what is going on inside my
confusion.
“You look so thin. You’re not eating.”
“Um.” I say. This conversation is becoming Deidre-esque.
The passenger from the car is coming towards me now, brandishing an
intrusive hand on the end of an outstretched arm. It pleads with me to
shake it. I cannot refuse. I make a pathetic effort at a hearty handshake.
My dear old buffer of a chairman, Marcus Worsted, claps me, fairly gently,
on the back. “Well done old chap, well done, well done.” It is as if he were
speaking to Sonnet after a solid retrieve. I cannot help but cringe.
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I move to put distance between us. I need space. My mind reels into
misconceiving this kindly-meant visitation as an invasion. I have no choice
but to place myself defensively between human interlopers and that which
I perceive as the immediate objective of their mission, my cottage. I know
that words must be spoken. I cannot just stand here dumb and ungracious.
These people mean me no harm; they are friends, colleagues, my fellow
travellers in the real world out there.
Invitations to enter must be issued.
My throat is dry.
The words of welcome that I know I must utter, that I want to utter,
will not come.
I gasp like a drowning carp and wave my left fin at the cottage by way
of invitation.
What the hell is wrong with me?
Divine providence intervenes. Evelyn is cycling down the track. As I
turn towards this angel of salvation she hops off her bike and comes
straight up to me reading the situation with uncanny accuracy. “You get
them old chairs out the utility, Mr Tom, and I’ll go do a cuppa for your
friends. Oh and I’ll put away this here washing.” So saying my saviour
departs indoors.
The spell is broken, I can move. Marcus and I secure an old rustic chair
apiece and join Christine who has commandeered the bench. We all sit. I
place my chair so that I do not have to look directly at either of them. Over
to my right a bumble bee is sucking nectar like a bag-less vacuum whilst
buzzing for all that it is worth, wings beating at up to two hundred times
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every second. These wonderful creatures are subject to the twentieth
century myth that they are theoretically incapable of flight; this has of
course been disproved. If you incorporate the effect of dynamic stall into
the original equation then flight becomes theoretically possible, and fly
they do.
“Tom?” says Marcus.
I have a suspicion that this may be at least the third time that he has
uttered my name.
“Tom, we miss you. How long before we can properly welcome you
back to Third Aid?”
I stammer something about letting the side down.
Christine comes to the rescue. “Now don’t bully him, Marcus, he will
tell us when he’s ready, won’t you Tom?”
“Um . . . yes. Not yet. Will be.”
I divorce myself from this immediate conversation. They mean well.
They want to help me. I think that they are trying to say that if I feel like
getting back to work they would love to see me. But hell, please, please
not so soon. I know I am not there yet. It will come right, I am at least sure
of that, but I have a clear sense of my own fragility. I can only stand
outside this numbed mind of mine, looking on from a distance whilst it
struggles to communicate.
I am ashamed of myself. These two have driven all this way from
Cambridge just to make contact with me, and I cannot even be civil.
“Thank you.” I say, “I mean coming here and all that.” I find that I too
have some water in my eyes. Bloody Hell!
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Christine reaches out and makes to hold my hand. She is just the sort
of selfless, loyal and dependable person that I found so easy to work with,
first in the field, and more recently at our Cambridge headquarters. She is
about ten years younger than me, a jolly, slightly plump mother of two. I
try not to shrink from her well-meant hand. “Tom, of course we came.
We’re here to support you, to make sure that you have everything you
need. Above all to ask if there’s anything that we can do to help?”
“That’s right,” says Marcus “We need you old boy, place is falling
apart without you.”
I know he means well, but pressure is pressure. I wince at his words,
but he carries on. “Try to put it all behind you. Probably best to get
involved again, like getting straight back on your horse immediately after a
fall, what?”
“Tom,” says the more empathetic Christine, “you must take all the
time you need. I‘ve spoken to Deidre and she tells me that she’s organized
everything for you. You should have all that you need to keep you going, at
least for the moment, but if there is anything I can do . . .”
Evelyn appears with a tray of distraction. She deals out saucers and
cups and plates. She pours tea; she dispenses Good Boy buns. I revel in the
smell of warm Good Boy buns. It is the scent of boyhood, of home and of
comfort. I do not have to speak now; I can just absorb myself in the very
English ritual of afternoon tea. I cast a sidelong glance at Marcus. He is
wolfing down one Good Boy bun and feeding bits of another to Sonnet. I
decide that, given the circumstances, it is probably best to refrain from
reprimanding either of them.
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“Bad do,” says Marcus holding his saucer in a vaguely disconnected
manner and addressing his cup as if it were a miscreant schoolboy. “Should
never have happened. Awful for you.”
This just curls me up. I really do not want to think about it. My mind
plays me a series of snapshots; they are not pretty.
“Don’t think about it,” says Christine, “It’ll all come right in the end.”
“Thanks, Chris,” I say “I’ll be fine.”
“Bloody awful show,” says Marcus. “My father was out in Kenya during
the Emergency, you know the Mau Mau thing. Terrible atrocities then, he
said that he once came across a bungalow where the whole . . .
“Marcus!” says Christine with such strength in her voice that he jolts
upright, slopping tea from his admonished cup into its now re-united saucer
and lightly anointing Sonnet’s head with Earl Grey. There is a clatter of
porcelain and general mayhem.
“What? Oh sorry. See what you mean. Sorry Tom, old boy, not the
best time to be listening to my ramblings, eh?”
I nod, and then shake my head. I am making such a mess of all this.
Surely I ought to be able to behave like a functional human being.
“Someone asking about you at the Club yesterday,” says Marcus. “Odd
chap, don’t know who signed him in. Pretty sure he’s not a Member.”
I try to reply, but just open and shut my mouth like an oxygenating
goldfish.
Christine comes to the rescue, “Who was he?”
“Not sure I caught his name, but Jimmy Alston said he thought he
recognized him. Said this fellow had something to do with the security
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forces. I told Jimmy that he must have been squeezing the gin bottle a bit
hard.”
“What did he want?” I say,
“Not sure really, but he seemed to know you. Wanted to know where
you had gone to ground.”
“You didn’t tell him?” says Christine.
‘Well I’m not very good at covering up that sort of thing. Diplomacy is
way out of my line really. In the end I had to let him know that you were
up here on the coast.”
“If he really is some kind of spook then I expect he would have found
out anyway. I wonder what he wants with me.”
“Perhaps he has some more information about the attack?” says
Christine.
“If he does work for the security people it’s more likely he wants to
know if there’s anything more you can tell them about it,” says Marcus. He
is quite an acute old bird really. He knows his way around the
establishment much better than he lets on. “Bit of a downer if this chap
pulls in here and starts to tackle you about Celia, what?”
It is all getting too much for me. I feel the familiar dryness in my
throat, the sweat pouring down my back, the shaking. I start to my feet,
knocking into the tea tray. I have to walk. I need to get away. Christine,
perceptive as ever, turns to Marcus “I think it might be best to leave now,
Marcus. Tom’s so much better, but we’re upsetting him.”
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Marcus nods. “Keep up the good work, old boy.” I am terrified that he
is going to slap me on the back again, but he thumps Sonnet instead.
“Damn fine bitch this. Got a good nose?”
“Yes.” I reply.
“Damn fine breed for shooting over. Good mouths, don’t you know.
But these Flat-Coats can be a bit wilful.”
I look at Sonnet. “We manage,” I say.
The two representatives of Third Aid are already regaining the
Daimler. It was good of them to come, they mean so kindly, but it is
beyond me to say so. I cannot trust myself.
Christine winds down the driver’s side window, “Do look after
yourself, Tom. Take all the time you need.”
I nod to both of them. As the car starts off I wave.
Hell, I did handle that badly. I sink down on the bench, shaking
slightly as the world turns yellow and dusty. I smell the sweet stink of
Africa. I see the wiry dogs and the naked children. I hear shouts. I feel the
harshness of sun on skin.
Evelyn comes to clear away the tea things. She takes one look at me
and sits down by my side on the bench. Very softly, as if talking to herself
rather than me, she starts to chatter. Not about anything in particular, just
the area, the Rigby’s, other people that I once knew. She prattles on gently
and her voice becomes as the humming of that bumblebee, soothing,
comforting, dependable. After about ten minutes she looks at me, smiles,
and stops talking. She tidies the tea things onto the tray and turns to carry
it back to the kitchen.
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“Thanks,” I say.
“That weren’t nothing, just a bit of old chat.”
“Thanks,” I say again.
“Likely Jack ‘ll be here come morning.”
“Um.” I say.
“He be good for a walk then.”
I might manage a walk with the silent Jack, and Sonnet would
certainly appreciate his company.
I nod.
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Five

Another day of shining sun. The ground is firm underfoot and way up
in the blue the skylarks are singing their hearts out. The three of us set off
from Curlew heading for the wide, open landscape of High Norfolk. Jack is
tagging along with Sonnet and me. Despite having walked for miles with
guides in Africa when language was often a barrier to communication I
really do not know quite what to do about interacting with Jack. We start
off with Sonnet leading the way, followed by me, and then the lad. This is
not the best way for us to proceed. Things need to be changed.
We come to the coast road conveying its burden of noisy, smelly cars
and trucks. We are going straight across so Sonnet hardly needs to be put
on her lead; she will do my bidding without straying into any passing
traffic. On a whim I clip the lead onto her collar and pass it to Jack. He
takes it from me without hesitation. When we get to the road Jack gives
the lead the very faintest of checks. Sonnet sits. Jack looks left and right;
there is no traffic coming. He just flicks the lead slightly and he and Sonnet
cross as one. Communication exists. The order of things has changed.
Now we are away from the road. The path is of the same sandy loam
as the adjoining fields, slightly rutted where in wet weather farm vehicles
have lurched through the mud, but bone dry now and harsh to walk on.
Sonnet is out ahead, nose down, scenting in the base of the hedgerows.
How wonderful it would be, just for a minute, to be able to smell that
which a dog scents. Unlike sight there is an historical dimension to smell,
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so Sonnet will be well aware of who or what has passed our way over the
last few hours. It would of course be overwhelming for us and, just like
newborn babies who cannot focus or make sense of the images that they
receive, we would take months to sort out such an overload of olfactory
information. Perhaps that is where I am, in some sort of sensory limbo,
unable to process the sights and sounds and feelings that I have so
shockingly experienced.
Jack is running along trying to keep up with the dog, and not making
a bad job of it. I walk steadily behind the pair of them, choosing not to
compete. It is getting hotter as the sun swings upwards in the sky. I squirm
out of my sweater and cram it into the top of my rucksack. My shirt feels
cold against my back as the sweat dries off in the hot sunshine.
The dog stops, tail erect, nose stretching, right front paw raised. It is
the pose of the Pointer. She is ahead of me on the path by some two
hundred metres, but Jack is much closer. Then she leaps quickly
backwards, tail curled beneath her. Something is there, and she is
frightened of it, unsure of what to do next. Jack is with her immediately.
He picks up a stick and breaks it off just above the point where a side
branch emerges from it. He places the forked end firmly on something in
the undergrowth in front of Sonnet.
By the time I reach them Jack has stooped and picked up the adder,
for such it is. He shows it to the dog and wags his finger at her. Sonnet
understands the message; this creature is not for her. She turns and walks
quietly away, tail uncurled but held low. She sits down about ten metres
away to await developments.
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Jack holds the viper out so that I can see it more clearly. It is a
beautiful coppery-brown colour, almost certainly therefore a female.
Hardly an endangered species it is nevertheless illegal to kill or harm
adders in this country. With care Jack places the snake back into the dry
grass under the hedge holding it for a moment in the fork of his stick. He
lets it go and the adder slides off into deeper cover. They are unlikely to
harm humans unless they are caught unawares; dogs are rather more
inquisitive so in somewhat greater danger. Sonnet has watched the
proceedings with considerable curiosity. She recovers her equilibrium and
sets off again ahead of Jack waving her feathered tail. We learn about the
dangers that surround our everyday lives. It is the unknown danger lurking
unrecognised in the shadows that consumes us; that has consumed me.
We walk on through the heart of the county, trudging byways now
almost forgotten following the almost total mechanisation of farming.
These farms with their large acreages would have needed many men to
work the land.
“It is not so very long since tractors took over from horses,” I say.
I gaze at these orderly hectares. Now it is only the massive successors
of those first tractors that forge their lonely paths across this unpopulated
landscape. It is such a huge revolution to have taken place within half a
century, and yet it hardly attracted any attention at the time.
The lad looks at me. He has heard me, and I think he has fully grasped
what I have been saying. But he will not talk to me. I smother a twinge of
resentment. It is no more his fault that he will not speak to me today than
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it is mine that I could not cope with Marcus yesterday. The mind can lead
us to some very dark places.
We come to a small stream crossed by a road bridge. We must be near
the source of the Stiffkey River.
“I reckon we can only be a couple of miles from where it starts.”
I recall the names of the villages through which this river will run on
its way to the sea, and cannot resist letting them roll off my tongue,
“Great Snoring, Barsham, Little Walsingham, Great Walsingham, Warham.”
This is the language of Norse invaders. I am not sure how much they mean
to this boy, but he listens to my strange incantation.
Sonnet drinks gratefully from the cool fresh water. No doubt
generations of animals have done so before her, whilst their progeny still
do. Satiated she leaps back up the grassy bank of the small river and
regains the macadam road. She shakes, the movement starting at her nose
with the wriggling of her head and travelling along the length of her body
to her long expressive tail. Hundreds of drops of water sparkle off her,
caught by the noonday sun and creating tiny specks of rainbow colour. Jack
grins as the dog soaks him. We move on, following the road through a small
covert.
Just beyond the copse is a large, seemingly neglected concrete
square. Weeds are growing from deep cracks in its surface whilst brush is
invading from its edges.
“I daresay this pad will be pressed into use come the sugar beet
harvest, but originally it must have been part of this aerodrome, probably
the end of a runway.”
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Leading from the pad is a small concrete lane protected by a faded
sign reading ‘Active Airfield’. It does not look that active. Apart from the
beet pad the runways have long since been broken for their rubble and the
land that they once suffocated has won through again and been returned to
the plough.
We follow this old airfield perimeter track. It is peppered with dried
mud but looks as if it is still used, presumably by farm vehicles. After half a
mile it takes a sharp turn; on our left are the broken foundations of some
concrete structure, perhaps an aircraft dispersal point. How different this
construction would have looked when it was first built.
This is as good a place as any to stop. I shrug off the rucksack and find
sandwiches, beer and dog biscuits packed by the super-efficient Evelyn. We
share it out, each according to his own. Jack and I sit with our backs to the
remains of a low concrete wall. Sonnet lies in front of us as hopeful as ever
that her lunch might consist of more than just one course.
There is a humming sound that is growing louder.
*
The Lancaster limped uncertainly homewards. Dawn was breaking on
this great wounded beast as its two serviceable engines pounded unhappily
under the extra load. Its duty was done, at least for now. The bomb bay
was empty, it guts disgorged devastatingly over a far away foreign city.
Ahead, in the growing light, the Pilot could just make out the airfield with
its vast concrete expanses capable of handling a bomber squadron. He was
tired; his head was hammering and did not want to think of the death and
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devastation in the fuselage behind him. He needed to line the aircraft up
on runway 25, heading into the fresh south-westerly wind.
In the Watch Tower the mood was sombre. Of the six aircraft
comprising “A” flight that had left the previous evening only three were
safely back, and here was Blue Leader approaching low and trailing a thin
black streak of oil, just visible against the dark East Anglian sky. It was
possible that the remainder of the Flight, no doubt short on fuel, had
made it to alternative bases, but there was a sickening awareness that
losses were all too probable.
The smell inside the noisy hulk of the aeroplane was overpowering.
An acrid stench of burnt electrics mixed with warm oil and the contents of
upturned desert lilies that barely masked the smell of death. The body of
the mid upper gunner was flopped half out of the rectangle of canvas slung
beneath his turret. Both the navigator and wireless operator were also
dead, killed by the same exploding 88 mm flack that had pierced the thin
metal skin that covered the airframe. They had not stood a chance
although the navigator had taken several, noisy and painful, minutes to
die. The rear gunner shifted uncomfortably in his restricted turret. He had
lost all feeling in his left side. He couldn’t make out how badly he’d been
hit by the flaming onions that had arced up towards him, but the intense
cold of his glass bubble was, for now at least, keeping pain and blood loss
to a minimum. He knew they were low and his eyes were fixed on the trail
of smoke that billowed out behind them. He clutched at his wounded
thigh. He thought of home - his mother.
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The wireless operator in the Watch Tower was sticking grimly to SOP.
This was no time to give up. He tapped out for the fifth time “Blue
Leader, Blue Leader; Control.” But yet again there was no response. He
was not to know that the W/O had been killed nearly two hours ago.
The lumbering machine now turned slightly to port as it lined up with
the runway on its final approach. Shit, she was too low. The Watch
Commander was trying to hide it, but he felt sick. He knew there was
every possibility of losing this one, and it was so close, they might just
make it. ”Full throttle, full throttle,” he kept muttering, but he did not
like the look of the approach. He hit the Crash siren.
The Pilot knew he was low, but he would make it. He needed to keep
his airspeed up to retain height. He dared not use any flap. Throttles were
fully open. “Piece of cake”, he kept muttering, “piece of cake”. He would
have to wait until the last possible moment so as to reduce the inevitable
drag, but once they had cleared the small hamlet he had no option but to
engage the undercarriage. The nose of the aeroplane dropped just slightly.
The Pilot glanced briefly at his mainly u/s instrument panel. The IAS was
reading 100. It was too slow. The tail of the Lanc was buffeting, a sure
sign of an imminent stall. He needed to drop the nose, but there was no
height. He kept repeating his mantra, but faster this time, his voice rising
as he did so; “Piece of cake”. The runway threshold was tantalisingly
close, just beyond the small lane.
The fire truck, summoned by the siren, was racing around the
perimeter track. The grass field was too soft to risk a short cut with the
heavy vehicle. The Lancaster was hellishly low. John, sitting in the front
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passenger seat saw the undercarriage deploy and the nose drop. He had
seen it happen before; he needed to isolate himself, to provide
professional detachment from the human tragedy. In that Lanc there were
people, they were indeed flesh and blood, but that was not the point. He
was not going to lose this one, it was his duty and he was responsible. He
knew that the aeroplane was not going to make the runway.
Out on the Watch Room balcony men stood, helpless, as the great
beast clipped the trees bordering the river Stiffkey. It thrashed through
the turnip field, shedding its undercarriage, before skidding, slightly
sideways, across Village Lane and ending up just off the centreline of the
runway it had been grasping for.
Inside the aircraft the smoke was increasing. For the living it was
time to leave. The Bomb Aimer opened the front parachute hatch and
dropped to the ground. The Flight Engineer stumbled back to the
Navigator’s position hoping to get to the tail gunner, but he could not get
past the wreckage of men and machine parts. He turned and motioned to
the Pilot to follow the Bomb Aimer. They dropped to the ground and all
three crawled away from the front of the stricken aeroplane gasping in
lungsful of clean English air.
The fire truck pulled up alongside the three survivors of the crew.
“Tail gunner”, gasped the Pilot.
John could see Tail End Charlie moving, trying to free himself from
his turret. He signed to his driver to bring the fire truck around to the
starboard side of the aeroplane. No need for a ladder. He stood on the
bonnet cover of the appliance and wrenched the plane’s door open. Smoke
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billowed out. He forced himself in, turned to his left and felt his way to
the rear of the aeroplane stumbling on broken spars and other wreckage.
He grasped at the tail gunner. The wounded man collapsed into his arms
with a low moan. John dragged him forwards to the door and half carried,
half dropped, him down to the fire crew.
“I’ll take a bit of a look through this lot, there must be others in
here. You get this one to the ambulance.” So saying he disappeared into
the fuselage and the fire truck reversed away from the side of the aircraft
to better transfer the wounded man to the field ambulance.
In the Control Room they logged the final explosion at 6.30 am.
It took the surviving members of the fire crew a further two hours to
recover the remains of the aeroplane’s complement and the body of their
dead colleague, John.
*
I am wide-awake. The humming has increased to a crescendo, building
to a high pitch and then moving from left to right. Sitting with our backs
against the old concrete structure we watch as a small red-and-white
biplane rises swiftly, seemingly out of the field in front of us, clambering
for the sky, a lark ascending.
Then there is a catch to my throat. Here on this flat expanse of recent
history that title evokes once again in my mind the very essence of
Englishness. My faded memory conjures the haunting tones of a violin
soaring impossibly upwards towards the heavens. It dips, it recovers, it
flutters gently, forever reaching out both to us and to the heavens. From
this place brave men will have flown, often to their deaths. Theirs will
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have been a fear, a weariness, a technological challenge to defeat an
enemy; and for what? Perhaps, just perhaps, for this; a little red-and-white
plane climbing way up into a summer heaven, leaving beneath it a
shimmering field of green barley, and watched by a man and a boy and a
dog. In my mind the notes of Vaughan Williams’ masterpiece reach an
almost impossible height before losing themselves up in the blue, and
returning me to the reality of the biplane as it climbs rapidly, turning away
from us as it gains height.
I glance across at Jack. The lad looks to be at his ease as he chews on
a piece of grass watching the aeroplane. Sadly I have no idea what he feels.
He can hardly be expected to have heard the music playing in my head. But
I have once again felt real emotion. Admittedly it was not touchy-feely
emotion, but that of a more remote, more abstract kind as my spirit was
lifted from my body.
Against the clear blue of the sky the bi-plane describes one full circuit
at about two thousand feet. Then, as it reaches the downwind leg for the
second time, it descends to rather less than a thousand. Once more it turns
to the left, and its wings flash golden with the reflection from the sun. It
comes in low towards land and disappears from our view, hidden again by
the growing crop. A slight smell of aviation spirit wafts towards us on the
gentle breeze.
“So this airfield is still used.” I say, breaking the spell. “Some part of
the old runways must have been kept open, at least for light aircraft.”
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That dilapidated sign warning of an active airfield was accurate.
Strange really, nearly all these great wartime bases were closed down to
any type of flying many years since.
It is time to get moving again. Sonnet, who was happy enough to flop
down at our feet half an hour ago is dancing around telling us that there is
no time to lose if we want to fully enjoy this most glorious of days. We
make our way southwards, still following the ribbon of concrete that is all
that remains of the much wider perimeter track. Off to our left is a disused
and derelict watchtower standing as a deserted sentinel in what is now a
field of kale. It exudes the haunted look that all such buildings impart to
these old East Anglian airfields. Their span of active wartime duty could
never have been more than five years, many were used for a much shorter
period than that, but they possess an aura of their time that speaks to us
directly across seventy or so years. If the watchtower ever had a cement
render it has long fallen off leaving the red brickwork exposed, but still
offering a robust defence against the elements.
We pass the end of what must have once been a great wide concrete
runway; this would be the far end of the one that started at the beet pad,
now over a mile away. Superimposed upon the old concrete is a much
narrower line of black tarmac laid to just one side of the original surface.
This is what makes it useable for private aircraft. It is in good condition.
“It’ll be this landing strip that the biplane has just used.” Even as I am
saying this Jack points to a spot just to the right of the low buildings ahead
of us. I can see the good-looking little aeroplane standing on the concrete
apron outside a low modern hanger.
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We walk along the taxiway to the flying base. A man in a set of wellworn flying overalls has just clambered from the cockpit. He jumps off the
lower wing onto the concrete. He walks over in our direction. Sonnet rushes
towards him, meeting him halfway with a friendly greeting and allowing
him to make a fuss of her.
“Hello,” says this pilot, untangling himself from the dog. “I wish all
my clients were that enthusiastic. Now, two guesses. One that you want to
buy an aeroplane from me, two that you are looking at old Second World
War airfields.”
“The latter,” I say, it being the lesser of the two evils. I do not like to
say that we are just passing through as part of our walk. Anyway it might
be interesting to learn a little more about this place. “I daresay this spot
must have been a bomber station in the war?” I ask.
“It joined in a bit late, it wasn’t finished until 1943.”
“And you keep up that bit of runway that you must have just landed
on?”
“We manufacture these bi-planes here. Made for the private
recreational market. It makes sound commercial sense to be able to offer
our customers a flight from outside the works door. There’s also a small
flying club, and we still have the occasional light aircraft landing here.”
“Was it RAF?”
“Yes, for a squadron displaced by the USAF, the War Ministry had this
place built so that our people could hand over the more established bases
to our allies.”
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“Quite a change from the wartime use, different scale of things,” I
say.
“Way different from the days of the Lancasters. That would have been
one hell of a sight; great beasts laden with ordinance lumbering down a
mile or more of runway before heaving themselves into the sky at the
darkening of the day. Heading out into the night, offering but scant
protection for their young crews.”
“That must have been quite something. I suppose many men didn’t
make it?”
“There was a four-and-a-half percent chance of not returning on every
mission they were deployed on, and it was much worse for the first few
missions when the crew were all rookies.”
“Sounds terrible. They must have been exhausted and terrified.”
“They flew thirty ops before they were rested, then the next tour of
duty was for another twenty. So the odds were really stacked against
them.”
“I suppose there were many fatalities from here?”
“If you want to see the memorial it’s over there.” The pilot points
towards a small track leading off the concrete apron.
“Thanks again,” I say.
“Sure you don’t want to buy an aeroplane?” The man grins, ruffles the
fur on Sonnet’s neck, and heads for his admin building.
I find myself strangely keen to see this memorial, and I sense that
Jack is as well. We tramp around in the area that the man indicated. It is
all rather brambly and overgrown. Jack comes across it half buried in
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foliage. This little chunk of memory is a very simple thing. A carved plaque
set in a small piece of wall. It comprises a mercifully short list of names
with ranks and dates. I glance idly at them wondering about the personal
tragedies that are written here. One name stands out:
JOHN MASSINGHM CIV. FIRE CREW. 1943
I look at it and then look at Jack. I think he has seen it, but can the
lad read?
“A relative of yours?” I say. “Jack this man who was killed saving the
tail gunner might be part of your family.”
Jack looks at the name. He reaches out his left hand and traces the
carved letters with his forefinger, lingering on the curves made by the
mason. The stonework is rough and has in places been chipped. It is a
shame that no one cares for it now.
“You know, Jack, I have seen memorials like this at airfields that were
USAF bases during the war and those are properly looked after. It is sad
that the Americans would appear to care more for their dead than we do
ours.”
I make to leave, but sense that Jack has something on his mind. I
pause and watch him. He takes pen and notebook from his rear pocket and
sketches the memorial. He does not show it to me but stuffs the drawing
into his trouser pocket.
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Evelyn is saying how pleased she is that I took Jack with me
yesterday. “Not as he do rightly say, but I reckon you done him a power of
good.”
“I enjoyed being with the lad.”
I want to tell her how strange it was, our walk together, but keeping
to our own space. And how, without any doubt, a feeling developed as the
day progressed that we were doing this not as two isolated individuals. I
tell her that whilst I had prattled on a bit there was, in essence, little need
for me to say anything beyond making the occasional suggestion of the best
route to follow. Silence however should not be mistaken for a lack of
companionship, nor failure to communicate.
Jack has struck up a sound relationship with Sonnet. She is a gorgeous
black dog with a kind nature and most people who like dogs tend to go a bit
silly over her. I do not mind that, and nor does the dog, but Jack is
different. He handles the dog in a mature way and by the end of the day it
was clear to me that they formed a bond based on mutual understanding, if
not respect. I try to convey some of this to Evelyn.
“He always been that way with dogs” she says. “They do fair
understand him. I reckon it’s because he don’t say nothing.”
“You don’t have to use words to say things.”
“He know what I be saying to him, but he don’t always let on as he
know.”
“There are whole marriages that rely on that principle,” I say.
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Evelyn looks at me and bursts into laughter. Her whole face lights up
and her eyes glisten with merriment. I had not realised how attractive she
is. “Now go you on, Mr Tom,” she says, “I reckon you be about right at
that.”
“Ah well,” I say, “that won’t be troubling me anymore now.”
“Nor me neither. I’m not one for marrying nobody. Not that I haven’t
had my offers.”
“So what happened to Jack’s father?” I say, emboldened by this light
exchange to go perhaps a little too far.
“Now that be a bit of a story for telling,” says Evelyn, and I am quite
clear from how she says it that the time for telling is not now.
I abandon the subject for the present, although it is one that I
promise myself I will return to. I talk to Evelyn about our exploration of the
old RAF station and the conversation that we had with the biplane pilot.
Why do I find this pleasant hard-working woman so easy to speak to? I have
said more to her this one morning than I have to anyone in the past
fortnight.
“There is a Massingham name on the memorial there, a John
Massingham I think. Would that be any relation of yours?”
“He do draw about that,” she says “that be my great grandfather
what died in that plane”
I wonder how he died.
I ask Evelyn.
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“That were a bomber as got itself crashed just before the start of the
airfield. Our John he go into that mess to fetch out more of the crew, he
already save one, but then it all go up in a big bang an he were killed.”
So he was something of a hero this ancestor of Jack’s.
“Do you know anything further about the aircraft and its mission? I’d
be really interested to find out something more about it.”
“I don’t rightly know, but you want to be talking to Bill Graves.”
“Why’s that?”
Before she can reply my mobile pokes its unmusical way into my
consciousness. I peer at the screen with some distaste. It says DEIDRE. Well
at least she knows better than to try to speak to me. I open the text:
‘doctor eleven thirty today’.
Blast. I had hoped to forget this appointment. Now I cannot pretend,
even to myself, that I have managed to do so. Perhaps I should just fail to
turn up, but in opting out I would be admitting my weakness, and besides
that I would have to deal with Deidre.
“You got bad news?” asks Evelyn.
“No, well, yes really. I was supposed to go to see Doctor Granville. I
meant to cancel it, but it’s a bit late to do that now.”
“He be a right good man that Doctor Granville.”
“I daresay I could phone and tell him to forget about the
appointment.”
“I haven’t seen him for a fair bit now, but he were right good to me
when I needed my head seen to.”
I am only half-listening.
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“On the other hand it would be good to see Dave Granville again.”
“He do send me to that Doctor Howard in Swaffham, she what do
heads.”
I abandon my dilemma and look at Evelyn’s head with mild curiosity,
there does not appear to be much amiss with it.
“Oh no,” she says, “Dr. Howard, she be a head doctor, not a proper
doctor.”
So this must be one of Deidre’s plots, sending me to Dave Granville so
that he will refer me to this Howard shrink. My distaste must have shown
on my face.
“She be good, that Dr. Howard. She don’t do a body no harm.”
I decide I had better keep the appointment with Dave Granville. I
could do with some stronger sleeping pills. He is a sensible sort of chap and
will no doubt realize that I do not need to see a shrink. I know I am not at
my best, but if I could just get a really good night’s sleep I would feel
pretty good. A bit more rest and further relaxation and I will be back to my
normal self.
An hour later I am sitting in the consulting room at the Fakenham
surgery. An easy and familiar place this, with some hunting prints on one
wall and a Stuart Webster watercolour of, I think, Salthouse marshes as
seen from Kelling Heath hanging above Dave’s desk. There is a faint smell
of carbolic. An old clock ticks rather noisily on the mantelpiece. I suppose
this room must once have been either the dining room or the sitting room,
probably the former, of what would have been a charming town house.
“Not sleeping then?” says Dave.
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I have known this man for much of my adult life. He may not have his
finger tightly pressed against the pulse of modern medicine, but he is a
decent doctor and one that I trust. His young partner is the person to see if
there is anything seriously wrong with you, but Dave is a capable, straighttalking medical man of the old school, and that suits me just fine. I have
not seen him for the best part of a year but he seems well aware of my
circumstances and although he is not one to dwell on emotional issues he
believes in facing such matters head on.
“How are you coping with what you’ve been through?”
“Pretty well, I think. But I keep getting things flashing into my mind.”
“About Celia’s death?”
I nod, trying hard not to think about it.
“Hmm,” says Dave. “Let’s have a bit of a chat about this. Look Tom
have you talked things through with anyone?”
“I can’t say that I really want to.”
“Why not?”
“I’m sort of hoping that it’ll all just fade away.”
“And has it?”
I think about this. In truth I know that nothing of what I saw back
there at the hospital is ever going to just fade away. It is too vivid, too
immediate. The colours are so intense that I cannot bear them. I may not
be able to look at any part of it just now but it is all there, every detail,
stored forever, indelibly, within my head. The heat, the dust, the blood,
the flies, they all converge into a great eruption of horror.
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“I see,” says Dave, and I think he really does. “You know that Deidre
rang me up the other day and wanted me to refer you to someone who I
think could be of great help?”
“I didn’t, but I suspected it. So both you and she think I ought to go
and see this shrink in Swaffham?” Blast it, they were ganging up on me.
“How do you know about Kirsty Howard?”
“I don’t, but I have a lovely cleaning lady who does.”
“Oh yes, Evelyn Massingham. Someone told me that she was ‘doing’
for you. Anyway I think you should seriously consider going to see Kirsty. As
psychiatric caseworkers go I really rate her, she’s good, and I think she
could help you work yourself through this thing.”
“Look Dave, I can quite happily cope with it all in my own way, and
that doesn’t include my yapping about my private life to complete
strangers, even if they are sympathetic. All I need from you are some
pretty damn good sleeping pills that will give me time to pull through.”
“Blast it Tom, this is me Dave, and I’m talking to you both as your
friend and as your doctor. Firstly it isn’t sympathy that you need, it’s
professional guidance. Secondly you’ll never get over this awful thing that’s
happened to you. It’s going to be with you for the rest of your life, man.
But it’ll be one hell of a sight easier for you if you go and have a chat with
Kirsty. She’ll help you to find the very best way to deal with it, and you’ll
never do half as good a job if you try to slog it out all by yourself.”
I look at Dave. He is in earnest. I see the lines of concern puckering
his forehead. I surrender to the inevitable. With both Dave and Deidre
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wanting me to see this woman, and even my cleaning lady recommending
her, I can hardly refuse.
“OK” I say. “I’ll give it a go. But only because you are telling me that I
must.”
Back at Curlew I drive the old Land Rover into the cart shed that
serves as a garage for it and the Alfa, and make my way over to the barn. I
look searchingly at the large object that has commandeered over half the
interior of the building. It is covered in dustsheets, a chrysalis waiting to
unfold. I remember a time when Celia and I were really enjoying the
practical work of restoring this four-tonner. It is now a happy bundle of
secret memories that I am fearful of disturbing. Yet the time has come, the
spell needs to be broken. It is not Celia’s fate to sail in her again, but I
will, and with me I cannot but help carry those precious memories of a past
that had no future, a ghost of what might have been. This boat is aptly
named – Hiraeth.
Taking my time I unfasten the restraining blue nylon ropes and pull
carefully at the covers. There is some initial resistance, and then slowly at
first, but gathering momentum, they slip from the coach-roof and across
the decks in a great swish of sound, lying in a long crumpled heap of white
on the ground in front of me. She is revealed sitting squarely on her trailer,
just as I left her a long three months ago. Before then I had worked around
the whole boat replacing the soft planks that had worried Celia so much,
and I had remade or re-fastened the gunmetal fittings for the rigging and
rails.
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There is an undercoat on the hull. I pick up a sanding block and attach
a tear-off piece of 120 grit. I rub it lightly over the transom. It feels good. I
can sense the physical pleasure that my continuing with this project will
bring me. It is high time that I should stop moping around and get on and
do something worthwhile. I will finish the relatively small amount of work
that needs to be done on this boat.
I return to the cottage to ready myself for action. This is more like it.
If I can concentrate on decent, practical things like this I can rid myself of
harking back to things I do not want to re-live. At the bottom of a suitcase
there is an old pair of faded shorts that I last wore in Kenya and which have
managed to elude Evelyn’s remorseless search on behalf of the washing
machine. I pull them on. There is something in the left hand pocket. I pull
it out. It is Celia’s sat phone.
I am back in Kenya. I am at the aftermath of the massacre. I am
standing in the compound leaning against the Jeep. I feel nothing, I hear
nothing, I smell nothing. Sight does not demand emotional response. I can
see that my driver, Kifimbo, and Ali Watchira, the Inspector of Police, are
standing on the far side of the vehicle, deep in conversation. What the hell
are they talking about? I am not thinking about what I have just witnessed.
I am not thinking about that thing, those things, that are lying, pale white
sausages, in the back of the jeep. My mind is numb. Wachira comes over to
me. He holds out his hand. It is all in slow motion and the sound has been
turned off. There is a phone, Celia’s Thuraya. I take it from him. He looks
at me and says something, but here is no sound. I cannot hear him. I put
the phone in my pocket. He looks closely at me and says something else. I
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still cannot hear him speak, but think it has to do with leaving the country.
The scene fades.
I am breathing heavily, but I am okay. I keep my thoughts well away
from re-visiting that place where I cannot go.
Everyone out in Kenya seemed to use a 2510. It is the cheapest and
smallest sat phone on the market and used extensively in an area where
there is no land-based mobile coverage. I wish I could remember what Ali
Watchira said to me. I think he was just anxious that I should get out of the
country as soon as possible. I leave the phone on the bedside table, I can
always deal with it later; in the meantime there is important work to be
done.
I head back towards the barn and find some gloves and a facemask. It
will be so good to get back to something I know that I can do. I start work
in earnest sanding from the starboard bow towards the stern. It is hard
work, both rewarding and therapeutic. I concentrate on getting the best
possible finish, especially to the areas of paint that are now covering the
new planks. At this stage it is possible to fill any imperfections, before I
start all over again with a finer paper. Only then will she be ready for the
first topcoat. As I work my way aft I have to duck under the turn of the
bilge, sitting on the dry floor of the barn.
I am reliving that journey back to the hospital from Nairobi. I have
been away a couple of nights and then this particularly disagreeable
Minister has kept me waiting for over two hours before granting me the
interview that I had requested on behalf of Third Aid. This delayed our
return although I told him I needed to get back because of a message I had
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received about a police redeployment that would leave the hospital
without cover. The blasted man keeps rabbiting on about the way we
charities are treating his government. He says that we still think we are the
colonial power, and that granting their people aid is just a way of the rich
nations salving their consciences. He is most particular about failing to use
my title, referring to me constantly as ‘Thomas’. Nobody calls me
‘Thomas’. It is hot, I am late, my temper is getting very strained. At last he
agrees to the areas we can operate in for the next year and has a
functionary draw up an agreement. It is ages before I manage to get away
from him.
I am anxious from the start of our return drive to the hospital. The
police have already warned me about the possibility of terrorist infiltration
and it has been preying on my mind. Kifimbo drives with speed and skill,
especially on the rough tracks that slow our passage for the latter half of
the journey. It is not his fault that time comes to a shuddering halt. I feel
how that knot that has already been growing in my guts has suddenly
hardened. Kifimbo sees the vultures first, when we are a couple of miles
from the compound. He points at them. I see them. They are circling,
circling, harbingers of the horror that assaults me. It is already too late. We
do not speak. The vultures are telling us all that has to be said.
The swirling dust of the road gives way to the dust from my sanding
pad. My heart is beating faster, but I am not sweating and only trembling
slightly. At least I can get this far without falling apart. I am just a little bit
pleased with myself.
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Seven

I slowly become aware that I am not alone. Sonnet, who is in any case
exceedingly bored by all this boat maintenance stuff, has abandoned her
comfortable nest in the old straw bales and is making a fuss about
something. I turn and see that Jack is standing squarely in the opening of
the twin barn doors. I give a sideways nod of my head and the lad comes in,
right up to me, and looks at the work I have been doing with obvious
interest. He rubs his hand over a bit of hull that I have been working on.
The white comes off on his palm. Without looking he flicks at it with his
other hand in a slightly distracted way.
I hand Jack another sanding pad, tear off a strip of paper for him and
resume my repetitive sanding. The lad does as I do. He starts rubbing at the
starboard quarter. He is going at it a bit hard. I move over to him and hold
my hand over his showing him just how much pressure is needed. He starts
again on his own. He is doing well.
I start talking quietly, as if to myself, knowing full well that the boy is
listening. “The cabin still needs some work, but I can take my time over
that, it’ll do for now. Externally she just needs rubbing down and a couple
of topcoats on the hull. It’s been a long job and I need to take this final
stage slowly. I really don’t want to mess it up at this point. This boat is
bloody well going to look even better than Celia and I planned it should.”
Jack is working well. He has got the hang of how much pressure to
use. I continue to speak, “There’s still a bit of engineering work to do. I’ve
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stripped out the old Lister and replaced it with an electric motive system
from EnviroBoat Developments. The motor is in place, lined up by eye,
which will be just good enough as I have put in an Aquadrive. I still need to
fit the batteries and wire them back to the controller.”
For a good hour or so Jack and I work at this together. I wonder what
he is doing here. As far as I am aware Evelyn has not come over to Curlew,
so he must have biked down on his own, perhaps to see Sonnet? The dog
has retreated to her bales. She is distinctly put out now that both her
master and her newfound friend have deserted her.
I tell Jack that I had considered using the power sander, but that
would have been an admission of defeat. It would have compromised the
purpose of the restoration. Having got this far by hand it would be
unworthy of the effort that we have put into the project to spoil it by
bringing in a harsh mechanical tool. “Hand sanding is traditional, it’s also
personal, and anyway I reckon that it gives just a slightly better finish.”
Jack has got the hang of this work now. He has a flair for it and the
surface that he has rubbed down is free from imperfections, it looks really
smooth. Our sanding meets amidships and we pause for a moment. Then I
get some white spirit and rags and we wipe the whole side clear of sanding
dust.
“We need some filler,” I say, more to myself than to Jack.
Jack immediately goes over to the workbench. He looks carefully at
the tins on the shelf to the right of the bench. He returns not just with the
tin of filler but also a couple of putty knives. Evelyn was right. He is not
“slow” as she put it. He understands exactly what is said to him and thinks
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for himself. This is a normal, bright lad. He just cannot speak, or chooses
not to do so.
We work together again filling the very faint pockmarks that are just
discernable, mainly where the putty has shrunk over the holes for the
recessed copper nails. Our work with the filler has messed up that lovely
smooth finish and we go over the same side again with the sanding pads
until the boat is ready for its first topcoat. I will have to sort out the port
side before I start on that. But such work is not for today.
“Looks good,” I say, and get the faintest of nods from the lad. In our
own different ways we are pleased with our efforts.
I find a couple of cans of beer in the kitchen and hand one to Jack.
We sit together on the garden bench, Sonnet at our feet, and drink ale. It is
a companionable thing this. There is no need for idle chatter. Just two
blokes doing what blokes do. To speak would be to intrude upon this
companionship. Our thoughts are our own, but they are not selfish. We
watch over the marshes as a slight haze starts to roll in covering the
saltpans. There’s little to no breeze now and the cries of the waders serve
only to amplify the stillness of this ancient scene.
Jack looks to the sun that has moved down in the western sky. He gets
slowly to his feet, collects both our beer cans and drops them into the
black plastic dustbin. The dog is lying belly-up on her back. Jack kneels
down and rubs her tummy. She wags her tail, squirming and asking for
more. The boy looks squarely at me. For a fleeting moment the corners of
his mouth twitch. It is the very briefest of things, too transitory to be
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called a smile, but it is there, an unmistakable flash of direct
communication. A great divide has been crossed.
Jack and his bike disappear down the track, trailing a faint cloud of
dust and leaving the darkening evening to Sonnet and to me.

I pull the Land Rover into the square. I have always liked Swaffham. It
is all the better for the bypass that, whilst hardly returning the town to its
sleepy charm of my boyhood, has at least provided relief from the
relentless passage of cars and trucks hurtling their way from Lynn to the
City. I suppose I could have driven here in the car, but I am attached to the
old Land Rover and it has only taken forty-five minutes or so to find myself
parked here in the main square nerving myself to meet this shrink, Kirsty
Howard.
“What do you reckon, Sonnet, should I go in and talk to her?”
The dog leaps over from the back of the vehicle and sits next to me.
“The thing is,” I say, still speaking to the dog, “I really don’t think this
psycho-stuff is going to help much. All I need is a bit more time and I’m
sure I’ll be as right as rain.”
Sonnet leans against me looking solemn. There are such things as dog
psychologists, but I have a feeling that Sonnet would not rate them very
highly. I am convinced that such matters would, in her opinion, be entirely
suitable for Miniature Poodles and other such overwrought breeds, but not
the sort of thing that any respectable gundog would have any truck with.
“I’m just not very good with humans at the moment. I can take them
one at a time, but more than that and I have to get away. I think it may be
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something to do with guilt, knowing that I’m alive and that it’s Celia who
died.”
I can usually rely upon Sonnet to provide sound, practical therapy, but
her eyes are already starting to close. It is a bit disconcerting to discover
that you have succeeded in boring your dog to sleep.
“Anyway, who do these shrinks think they are, digging away at your
mind and getting you to make a complete idiot of yourself?”
Sonnet is very gently snoring. The cares of the world, that is her cares
and such cares as she carries for me, have departed from the brain of dog.
Judging by the twitching of her front paw, she is now busy on proper doglike things such as chasing cats down our lane. I like the simplicity of dog. I
would that it were mine.
I know I am letting this appointment slip away from me. It is all but
eleven o’clock now.
“Damn it” I say with such vehemence that the poor dog cracks awake
from her doze and leaps away from me in alarm, “I’m not scared of mindmeddlers. I’ll bloody well do it.”
Sonnet appears shaken and far from ecstatic at this decision of mine,
most particularly as it involves no walking.
Kirsty Howard does not look like a shrink. Her consulting room is full
of very un-shrink-like things, such as hunting prints and golf clubs. There is
not a couch in sight. She is a rather square matronly figure of about fifty.
There is an old and rather wheezy black Cocker Spaniel lying in a basket
just to the right of a large desk. The room smells very slightly of dog.
“Hello Tom,” says the human occupant of the room, “I’m Kirsty.”
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I am at something of a loss as to how to behave. This is hardly a social
occasion and yet we are shaking hands. I try to respond in a suitably
anodyne manner. “I like Cockers; what’s he called?”
“Feeble.”
“Feeble?”
“Yes, you know, as in feeble-minded.”
It is clearly a long-practised line that is usually good for at least a
grin.
“Hi Feeble!” I say.
The dog does not stir, no doubt well-drilled in psychiatric practice.
“You clearly like dogs?”
“I get on with them,” I say as Feeble uncurls himself, stands up in his
basket, gives me a lingering stare and then curls up in the opposite
direction.
“Rather than most humans, perhaps?”
“Well, yes, much of the time. Their temperament suits me better I
think.”
“That’s an odd thing to say.”
I explain that my faith in humans has been severely tested of late.
Kirsty nods sympathetically. I start to tell her about my work with Third Aid
and how I have spent a lot of my life travelling abroad, mainly in Africa.
She listens to me with interest. I have no trouble talking to this woman
about myself, and about what I do. Such sessions are usually portrayed as a
series of long silences, perhaps punctuated by short but revealing
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recollections from early childhood. That doesn’t seem to be true in this
case.
“So you’re taking a break from it all?”
“Well yes, I am. I have beaten a bit of a retreat to my cottage where
I’m being very well looked after by Evelyn Massingham.”
“Ah, Evelyn, Yes she’ll be caring for you well.” It was a statement,
not a question.
“She said she knew you. I suppose you know her son Jack as well?”
“Why do you ask?”
“Well I’ve rather taken to the lad. He gets on well with my dog, and
the other day we did a really decent walk, must have done more than a
dozen miles. I think he enjoyed it.”
“Did you?”
“Yes, it was a great day. We found a memorial to one of Jack’s
relatives, his great-grandfather I think.”
“Massinghams have lived in this part of the county for generations.
Now why do you think you get on well with the lad?”
I explain that the three of us, Sonnet, Jack and I had managed to
spend a whole day together with hardly a word having been spoken by me,
and certainly not a word from either of them. I tell Kirsty that despite this
we have communicated effectively. She asks me why I like that so much,
and I realize that it is because I do not have to delve too deeply into my
feelings. I try to say this and make a bit of a mess of what I am trying to
get across to her.
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“So you would prefer not to share them then, these thoughts of
yours?”
“I just don’t want to have everything trampled over by the wellintentioned and the well-meaning. I don’t want sympathy. I don’t want
intellectual sparring, and I certainly don’t want analysis.”
“But you came here.”
I am embarrassed and not sure what to say. I could explain that my
sister bullied me into coming, but that is not really true, it is just a bit of
an act that we have put on over the years. I could maintain that I wanted
to prove to myself that I have the courage to face a psychiatric caseworker,
but that sounds both foolish and vain. I could make the excuse that my
daily had told me that she, Kirsty Howard, was worth coming to see, but
that might seem a bit patronizing. In the end I say:
“Well we thought it over in the car park and decided that it might be
the best thing for me.”
“We?”
“That is, I decided. My dog sort of helped me decide by falling
asleep.”
I have come here determined not to do the whole revelation-on-thecouch thing and it is a relief to find that we are just chatting in a manner
that is only slightly focussed.
“So you made the decision to see me. Good.”
“I came because it was easier to come than not come.”
“But you didn’t find it easy?”
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The spaniel is stirring restlessly in his basket. Eventually he gets up,
paws at the cushion, then settles down on it again.
“No. I struggle to talk to people. I need space. I hate being enclosed.”
“What do you find so difficult about people?”
I sit in this comfortable brown leather chair. There is a window
looking out onto a garden, well an orchard I think. It all looks so peaceful
here. Then it starts to shimmer slightly and instead of apple trees I see
acacias. I feel the hot shifting earth, I hear the chaos of people and colour
and noise, and I smell the smell of Africa. I am outside the hospital. There
are people wearing brightly-coloured clothes, they are singing, shouting,
crying. There are small cooking fires sending up smoke and enticing smells,
and there are naked children running around, squealing, playing,
defecating. I am in that long corridor full of decent people patiently,
incredibly patiently, awaiting their turn for treatment.
Then it all changes. I hear the screams, I see men in camouflage
jackets. I hear the harsh crackle of gunfire. I smell the cordite. I can go no
further.
“Tom, it’s OK. It’s over, you are here.” Kirsty is leaning forward in her
chair. I feel sweat on my body. She is looking professionally detached, but
concerned.
“I’m fine,” I say.
Kirsty gives me a rather old-fashioned look and settles back into the
chair opposite mine. “I don’t suppose you can tell me about it?”
“No,” I reply, “I can’t go there myself. As much as I want to go there,
the hospital compound is as far as I can reach. I’m trying to force myself to
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go further, to peek inside. I can see guns, I can hear screams, I can smell
blood. That’s too far. There it has to stop.”
“Don’t force yourself,” says Kirsty. “Just relax. Try to move yourself
onwards, step by step, day by day. It’ll come to you, when it’s ready.”
“But I don’t bloody want to go there. I don’t bloody want to talk
about it. I don’t bloody want to be here.”
Kirsty looks calmly at me. She sees that which I cannot see.
“I know that it’s bad, terribly bad, but I have an absolute need to
leave it well alone, not to go inside, not to see it all again. I fear for what
will happen if I do.”
“We each face our demons in our own way. Don’t worry about what’s
happening to you. Just keep living in the now. It may well help if you can
immerse yourself in something quite different. Something that’ll have a
definite outcome.”
“Well, working on the boat seems helpful.”
“You were doing that with your wife?”
“Yes, Celia was a brilliant sailor and handy enough with the practical
maintenance thing.”
“Did the two of you meet through sailing?”
“Oh, God, no. It was at some awful do that Her Majesty’s Government
had laid on to discuss how the voluntary sector interacted with those
working in East Africa. I was representing Third Aid and Celia was with a
small group of medics who were looking for a suitably funded project.”
“And you hit it off straightaway.”
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“Yes, well more or less.” I certainly was not going to tell this pleasant
woman about the flaming row that, within five minutes of being introduced
to her, I had got into with Dr. Celia Baines, over working with religious
organisations out in the field.”
We talk on for a bit. I tell Kirsty about the ‘love at first sight’ thing
and how Celia and I were married within four months of our first meeting. I
tell her how busy we were, how much we enjoyed that, and how wonderful
it had been to find myself, for the very first time, totally in love with
another human being.
My forty-five minutes seem to have passed quickly and I have
surprised myself in the amount that I have opened up to this quiet,
empathetic woman. Kirsty suggests I come back in three days and we agree
a time.
“Thanks,” I say standing up to leave. Feeble looks at me and thumps
his tail encouragingly.
“And Tom, just be yourself. Don’t try too hard. Just let things roll
around gently in your head, we’ll talk it through again when you come
back.”
In the Land Rover I turn to Sonnet. “She was pretty good. Not at all
what I expected.” The dog wags her tail. She always wags her tail. She is
certainly one that lives in the moment, in the now. It is not such a bad
place to be.
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The old vicarage that has been home to my family since the late
fifties is approached along a winding lane and then through the churchyard.
The rooks, secure enough in their ecclesiastical trees, caw at me in
mockery. An air rifle from the attic window allowed me to despatch many
of their predecessors, but that was more years ago than I care to
remember. This generation of black scavengers has no such schoolboy
sniper to fear.
Deidre is delightfully pleased to see me. She emerges from the garden
door complete with an unruly band of Flat-Coats that proceed to mob a
happy Sonnet. Deidre is almost flustered in her eagerness to welcome me
home; this being an unusual state for sister mine. She is also, for my sake,
trying to do so without saying very much. This too is unusual for Deidre.
“It’s OK, Dee,” I say. “Don’t worry about me.”
We wander around the side of the house to the main lawn. Down by
the river there is a jumbled pile of huge reddish-coloured wooden discs.
“You’ve felled the Wellingtonia then.”
“Clive has been asking Saville to get it down for ages. As you know the
top third was quite dead. It looked bloody awful.”
I am sorry to see it gone, but it had of late become an eyesore and its
time had long since passed. “I’m not sure that the logs are much good, they
probably spit too much to be any use to you in the drawing room.”
“Oh, Saville organised it with the contractors, free felling in exchange
for the timber.”
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“That old boy still has his head screwed on.” Saville has been our
gardener and handyman for as long as I can remember. He has aged quite
noticeably these last few years although for me he remains the same man
that I remember from my childhood. He still wears collarless shirts, open in
the summer, but held against the winter weather with a front stud or, on
more formal occasions, with a gold stock pin. Saville taught me all the
things that country boys should know. He had me skinning rabbits, snaring
hares, and tracking otters. He is still unsurpassed at catching moles, and
thanks to his tutelage in this skill I can, to this day, surprise my friends by
ridding their otherwise immaculate lawns of ‘the gentlemen in velvet’ who
create such havoc.
“He says his rheumatism is killing him and he won’t be able to go on
much longer.”
“That’s a real blow. The place just won’t be the same without him”
“I know. It worries me.”
“Have you thought about a replacement?”
“Saville says he is looking out for someone, but so far he hasn’t
suggested anybody.”
Deidre has set out some cold ham and salad things on the mahogany
table in the breakfast room. We take what we need and then sit
companionably just outside the French windows and enjoy the peaceful
scene of this quiet river valley.
“So is Evelyn looking after you properly?”
“Oh yes,” I am not prepared to admit to my super-efficient sister that
she has done well in finding me such an excellent daily.
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“Keeping you washed and fed and clean I see.”
“Dee, did you know about Jack when you set Evelyn upon me?”
“Who’s Jack?”
This is a bit of a turn-up; Deidre normally knows everything that there
is to know about people.
“He’s a nice enough lad, just left school this year. He’s Evelyn’s son.”
“I didn’t know she had a boy. Sixteen you say? Hmm, she can hardly
have been in her teens when she had him.”
“I’ve done a bit of walking with him, Dee. It works out well for me,
because he doesn’t speak.”
“I can see that you would get on with someone who doesn’t say very
much.”
“Oh no, I mean he doesn’t speak at all. He’s mute.”
We sit in companionable silence. I am fond of this garden. The nut
hedge is a bit overgrown now and the herbaceous borders look as if they
could do with a good clean-out, but there is a limit to what Saville can
tackle these days, and anyway it never was a beautifully manicured garden,
just the sort of place where you could knock a tennis ball about on the
grass or wander through with your rod on your way down to the river.
“I had a phone call from a friend of yours this morning,” says Deidre.
“Hmm, another ‘offer of sincere condolences’ no doubt.”
“I’m not so sure about that. He didn’t say anything about Celia, or
recent events. It seems he’s an old school chum of yours.”
“Did you get his name?”
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“Nick something, hang on, I wrote it down somewhere.” Deidre
pootles off into the kitchen with our plates in search of whatever she has
written this guy’s name on. I am quite sure that I do not want to be
invaded by strangers from my distant past. It is not just that I do not feel
up to it right now, but I have never been a great ‘goer-backer’. In my
experience those who fasten upon old connections as a way of making
contact are invariably after something, usually money.
Deidre returns triumphantly waving a piece of paper. “It’s Gore.”
“What’s gore?”
“His name, you idiot, Nick Gore. He was asking after you.”
I do faintly recall this guy. I think he wielded a half-decent bat at
School. If it is the bloke I am thinking of we went up to Cambridge
together, but I have no recollection of us having anything to do with each
other there, let alone seeing anything of him more recently. “What did he
say?”
“Something about staying in Blakeney and bumping into someone
there who had mentioned your name and told him you had a cottage in the
area.”
“So how did he come to phone you?”
“He said that he had asked around a bit and the girl in the local store
had my number from the other day when I set up the food deliveries for
you.”
“It’s a bit odd, Dee. I mean, for a guy I haven’t set eyes on for
hundreds of years to go to all that trouble to contact me.”
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“Must be your magnetic personality,” Deidre was fast losing interest in
this conversation. “Anyway, here’s his mobile number. I said I’d pass it on
to you, and I have.”
I stuff the piece of paper into my pocket, more to please Deidre than
anything else. I certainly have no intention of doing anything further about
contacting this chap.

It has been good seeing my old home again and I know that Deidre was
pleased that I had made the effort to go and see her. It must be difficult
for her to see me a bit under the weather in that since our early childhood
she has always looked up to me, as her older brother, to lead the way. That
is strange really because she is the one who organises everything, but that
is how it has always been.
Deidre was also delighted that I had just come from my first session
with Kirsty. I did not want to linger, and I certainly did not feel up to
staying to dinner with Deidre’s husband Clive. Clive is great value when you
are feeling on top form, but he is very wearing if you are a bit below par.
I take minor roads towards Swaffham circumnavigating the Battle Area
with its strange collision of worlds; that of modern warfare with all the
perils and harshness associated with such destruction. And that of a small
section of an English county almost unchanged from the early part of the
twentieth century. Whilst the former is unpleasant at least it is
understandable. The progression in civilian life over seventy years or more
is possibly of rather greater concern.
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I love these small Norfolk lanes, single track with only the occasional,
informal, passing place occasioned by a field entry. The over-vegetated
banks crowd in upon me whilst the higher reaches of the intermittent
hedges provide a dappling of light and shade. It is best to walk or cycle
here. A car, or even a Land Rover, sets us at one remove from the land
itself, forcing upon us the role of observer, rather than that of participant.
It has been a good morning. I am surprised how helpful I found that
session with Kirsty. She is right about my involving myself in small practical
things that have a definite outcome. I can lose myself in the work of
sanding Hiraeth. It is physically demanding and there will be a positive
outcome. I suppose my burgeoning interest in the Massingham family is
another project that I can throw myself into. It is not that I want to dismiss
all that happened out there in Kenya, I just do not feel strong enough to
dwell upon it, at least not now. The time will surely come, but despite the
charm and serenity of this subtle English landscape there is a dark part of
my soul still imprisoned in the heat and dust of that African country.
Heading north from Swaffham I take to the highway rather than the
byways, but I am only two or three miles out of the town when the Land
Rover starts to hunt. I know its problem. The fuel gauge has not worked for
almost as long as I can remember. There is a stick for dipping the petrol
tank. It has notches cut into it showing the full, three-quarters, half and
quarter levels. I have failed to manage the simple task demanded by this
most primitive, but most reliable, of fuel gauges, with the obvious
consequence that we are now running out of fuel. This is not a big problem;
there is a Jerrycan in the back that I keep there for just such
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contingencies. We splutter to a stop in a loke-end, taking refuge from the
fast traffic that uses the main road.
Immediately above us is a huge electricity pylon, its wires stretching
out across the neighbouring fields; fingers of power linking conurbation
with conurbation. Sonnet gets interested in this forced stop; surely this has
got to be a good place for a bit of a run?
The fuel tank on the Series One is under the driver’s seat. A handy use
of space but not a very comforting thought regarding accident survival. I
pull up the seat squab and unclip the fuel filler cap. I lug the big metal
container out of the back along with a plastic funnel and pour fuel into the
tank trying not to slop it over the rest of the cab. Despite my best efforts
there is the inevitable reek of petrol. It will be best to leave it a bit with
the doors open until the smell disperses.
Sonnet leaps from the back anticipating exploration and exercise but
is dismayed when I just sit down on the nearby bank, she is convinced that
we stopped so that she could have a walk and is disgusted at my behaviour.
I can hear the sound of machinery in the distance, probably a tractor.
*
“Hold it there.” Irish looked up to the lower left hand arm of the
D30. Aberdeen, the winch man, threw the brake and the wheel cradle
that had been hoisting the conductors up the tower stopped within a
couple of feet of the bottom of the insulators.
The team had been at this job for nearly six months now, most of
them having worked on the 400kV quad line down near Cambridge and,
when that was about finished, moving up to Swaffham to build this
section of new dual line running from Kings Lynn to Norwich. The
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weather had been good. Irish, the charge-hand, was pleased to be ahead
of schedule, he’d whipped this team into shape and they knew what they
were about. He felt a sense of pride in all that they had achieved.
Jock-the-Man, a diminutive Scot in his late fifties, his left arm
twisted by some long-forgotten accident, was in charge of tea making. He
had a bucket of water on the boil into which he chucked two large and
rather dirty handfuls of tealeaves. He then emptied a couple of tins of
condensed milk and half a packet of sugar into the still bubbling liquid.
“Brew Up!” he yelled.
The lads gathered around. There were nearly a dozen of them, half
were Scots, a couple from Ireland, the others being local men. There was
another gang a couple of towers down the line. Each man dipped his
unwashed mug into Jock’s bucket coming up with a brew that you could
stand a spoon up in – if you were so nancy as to have a spoon!
Dinner for most was a doorstep-challenging hunk of bread with
cheese and raw onions. They had had a good laugh at the Norfolk name
for Bait or Snap, which according to Joe was Dockey, but it was doubtful
if even his fellow locals believed him.
The job for today was to get the tensioned conductors off the
wheels and clamped onto the insulators. It required two men on the
tower; one of them would need to climb down the insulator. Once there
he would be safe enough with the anti-flashover cradle to lean into. The
other men would be involved in the winching and positioning.
Dockey over, Joe and Bill set off up the left hand leg of the tower,
climbing on the temporary bolts that had been placed for just that
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purpose. They made their way out along the lower left arm and Joe
swung himself over the end feeling for the insulator rings with his feet.
He did not feel particularly safe, nor was he, but it was his turn and he
took pride in overcoming his fear of heights. Carefully he negotiated his
way down this ladder of petrified silicon until he was in the cradle. He
waved to Irish.
Aberdeen, christened Angus, had the winch motor running, the crew
were off on the right hand side in two gangs of three, just taking the
strain on the guide ropes that would pull the wheel holding the
conductor over to the yoke on the insulators.
Joe waved ‘up’ to Irish. Very cautiously Aberdeen inched the wheel
nearer to the insulator holding the rig with the motor working on the
drum. Irish signalled to the right hand ground crew to take more strain.
The top of the wheel just nicked across the insulator yoke.
“Twist left,” shouted Joe.
Irish signalled the left crew to pull, but it was just too much for
them. The wheel moved away again. Aberdeen left the winch and joined
them. Again they pulled, and with the help of this extra muscle power
the conductor snicked into the slot in the yoke.
“Hold it,” yelled Joe.
At that moment the winch motor coughed once and died. Aberdeen
dashed towards it, desperate to engage the brake cam that was flipped
back from the cogs to allow more accurate positioning. He tripped
headlong over the fall of rope from the right hand crew. With the motor
stopped the drum had started to rotate and the winch wire was paying
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out, slowly at first and then faster until the drum was whizzing round
dropping the wheel holding the conductor. Aberdeen picked himself up
and raced for the brake. He flipped the cam into the toothed ring. There
was a tremendous bang as the metal tooth dropped against the cogs on
the drum. The wire stopped dead. The force generated by the falling
wheel and nearly half a mile of suspended conductor at either end of it
was way beyond the design specification. To its credit the winch wire
held, but the jerk of it stopping sheared one of the two bolts holding the
yoke to the insulator.
For a moment it looked as if Joe, his cradle now swinging crazily
beneath him, was going to be able to hang on to the insulator, but his
hands slipped and with a wild shriek he fell to the ground. His body
jerked a couple of times and then lay still.
No one survives a fall from an arm, even the lowest arm. They all
knew that Joe was dead. It was very quiet.
“Aberdeen get that winch sorted out,” said Irish. “Mick and Jock get
a winch rope up to Bill and get that insulator down here.”
Irish walked over to the crew bus. He knew what he had to do, he
was sorry about Joe who had been a good local worker, but there was
nothing he could do for the man now except make sure that his widow
got the insurance. He rummaged around under the front passenger seat
and found a safety harness. He brought it over to Joe’s body and
strapped it on. He went back for a pair of large Stilsons and a Mole Grip.
Then, very deliberately, he bent the safety harness clip. It would look to
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the Safety Inspector as if it had been wrenched open by Joe’s falling
weight.
Within ten minutes they had the insulator down, the yoke reattached with new bolts and the insulator connected again to the arm on
the tower. Only then did they load Joe’s body into the crew bus so that
Irish and Aberdeen could take it to the doctor in Swaffham. Best not to
say that he had died instantly or they would have had to leave the body
until the police arrived.
“It’s a brave New World,” said Aberdeen as they bumped over the
rutted construction area and onto the road.
“For some,” said Irish, “But us poor buggers are the ones that take
the hit for it.”
Aberdeen was musing on what they had achieved in bringing these
great power lines across East Anglia. He felt just a twinge of concern for
the future. “I reckon that one day they will ration energy like they did
food in the war.”
“Ah bollocks, coal’s not going to run out, and look at the gas
they’ve got.”
“One day – just you wait,” said Aberdeen.
The crew just sat about waiting for the van to return. Jock-the-Man
started to remake the brew.
“Silly fucker,” said one.
“His missus’ll get the compensate,” said another.
“She’s got a bun.”
“Silly fucker.”
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They were agreed on that.
They had done their best for Joe. The insurance would pay out on
the tragedy of a man slipping as he climbed down the insulators whilst
wearing his safety harness, which sadly had failed him. No blame would
be attached to the crew or the Company.
*
The humming sound from the tractor fades away. I must have been
dozing. The Land Rover should be cleared of petrol fumes by now, so there
is no reason why we should not be on our way again, back to the familiarity
of the coast. I will need to fill up with petrol in Fakenham, and must try to
remember to refill the Jerry can at the same time.
I haul myself to my feet with a degree of reluctance. It has been a
tiring day despite, or perhaps because of, the lack of a walk. Sonnet is
scratching away at something on the field side of the hedge and making an
awful fuss in so doing. I call to her to come away, but she is deaf to all but
her job in hand, determined to get at whatever she is obsessed with. I
move over to her, pulling her from the brake and kicking into the brambles
with my foot. It turns out to be an old ball that someone has abandoned.
The dog makes a lunge for it and in doing so nearly knocks me off my feet.
As I regain my balance my eye falls upon a piece of white stone that I
have uncovered with my kicking. It is quite small and set into the bank so it
is far from easy to see. If it had not been for the dog I would never have
noticed it. I can make out an inscription of sorts that has been chiselled
into the stone. I stoop to read, pushing down some vegetation to do so.
There is a very short legend:
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R.I.P
Joe Massingham
1965

How strange. I seem to have acquired something of a knack for finding
Massingham memorials. I wonder what this can possibly relate to; perhaps
this ‘Joe’ suffered a road accident at or near this spot? I wonder if he is
also a part of Jack’s family, I suppose that he could be.
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Nine

The following morning I seek out Evelyn. “You said that I should talk
to a Bill Graves about your great-grandfather.”
“He were on that fire truck the day when great-granddad died. Bill
would only have been lad then, perhaps a year or two older than our Jack
be now.”
“So he knows what happened?”
“He been telling anyone that’s daft enough to listen for this last sixty
year or more.”
“Where can I find him?”
“Go you over to Blakeney. He be at the Kings most nights come seven
o’clock, most other times as well I dare say. Everyone know him.”
I start to tell Evelyn how useful Jack had been yesterday in helping me
work on Hiraeth.
“He did a summer with Stratton’s a year back an’ they had him on
repairs. He do pick things up real quick.”
“All the same he decided not to carry on there?”
“I’m not rightly sure what to make of that place now,” says Evelyn.
“They put it up for sale at the back end so Jack weren’t wanted no more.”
“Well he’s skilled with his hands, it’ll be their loss” I say.
“He do a bit of gardening. He really like that.”
“That sounds ideal.”
“He do a couple of mornings for the Rigby’s, bit more come summer.
He got a bit of a way with him with them plants and like.”
Just then Jack arrives, much to the delight of Sonnet.
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We have a productive and enjoyable morning working on Hiraeth. I
show Jack how to apply the topcoat so that he leaves no brush marks and
the paint does not run. The topsides are a creamy white. I mix a two-and-ahalf litre tin of white with a seven-fifty millilitre tin of cream, this giving
just the right colour. It sets off the varnish work on the cabin sides and
coach roof to perfection.
He works wonderfully well, leaving me free to finish off the wiring
between the motor and the controller. In a couple of hours he has the first
coat finished.
“We only need one more topcoat and the installation of the
batteries,” I say, as much to myself as to Jack, “then it’s just a matter of
the antifouling before we can launch her.”
I am sure that Jack is listening although he gives me no indication that
he is so doing.
“It’ll be great to get her onto the water again after all the time that
she’s been in the barn.”
I remember afresh how much Celia was really looking forward to
sailing this boat. I am sad for her that it was not to be. There was so much
living for her to do, for us to do together. However her death will not stop
me. That Celia would never have wanted.
“Did you manage to clean those brushes, Jack?” The boy holds up one
well-cleaned brush. It seems that he is meticulous in caring for his tools.
We walk around the newly painted hull. “Well done. She looks really
good.”
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We are admiring her blossoming looks when we come to just one spot
where Jack’s painting has started to curtain. He sees it before I do and is
on it immediately, working at it with white spirit, rags and his recently
cleaned brush. He is clearly mortified by the mistake and looks at me as if I
am going to chastise him.
“Hey, cheer up Jack, it’s just one tiny mistake. You’ve done really
well and I’m proud of you. And look, no one could possibly see it now.”
Jack shakes his head.
“There be a bite to eat on the table.” Evelyn has popped her head
around the barn door. “Hey, that boat look real tidy now.”
I like the way that Evelyn has arranged the day so that Jack and I are
siting at the scrub table in the kitchen demolishing a large pork pie and
some salad. She sits down to join us. It is a slow process, but these two are
undemanding and that is helping me feel a lot more comfortable with
human company. It is all the therapy that I need.
I treasure the old blue-and-white pottery that we are using and was
pleased that Celia did as well. I rescued it from the Old Vicarage when
Deidre was feverishly throwing out that which she considered to be junk.
She does this from time to time and it was just fortunate that I was around
and so able to thwart the rubbish bin of its prey.
Evelyn has been chattering on a bit about the price of things these
days and how bus fares have gone up recently. I tell her and Jack about my
running out of petrol in the Land Rover and the very primitive petrol gauge
that it boasts. It reminds me about that strange little memorial stone that I
came across yesterday. I tell them of my find.
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“Was Joe Massingham another of your family?“
“That be my granddad,” she says.
“What happened to him? It’s a strange place for a memorial.”
I think of that busy road and wonder how much traffic it carried in the
1960s.
“Was it a car accident?” I say.
“Oh, no. He were killed falling off that great pylon. He were working
on building that electric line as goes from Lynn to Norwich.”
I remember that line being built. It was a quad line carrying 400kW
down between Newmarket and Cambridge, but it was only a dual from Lynn
to Norwich, although the pylons looked just as big.
“That’s awful. I suppose several people must have lost their lives
constructing that line. Did your father put the stone there?”
“No, that were Bill Graves. I told you as Bill were with my greatgranddad when he were killed in the war. Well, Bill were just a lad at that
time, so he would be no more than forty when the electric were looking for
men to build that there line. It were Bill as talked Granddad Joe into
joining him. The money were good, two shillings and thruppence, plus an
extra tanner as danger money. They was working together when Granddad
slipped and killed hisself.”
I do some quick mental arithmetic. “Bill must be in his nineties now?”
“He be bright as a button. You want to do as I say and get you down
to Blakeney. He like a bit of chat about them old days.”
The day, in alliance with Sonnet, has been beckoning me towards a bit
of a walk, but I need to go over to the Carnser to sort out a slightly suspect
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rudder pintle on Water Nymph. I abandon the idea of a walk. If I get myself
over to Blakeney this afternoon perhaps I could try to find this Bill Graves
at the same time. I turn to Jack. “You want to come with me and Sonnet?
I’m just doing a bit of work on the dinghy.”
Jack nods and points at his sketchbook.
“Good idea,” I say.
“He can walk home easy as anything,” says Evelyn.
In the end Jack shoves his bike in the back of the Land Rover, which
leaves scant room for the dog, so he, Sonnet and I sit in the front and
bounce our way down the track to the main road.
“To the casual visitor this one-time port must look as if it’s never
changed. I don’t suppose it matters much to the tourists but I find a
nostalgia for that old Blakeney. Mind you, I suppose that earlier generations
must have also hankered after the village that they knew in an earlier
time.”
Jack turns his head to look at me. I think he understands what I am
trying to say.
“In my time the old store barns and warehouses that were used for
goods leaving and arriving at the port have been converted to holiday
apartments. The quay has been re-made and, perhaps worst of all, the
Quay Café is no more.”
I remember times spent sitting on the elevated outside terrace of this
rather run-down café munching the most disgusting cream doughnuts and
watching the stragglers coming up the Cut against the last of the tide. That
was always good for a laugh. The force of the ebb would be too much
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except in a good strong northerly, and the receding water left no room at
all for beating up the narrow channel. The inevitable outcome was boats
being dragged up the muddy waterway that by then was no more than
eighteen inches deep, by embarrassed proto-sailors. Then the doughnuts
would be finished and the fun would be over for that day. I rather think the
place is a holiday cottage now, but the building itself was demolished and
rebuilt so it is difficult to say.
“So, Jack, that’s my generation, yours too will have its memories. I’d
love to have known the place before the building of the Blakeney Hotel
destroyed so much of the working harbour buildings. It’s all recorded in
photographs, but not the sounds and the smells and the laughter. We’ve
lost so much in creating this so called tourism paradise.”
The guy at the pay kiosk, another unwelcome innovation, recognises
me and waves the Land Rover through. I back the Land Rover up towards
the banking that provides the protection of a sea wall. I look across the
dinghy park with its tanging of wire halyards against aluminium masts and
see a different Blakeney, that of my childhood with wooden boats and rope
halyards and less, far less, bustle.
Jack has his sketchbook out and is busy straightaway. I walk over to
the dinghy pound and start work on Water Nymph’s transom. It is a silly
little job but needs sorting out now or it could lead to a much larger repair
being needed. I concentrate on what I am doing. I want to get it right. Just
as I am finishing I become aware that Jack has moved rather closer to me
and is sketching something, glancing repeatedly in my direction.
“You drawing me?” I ask him.
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The boy grins, yes he actually grins at me.
“Come on, let’s see it.”
Without feigning reluctance or shyness, Jack shows me what he has
drawn. It is a wicked sketch of me hard at work mending my dinghy. Whilst
it’s accurate in almost every detail, he has depicted the rudder pintle as
having been screwed on crooked, complete with a split in the timber that
I’ve been working on. There is a dunce’s cap on my head.
“You little ragamuffin.” I exclaim and make to chase Jack around the
boats. He is too quick for me even though he is hindered by Sonnet who
decides to join in the game and keeps on getting under his feet. Eventually
I trip on a warp and end up lying on the grass with Sonnet licking my face
and Jack standing over me smiling and shaking with silent laughter. It is a
good moment.
Later, when Jack has cycled back home, I am in the Kings Arms. There
is a wizened old man sitting in the corner of the snug. It can only be him. I
ask the pouting raven-haired would-be-starlet at the bar if the old boy
drinks whisky. She nods and at my behest, with a breast-enhancing flourish,
measures me out a double scotch and a pint of bitter. I pay and she pouts
again. I have an overwhelming urge to tell her that if she keeps doing that
she is in danger of staying that way, but I desist.
I walk quietly over to the corner by the fireplace and put the scotch
down on the small table. “Hello,” I say, “ I’m Tom.”
“I know that well enough,” says Bill.
“May I sit down?”
“As you will.”
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“How do you know who I am?”
Bill looks at me as if I am out of my mind. I suppose I have been
around in these parts on and off for most of my life and a lot of local
people will know me by sight, but it is still a shock, that, despite my
wanderings around the world, people recognise me in this, my home
county.
“You been getting on famous with that Jack,” he says.
“He’s a good lad, he works hard and is very talented at drawing.”
“He do draw right fair.”
“What I don’t know is why he doesn’t talk. He certainly understands
everything I say to him and I’m pretty sure he can read.”
“Well, perhaps he ain’t got that much to blather about,” says Bill with
a slight grin at one corner of his mouth.
“I am getting interested in his family,” I say.
“Our Evie she tell me as you were wanting to know about them old
times.”
“Just by chance I seem to have found myself in places where there
are permanent memorials to Massinghams, that is John and Joe. Evelyn
tells me that they’re Jack’s direct relatives and that you know a bit about
what happened to both of them.”
My companion takes a decent slug at his whiskey glass and fixes me
with a surprisingly bright eye. Shades of Coleridge swim before me. He
starts off on a rambling monologue that is very confusing to follow. I have
no difficulty with High Norfolk as an accent, nor with the Norfolk dialect
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words, but Bill is jumbling up his recollections so that I am never sure from
one sentence to the next which incident he is talking about.
I gather that at the start of the Second World War Bill was too young
for the draft and so volunteered to work for the Snoring airfield fire
service, partly because he was hoping to be called up as ground crew, and
partly because several men, including John Massingham, were biking there
every day from Blakeney. Bill was very much the baby of the crew; the
youngest of the others would have been the best part of forty years old.
Bill told me about the morning a Lancaster crashed on the periphery of the
airfield as it returned from a raid and how his fire appliance had been
turned out to the crash site.
“Now John, he do rescue the tail gunner out of that there
contraption, then he walk right back in again, cool as if he were strolling
down Cromer pier. ‘Course, he were killed when that airplane went and
exploded on him.”
I ask Bill why John went back into the aircraft.
“He were looking for the rest of that there crew. He weren’t to know
as they was dead already. Anyways, when the war was over the RAF was
real reluctant to have John put on the airfield memorial ‘cos we was a
civvie, see. But that tail gunner as John do rescue he kicked up all manner
of fuss that John should be there, and in the end it were done right.”
Intermixed with all this Bill is telling me about John’s son, Joe, and
how they worked on the CEGB line near Swaffham. I gather from Bill that
whilst the fall was indeed an accident the crew covered up the details of
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what happened so that none of them would get blamed for it and, perhaps
more importantly, Joe’s family would get the insurance money.
“You don’t wear your safety then you don’t get no insurance,” says
Bill.
“So who put that memorial stone there?” I ask
“We had a bit of a turn out and I sort of do it”
“Did you stay on with the company?”
“I kept with them ‘till the line reached Norwich, well Dunston really,
just south o’ the City.”
I want to know more about Jack’s family, about his father and
mother. I ask Bill about how Joe’s family managed after his death.
“That poor lass, she were real crazed by it. They only been wed a few
month and her with a nipper on the way and all.”
“And the child that she was carrying must have been Evelyn’s
father?”
“It were a sad do. That Katie, she were a lovely mawther, but she
died just as soon as Jim were born, some sort of poisoning shock thing they
do say. Others talk of her heart being broke. So Jim were brought up by his
Grandmother, John’s old missus. But she were getting on a bit for raising a
kid, so he had a bit of a queer time.”
“And what happened to Jim?”
Bill looked at me hard. He finished his whisky. “I’m right pleased to
have met you proper, Sir Thomas, but I best be getting on now.”
“Just call me Tom,” I say. “Will you not stop and have another?”
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“Doc Granville he do say that a couple of tots of spirit won’t do me no
harm, but he do say that he won’t answer for the consequentials if I do sup
more ’n that.”
He stands up and shakes me firmly by the hand, thanks me graciously
for the drink and walks steadily out the door. The man must be over ninety
years old. They do not make them like that these days.
I leave Sonnet by the fireplace and go to the bar to get myself another
pint. Raven-hair pouts at me again. I do not think she can help it. No doubt
she is practicing for her future as a celebrity.
“You Mr Farrow?”
“Sometimes,” I say.
“There was a man in here this lunchtime asking for you. Gave me a
phone number, hang on a tick.” With a wonderfully rehearsed flourish she
flings her skirt upwards revealing a black-stockinged leg and retrieves a slip
of paper from what I think is intended to be a garter belt. It is all too much
for me and I burst out laughing. Raven-hair is not pleased.
“Here you are, take that. And I don’t know why I should bother with
you if you can’t even thank a lady proper.”
Still grinning I return to my seat slopping some of the beer onto
Sonnet, who licks herself with considerable relish.
The note is from Nick Gore asking me to give him a ring and leaving
his mobile number.
“Hell Sonnet, this guy is persistent. He’s not just striking up an old
acquaintance; he’s trying too hard. He must want something from me.”
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I sit and think for a bit and then pull out my mobile and phone
Christine. Raven-hair scowls at me for using my mobile in the bar, but
there is no one else here and I am keen to get some more information
about this Nick Gore fellow.
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Ten
“I’m going to walk over Binham way. Thought I might take a look at
the Priory.”
“There’ll be some sandwiches to put together for your dinner then,”
says Evelyn, “and I daresay Jack ‘ll be going along with you if you’ll have
him.”
I nod my approval.
Evelyn asks me if I can get Jack back by early afternoon, apparently
she is taking him to Cromer later. They will be travelling by bus. It is a poor
reflection on my indifference to environmental matters that it never
crosses my mind to use the bus. I do so when in London, but that is a
matter of convenience as a car in the capital is nothing but a liability. I
promise Evelyn that we will be back by two o’clock, and within ten minutes
we are on our way.
As we walk northwest from the village of Binham we discover the
Priory standing as half parish church and half ruin nudging up to a large
working farm. The soaring remains indicate just how grand the Priory must
have been before the dissolution. I stand dwarfed by these ancient columns
that reach forever upwards, grasping for the clouds. These pillars of
dressed stone give the place a mystic air. Perhaps because they stand as
several individual monuments to the ruin of the whole they make a greater
impression than would a roofless building with more of the stonework
intact. The dilapidation excites my imagination in different manner than
would a fully functioning cathedral.
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Jack, Sonnet and I wander lazily around the site peering at the
gravestones. Given my track record I am expecting to see another
Massingham memorial here amongst these ancient ruins, but there does not
appear to be anything that relates to the family. I feel disappointed. Surely
some of them must have lived, married and died here two or three hundred
years ago?
Leaving Jack and Sonnet in the sunshine, with at least one of them
still searching the stones for names, I negotiate the heavy oak doors into
the darkened church. It is a sudden contrast to the bright day outside and
my eyes take fully half a minute to adjust to the gloom. I feel quite cold
after the heat of the sun. The place has the slightly musty smell of so many
ancient ecclesiastical buildings.
In the gloom I nearly bump into a chunky Victorian organ that is
almost straight ahead of me. Next to it I can make out a small desk
containing some postcards and guidebooks. An elderly man is hovering
nearby having, I imagine, just jumped to his feet upon hearing me open the
church door.
“Morning,” I say.
“It’s such a lovely day, isn’t it? I didn’t hear your car.”
“We walked.”
“You’re not on your own then?”
“The lad is outside looking at inscriptions on the gravestones.”
“Is he looking for anything in particular?” asks my new friend.
“Well, his surname is Massingham and as it’s fairly common around
these parts we wondered if we would find any Massingham graves here.”
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“Not unless they were fairly well-to-to. I carry out a bit of historical
research in this area, name’s Arthur Stride”
“Tom Farrow,” I say extending my hand.
“You see,” continues Arthur, “up until really very recently, maybe a
hundred years ago, certainly not much more, people without any money
were just buried in linen, well wool until 1814 when the 1667 Act was
repealed.”
“So there would be no gravestone?”
“Oh no, you had to be really well-off to have a stone.”
“But presumably there are proper parish records of these burials of
the poor?”
Arthur is clearly pleased to have found such an interested audience,
albeit of just one. He pushes aside a couple of books that have been
providing cover and reveals, of all things in this ancient Priory, the latest
model of Apple laptop.
“No broadband here,” says this wired octogenarian, “but I have it all
on disc.” He motions me to come round beside him and opens up a page
showing Binham Priory. “There you are, it’s all here. These are the
registers of births, deaths, marriages, and banns all in date order.”
“Why a record of Banns?” I ask.
“Because if a local man was marrying a woman out of this Parish there
would be no record of such marriage here, it would be at the bride’s
church.”
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The penny drops. Arthur is busy doing a search on the name
‘Massingham’ and within seconds he has a decent long list of hits. He scrolls
through the names and dates.
“Now this may interest you,” he says, “the fate of this family seems
to follow a well-established pattern amongst rural communities, especially
in these parts. Like many similar related groups there are plenty of
Massingham births deaths and marriages in the eighteenth century, but
look, none after the first few years of the nineteenth century.”
I peer at the laptop. The name Massingham does indeed occur
frequently until about 1805, thereafter there are just a couple of entries,
some years apart.
“What happened to them? Did they all leave for the cities as a result
of the industrial revolution?” I hazard.
“Mainly it was the Enclosures. In the late eighteenth, early nineteenth
centuries the whole landscape of North Norfolk, both physical and social,
was radically changed.”
“That was because the common land was enclosed.”
“More importantly the Open Field system, whereby the villagers had
held their individual strips of land and grazed the local common, was
destroyed for good.”
“But surely those that had their land taken from them were
compensated.”
Arthur explains to me that whilst that was true of landowners it was
not so for those who leased land. The interest of a tenant could be
terminated without compensation. The dispossessed either made their way
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to the new industrial towns, where employment was to be had in the
manufacturing industries, or they starved. Not since the abolition of the
monasteries, or before that the Domesday survey, was there such a
disruption to the land tenure of this country.
“I thought Domesday was just a recording exercise.”
“Oh no, it involved a series of land courts and hearings. It was the
Norman way of extinguishing the land-rights of the Saxons.”
“How strange that I never knew that.”
“Anyway, there was no land, no food, no work. Times were hard and
people really did starve to death. The legal obligation to be buried in wool
meant that many of these desperately poor peasants couldn’t even afford
to die.”
Arthur paints a lurid picture of the poor, the starving, and the
wretched. “This was an abandoned generation,” he says, “this was the
price that was paid in creating the farmed landscape of the rural England
that we love. It was swift, brutal and legal, and the incredible thing is that
it all happened only a couple of hundred years ago.”
I think of the England I love, of the small fields surrounded by hedges,
often bearing the occasional tree. It is the landscape of Betjeman. I think
back to my earlier recall of Vaughan Williams. I think of Thomas Hardy. I
remember Clough Williams-Ellis and his ‘England and the Octopus’. Why
had I not realized that all this gentle, sensitive rural England that I so love
was built upon poverty, starvation and death.
“That is mind-changing. I just did not realize.”
“It is the lack of collective conscience.”
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“What about now,” I say, “do you think that our twenty-first century
landscape changing?”
“Our rural social landscape has undergone something of a secret
revolution, and with it the physical landscape.”
“Do you think that the strife and famine and terrorism that we see in
the third world is in any way similar to that which our western society
experienced as a result of the Enclosures?”
“Perhaps it seems more intense, possibly because it’s happening with
the so-called developed countries providing arms.”
It hardly excuses Al-Shabaab, but to a small extent it does put their
actions into context. This sleepy corner of rural Norfolk has passed through
the misery and the violence that caused the terrible attack on Celia’s
hospital in Kenya.
“It’s so disturbing,” I say.
“We look to history as our guide to the present,” says Arthur.
“Nothing changes, certainly not human nature.”
As I am thanking Arthur Stride I notice a small book for sale on the
table ‘Social Landscapes of North Norfolk’. He takes my money and I leave
him to his deceptively quiet church. I emerge, blinking, into the dazzle of
bright daylight. I look more closely at the book that I have just acquired;
the author is one Professor A Stride, MA (Cantab).
As we walk back to Curlew I tell Jack about my conversation with
Stride and the reason for the lack of Massingham headstones. He does not
make any acknowledgment, but he listens intently to what I say.
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We walk back through Cockthorpe, the site of another old wartime
airfield. It is getting hotter every day now and the vegetation is taking over
the banks in a great outflowing from the hedgerows. There is the intense
buzz of feeding insects. A cuckoo calls repeatedly and a lone bishy sits on
the leaf of a stinging nettle, adding an artistic splash of black-spotted
ladybird red to the green backdrop.
Using the exposed edge of a long disused concrete runway as his anvil
a thrush is battering seven bells out of a snail. It is strange to me that this
landscape of fields and lanes and copses is but a recent creation. I have
always liked to think of the English countryside as a refuge, a haven of
stability. At one level all seems so well with this ordered rural scene, and
yet in reality it is a dynamic canvas reflecting economic exploitation and
the ensuing social consequences. There is nothing innocent about pastoral
England.
It was a worthwhile visit, but I would have enjoyed rather longer with
Stride. There are analogies that I would have wished to explore further.

As the afternoon moves on I employ myself in painting the final coat
on Hiraeth’s topsides. I am taking it slowly and carefully at this stage, this
is the very last layer following a lot of hard work and I am determined not
to spoil the effect by rushing at it.
I am rather funking lifting the heavy batteries into Hiraeth. I certainly
do not want to try it on my own, much better to wait until Jack is with me.
It might almost be easier to ship them aboard off the quay at Blakeney
once I have launched the boat, but that would mean having to warp her
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round from the concrete slipway at high tide. It is not that I could not do
it, but my efforts in doing so would be bound to look decidedly amateurish.
Sonnet is outside barking at the sound of an approaching car. I really
do not want to stop painting; I might lose my wet edge. I carry on; leaving
the matter of repelling unwanted intruders to the dog.
A couple of minutes later Sonnet escorts a man into the barn. He is
tall, thin, with slightly greying brown hair and a sunburned complexion. I
know exactly who it is before he speaks.
“Mia! At last I’ve found you,” he says, using a nickname anyone
unfortunate enough as to bear the surname ‘Farrow’ was bound to acquire
at School. “I’ve been searching for you this last couple of days, ever since I
discovered that you had a spot here.”
“I’d heard you were asking after me, Gore,” I say.
This really is a very unfortunate turn of events. The blasted man has
found my home and I really have no idea how I can get rid of him. It is so
difficult to deal with someone who seems quite determined to worm his or
her way into one’s life.
“I do hope that you don’t mind me looking you up like this,” he says
“but it seems too good an opportunity to miss, what with us both being
here. I daresay an awful lot of water will have been passing under both our
bridges since we were last in touch.”
“I daresay.”
I continue working my way forward along the starboard bow, being
careful not to overload the brush, painting up and down, then diagonally,
and finally brushing off from side to side.
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“Nice boat you have here, nineteen thirties?”
“Nineteen thirty-two.”
“What is she, a four-tonner?”
To be fair, Nick seems to know his stuff about boats. Not many people
would recognise this little gaff-rigged cutter for what she is. I try hard to
continue to resent the presence of this intruder
“Yes. I’ve had her for ages, but have only got round to getting her
sorted out this last year.”
“Look, Mia, I can see you are busy, I’ll come back when you’re not up
to your eyes in International Super.”
Despite my earlier resolution I can feel myself weakening. He seems a
decent sort of chap and just because I feel a bit prickly about being
winkled out of my shell by old school chums I do not have to be so bloody
rude.
“If you just give me ten minutes I’ll have this finished. Go and forage
in the cottage, you will find tea in the cupboard to the right of the sink and
I think my excellent daily has left me some Battenberg cake.”
“OK, I’ll organise a cuppa. What’s the dog called?”
“Sonnet.”
“Come on then, Sonnet, let’s go and raid the larder.”
There is no artistry in what I am doing, at best it could be considered
a trade skill, but then that is not to demean this work, I enjoy such
expertise as I can bring to bear in giving this very special yacht the best of
finishes.
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My right hand is fairly well covered in paint that has dribbled,
unbidden, down the brush handle, easing its way between my fingers in a
loving caress of cream. No professional boat-wright would get themselves
into such a mess, and any sensible amateur would wear plastic gloves. I
walk over to the bench to wash the brush out in white spirit and douse my
hands in the same. The paint runs thinly over my palms. I wipe it off with
an old rag. The smell is overpowering.
The ten minutes gives me time to reflect on Nick. To my surprise I
remember him quite well. In our final two years at School we had a bit to
do with each other. We were in different Houses so that despite being in
the same class from the start of School we only really got to know each
other in our last two years, and that mainly because we were both Dry
Bobs.
Nick has sorted out tea passably well and I join him at the garden
bench. We slip almost too easily into our relationship of long ago. There is
a lot to catch up on and we spend a pleasant half hour talking mainly about
the people that we knew at School and at Cambridge and what has
happened to them since. This is good therapy, and, as a one to one, fairly
undemanding. I am nevertheless pleased that I can manage a conversation
like this without curling up inside.
“So what are you up to now?” I ask him.
“Oh, this and that. As I said I’ve worked abroad, mainly Africa, for
much of my life. I suppose you would say Import/Export, but that covers a
multitude. What about you?”
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I tell him about working these last eight years for Third Aid, again
mainly in Africa. How we helped bring jobs, education and medical services
to an incredibly poor but receptive population. I tell him that initially I
spent a lot of my time abroad working for the charity. But that now I am
their main man I am spending much more of my time in this country.
“I don’t like the desk work much, Gore, I’m no politician and yet so
much of my life now revolves around the international political scene,
trying to gain grant monies, organizing access to difficult areas, and
ensuring high-level commitment for what we are trying to achieve.”
“Did you say you are operating in Kenya?”
“Yes, very much so. It was pretty grim out there immediately after
elections and the resulting violence, but internally at least things seem to
have steadied down.”
“I was out in Mombasa. Not keen on it to tell you the truth, especially
in May, too much heat and too much humidity. I suppose you were based in
Nairobi?”
“It had to be our main centre, but we operated out in the villages. It
was there that we could do the most good. We had several people outstationed doing mainly educational and medical work.”
“Some nasty stuff happening in north east Kenya at the moment. I
think I was quite pleased to be stopping in Mombasa, despite the climate.”
I glance at Nick. He is looking cool and only mildly interested in the
subject. Yet either it is a pretty big coincidence or he is on something of a
fishing expedition. I decide to change the subject to see if he drags us back
to Kenya and the troubles.
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“Where are you staying, Gore?”
“I’m at the Blakeney for a few days. It’s OK, but my fellow guests
leave a bit to be desired. Never mind, it’ll do me for the short time that
I’m here.”
“I know, they do rather shriek, don’t they?” I am wondering what on
earth brings this man to the coast and then has him staying in this
particular hotel. It is not that there is anything wrong with it; indeed it is
run to an excellent standard. It favours a well-heeled clientele, but it is an
unlikely spot to transact international business.
“Tell you what,” he says, “I spend too much of my time eating in
hotels. I could do with a decent pub meal. Why don’t you join me for a spot
of dinner this evening, my treat.”
“That’s good with me.” I reply, “Where are you thinking we might
go?”
“I’ve heard good things about a spot just along the coast,” he says
rising from the table. I’ll pick you up about seven thirty.”
Nick trundles down the track in his Freelander. Far from seeing the
man off I seem to have rekindled a rather dubious boyhood friendship. All
the same I am deeply suspicious of his motives. This meeting is far from
being a coincidence.

My fears are not dispelled by a phone call from Christine some half
hour later.
“Hi, Chris,” I say. “How did you get on?”
“You’re sounding an awful lot better, Tom. How do you feel?”
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“I’m good, for the moment. Yes I’m feeling more relaxed. Did Deidre
tell you that she organised me to see a shrink?”
“Did you go?”
“Chris, as if I wouldn’t.”
“Tom, I know you. If you did then well done, I hope it helped.”
“Did you get anything on Nick Gore?”
“Well, nothing at all officially, and that’s really odd because I can
usually get a potted bio for almost anyone. No, Tom, he’s something of an
enigma. After Cambridge it appears that he worked for the Foreign Office
for a bit in London, but only pushing paper around their Registry. It then
goes pretty blank.”
“He said he was in Import/Export, did you look him up at Companies
House?”
“I certainly tried, but nothing. I may be wrong, Tom, but I have a
suspicion that he’s involved in Intelligence, but I don’t have any firm
information about that.”
“Any chance of following that up further?”
“I do know people who are in that field. I’ll make some enquiries and
see what I can discover. I’ll give you a ring if I get anything definite.”
Hmmm. So Nick could be working for some slightly shadowy
government organisation. In which case what is he doing here in Norfolk
and why is he pursuing me?
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Eleven

Just a few days ago I could not have faced eating a meal in public, but
I feel more confident now and the idea of it does not hold such terror.
Kirsty told me to get involved in things and that is just what I have been
doing. Working with Jack on Hiraeth has been a real pleasure; I am getting
the best out of him and, at the same time, helping myself by involvement
in the physical work. Perhaps more important I am re-learning how to cope
with companionship through the undemanding company of this mute boy.
The unfolding tragedy of the Massingham family is also good therapy. I
have not finished exploring their story yet. To bring it up to date I must get
Evelyn to talk about her father. I am curious about the Massinghams, the
family has been beset with setback after setback, from the agricultural
revolution to the building of electricity pylons. It probably reflects the
unrecorded tragedies of so many families. Concentrating on such definite
goals as these is helping me to think beyond my own selfish predicament.
I am suspicious of Nick. He would not have made contact unless he
wanted something from me, and I need to know what that is. It could well
be connected with Celia’s death, and I am becoming just a little concerned
now about the circumstances of that. I may well not have been told
everything about the massacre by Ali Wachira, my slightly over-friendly
Inspector of Police. Despite my having known him fairly well he was a bit
evasive about the reason for the terrorists targeting this particular hospital
and I had a feeling at the time that he was holding something back from
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me. It is possible that HMG are interested in the Al Shabaab incursion; I
suppose they would want to know as much as they could about any threat
to our interests in Kenya. I hate all this evolving uncertainty; besides
anything else it is pretty demeaning to my memory of Celia.
Nick picks me up dead on seven thirty. Ten minutes later we are
pulling into the car park of The George at Cley
“I had a fairly good suspicion that you were going to bring me here,” I
say.
“You know it?”
“Not in its present guise of gastro-bar. No, I remember it from many
years ago. It was a good traditional pub. In fact I have stayed here a few
times. There were a mother and daughter called Burnett that ran it then. I
think they sold up a good long time since.”
We walk into what was the public bar. It is no longer. I refrain from
criticism, it can so easily be considered as just the outpouring of the
prejudices of an old fogey, and I would prefer not to be thus categorised
for a while yet. To be fair to the present owners, the pub has recently
undergone another in a series of transformations and at least this one has
obliterated the vivid green and purple decoration of a couple of years ago.
It may not be quite my style, and is bound to remain in conflict with my
recollections from the past, but it is probably what Cley needs these days.
Sad for some of us as I cannot help but remember this bar as it was: frosted
glass windows, hard chairs, a few bar stools. It would have been full of
local working people enjoying their drink and with only a dry, curly, cheese
sandwich in a plastic display case to offer to anyone who was misguided
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enough as to ask for food. Lager was unheard of, bitter was a toff’s drink; a
pint of mild, or light and mild, was the locals’ choice, except in winter
when there would be a barrel of Old Ale on tap.
Nick and I order sensible food from a half decent menu and find
ourselves outside a bottle of Sancerre that seems eager to become more
intimate with nether bits of us. The place is not so bad after all. Perhaps I
have been maligning it. Nick is a good conversationalist and is doing a
sound job of putting me at my ease in surroundings that whilst benign
would have been too much for me to handle less than a week ago.
“Did you say that you used to stay here?” He asks.
“Several times back in the early sixties. My cousins owned a cottage in
the village and they always considered this pub to be a sort of annex where
extra or unruly guests could be stabled. I fairly frequently qualified as the
former, possibly as the latter as well.”
“It will have been different then?”
“A whole world different,” I say. “I remember staying on one
occasion. There were three of us sharing a room. Simon and I went out
wildfowling on a frosty evening. We were after duck. Robert, being
something of a wimp, stayed in and kept warm. We arranged with him to
let us in if we got back a bit late as the place closed at ten o’clock in those
days. Well the duck weren’t doing much and despite the full moon we got a
bit lost out on the marshes. It was well after eleven by the time we got
back. Closing time had long since passed and even the most recalcitrant of
stragglers had left the bar, so the place was firmly locked up.”
“You were in a bit of a fix then?”
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“Happily we knew which our room was so Simon and I spent a fruitless
ten minutes standing in the main street throwing stones at the window, to
no avail. Eventually we realized that we were going to have to resort to
sterner measures if we were going to rouse Robert. I slipped a cartridge
into my 12 bore, stood in the centre of the street, pointed the gun up into
the night sky and let loose. There was the most almighty series of bangs as
the sound of the shot echoed from building to building around the street,
rattling panes of glass. Lights came on at just about every window, curtains
twitched and there was a cry or two of ‘go to bed you young hooligans.’
Eventually a sleepy Robert opened the pub door to us.”
“Hey,” laughed Nick “you wouldn’t get away with that sort of thing
these days, you’d probably get yourselves arrested”
“Well we didn’t exactly get away with it then. You see the following
day we were in the bar here having a swift lunchtime half when we
realized that some of the locals were having a private conversation with
Mrs Burnett at the far end of the bar. They were looking serious, glancing
in our direction, and shaking their heads. Eventually Charlie came over to
us. “You lads are in trouble,” he said. Mrs Burnett chipped in, “It’s Mrs
Rust’s window.” Apparently when I fired off the gun I had put the shot
through the window of this elderly widow’s bedroom.”
“This is getting worse, criminal damage at the very least,” said Nick
I continued, “The locals gathered around us, shaking their heads,
muttering things about Constable Drury, and trying to offer us helpful
advice. In the end they seemed to think that if we stumped up a fiver then
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they could get the window repaired for us and buy a box of chocolates for
the Good Widow Rust. It seemed the best way out of a pretty tight corner.”
“A fiver would have been worth a hell of a lot in today’s money.” Said
Nick
Naïve as we were, the three of us managed to scrape together the
cash. We handed it over to Mrs. Burnett for safekeeping. Five minutes
later the whole bar was still in fits of laughter as everyone enjoyed free
drinks at our expense.”
Nick roars with laughter himself and he is joined in merriment by the
lass who is serving us. Several people have obviously been surreptitiously
listening to my story and they chortle away as well.
“Enough of this place and me,” I say “tell me what you are up to here
in Norfolk.”
Nick looks very slightly furtive. “I rather think I had better come clean
with you, Mia. I can see that you must be a bit worried about what I’m up
to, and I can quite understand why. The thing is I have to admit that I came
here with the express purpose of finding you.”
I knew it was more than just the coincidence of meeting an old school
chum. “Why?” I ask
“I get about a bit around the world and, like a number of others who
possess the sort of trade and political connections that I’ve acquired, I can
be quite useful to the Powers that Be in this country.”
“You mean that you act as some sort of spy?”
“I’m a businessman. It is just that from time to time I find myself
being asked to provide information about the backgrounds of foreigners
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living here, or information on companies that are based abroad but operate
within the UK.”
“I see. Isn’t it a bit dangerous, I mean you wouldn’t want it to get out
that you were passing on information about a business colleague or a local
politician?”
“The funny thing is that everyone in my position does it. We all know
that we’re gathering personal, commercial, and sometimes political,
information about each other, so it’s actually pretty safe as long as no one
goes too far.”
“But we’re here in the UK and I’m neither a foreign national nor a
commercial operator, why should any government organisation be
interested in what I’m up to, and why would they ask you to make contact
with me?”
“Our people are very keen to find out anything they can about the
ructions on the Kenyan border with Somalia. Apparently the recent famine
has provided cover for a great deal of infiltration. They’re aware that you
have been operating with Third Aid in the area and they want to know all
that they can about the situation on the ground.”
“You’ll have been asked to make contact with me because we knew
each other reasonably well many years ago?”
“It was obviously going to be easier for them to approach you using
someone whom you would know.”
There is a slightly awkward silence. So Her Majesty’s Government
want me to tell them the little that I know about the Somali rebels in
northeast Kenya. Well apart from the terrible tragedy of my wife’s torture
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and death, and indeed the loss of the other lives at that hospital, I know
next to nothing about the rebel attack.
“The thing is, Mia, the guy from HMG who spoke to me seemed to
think that the Kenyans are going to make a bit of a media fuss about the
attack on that hospital just over a month ago when all those people were
killed. They have kept it under wraps at present, just waiting for the right
moment to gain maximum publicity. They also want a little more
information, apparently some of your people were killed there, and you
were involved in the aftermath, perhaps you can provide just what they
want?”
My throat is dry; I can hardly get the words out, “one of ‘those
people’ was my wife.”
Nick looks really upset. “Mia, I had no idea. How awful for you. What
happened?”
I feel physically sick. I start to tremble. I am shaking.
“I’m sorry, Gore, I really can’t talk about it.”
I can feel my shirt clammy against my sweating back, my left eyelid is
twitching uncontrollably.
“I’m sorry, I’m so sorry.”
I must get the hell out of here. Right now.
I push my chair back with a sudden movement that turns other diners’
heads sharply towards me. I grip the table and rise, rather unsteadily, to
my feet, thrusting my half finished plate of pan-fried fillet of bream across
the table towards Nick. I barge out the door, knocking against other diners
as I go and muttering “Sorry,” as I do so, but not turning to look at them.
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I find myself in the cool of the evening air, standing in the gravelled
car park and leaning over Nick’s black BMW. The whirling in my head slowly
subsides. I refocus on where I am and what is happening.
After a few moments Nick joins me, no doubt having made our
apologies and settled the bill.
“Fancy a bit of a walk?” he says without further comment.
I nod. We make our way down the High Street and turn towards
Blakeney. We turn up onto the sea wall constructed after the 1953 floods.
We follow it as it bears off north towards the recently installed sluices. The
air is clean and fresh, it smells of salt. The harsh grass atop the wall cuts at
my sandal-shod feet. My body responds to the exercise. Something
approaching full equilibrium is restored.
“Sorry about that, I’d no idea that you were married, let alone that
your wife had been killed.”
I am certain that this is a lie, but I am calm now and able to play Nick
along. “It’s OK. It all happened just about a month ago. It tears me apart,
but slowly, very slowly, I’m learning to cope. I was the one who discovered
the whole ghastly massacre. I came on it the day after it had happened.”
“Jeez, Mia, that’s terrible, no wonder you’re upset.”
We walk on, managing with some difficulty to cross the channel at the
new sluices. I feel better now that we are walking amongst my memories.
This area around the Glaven has changed a lot in my time. The marshes are
much drier and the river smaller, it is almost un-navigable these days, but I
remember people bringing reasonable-sized boats up here on Spring tides.
Only a couple of hundred years ago this would have been a busy coastal
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port with ships going up as far as Wiveton. The silting up of the area,
caused by land reclamation and the rapidly extending Far Point, has
changed it out of all recognition.
It seems that Nick has been waiting for the right moment, “You know
I’ve got to ask,” he says, “do you know who did it? Was it the Somalis?”
“There was such a lot of confusion afterwards, when Kifimbo got
back. There were people coming and going and lots and lots of shouting.
The police were everywhere trampling over things”
I swallow hard realizing that I am teetering on the verge of
remembering awful things.
“I was in a fair old state of shock but the Inspector of police did say
something about it being a rebel attack by . . . blast I cannot remember
the name, it was like Al-Qaeda.”
“I think the Somali rebels are called Al-Shabaab.”
“Yes, that was it, that’s what he said.”
“Did he say anything else?”
“Not that I can recall.”
“Perhaps he he did something that was unexpected?”
“Again, I can’t remember anything.” I swallow, “If only I could get
hold of those buggers.”
“I can understand how you feel,” says Nick, “The trouble is that
there’s no way that you can get back at the terrorists, being realistic about
it they’re unlikely to ever be brought to justice.”
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“I fear that you’re right.” I could feel my fingers tingling. “If ever I
got my hands on them I would not be responsible for my actions, but if the
Kenyans were to catch them alive I suppose they might face trial.”
“I’m not sure they would have much evidence. These terrorist gangs
are just so ruthless, I doubt whether there would ever be an eyewitness
brave enough to come forward.”
“You’re right,” I say, “and forensic science is not a priority out there.
It certainly wasn’t something that featured in the police investigation at
the hospital.” I remembered the swarm of police who descended on the
hospital, trampling over everything, rifles at the ready even though the
terrorists had left the place the best part of a day earlier.
We have joined the old sea wall now, a low green bank some two
metres above the surrounding marshland. It was breached in the 1953
floods and further work had to be done to avoid any repeat of that
catastrophic event. Staying on it will bring us back to the village where we
will have a choice of walking down High Street or continuing on the flooddefence in the form of a concrete-walled path alongside the Glaven. Before
we get to the windmill we opt for the former.
“Thanks Mia, I’m sorry to have had to bring it all back to you, but I
can now let these guys know that the local police thought it was an AlShabaab attack. I’m sure that is all that they could have expected you to
know.”
We walk down the High Street. If I half close my eyes I can imagine a
very different village, one that is a million miles away from this modernday Cley, this ‘Little Chelsea-next-the-Sea’. Before the Shriekers arrived en
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masse this was a proper village. Some things do not change though; we pass
the cottage on our left where they still sell Sunday papers out of the front
window. We make our way back to The George.
Our return to Curlew reveals a fairly disgusted Sonnet. It is not that
she minds being left, but there is no fooling her about our having gone for a
walk on the marshes. Nick stays for a whisky, which turns into two whiskies
before he makes an excuse about drink driving and leaves us in peace.
On the table the answer machine has been winking its red eye at me
for the past half hour, a silent messenger awaiting its summons to speak. It
now demands to be heard. I fiddle with various buttons and it springs
eagerly into life. There is a message from Christine.
“Tom, we need to speak and it would be best not to do so over the
phone. I’ll drive up tomorrow afternoon. See you about three o’clock,
bye.”
“That’s unlike Chris,” I say to Sonnet, “She’s not normally that
secretive.” I wonder what she has found out that is so sensitive we must
discuss it in person.
I think about ringing her, but it is getting late, and in any case it
sounds as if she is determined to come here to talk to me in person.
Whatever she wants to see me about will have to wait until tomorrow.
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Twelve

The rough-looking lad taking money by the red-and-white concrete
barrels at the car park entrance knows Jack and, with a cheeky grin, waves
the Land Rover through. The coast guard hut is no longer manned, the car
park has become larger and more formalised, and a fairly rudimentary café
has established itself, but otherwise little has changed at Cley Beach since I
knew it as a kid.
We are walking to the Point along this extended shingle ridge that is a
line of demarcation, a boundary and a barrier. To our right the restless
open sea thumps gently at our stony bank, scraping its retreat with a
rolling, and a grating. It is the sound of a thousand sea things relentlessly
stirring. Out towards the horizon are two ships, coasters, heading perhaps
for the Wash ports, offering a focus for the eye with their purposeful
progress. For the best part of half a mile along the strand, placed at
regular intervals, sit fishermen, lines stretched taught into the deeper
water that lies beyond the troubled white line of the breaking surf. Only
two wooden crab-boats remain now, the remnants of a once flourishing
trade. They are both pulled well up the bank with an old grey Fergie
sheltering between them. There is the smell of seaweed and things of the
ocean. I think of it as the scent of the sea, but to proper seafarers it is the
smell of the land.
I have known it very different from this, as a teenager walking out
along the sea walls with my sister. A wild night with a howling nor’easterly
slamming great monsters of waves against this drawn-out streak of
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resistance. Spume flying straight over the top of the bank and the breakers
threatening with every blow to breach its fragile backbone. We are
standing atop the shingle, scarcely able to stand, rain and spray soaking us
to the skin, I feel Deidre’s body pressed against mine and hear the urgency
in her young voice, “Come away Tom, there’s evil here, I don’t like it.”
And the two of us turning and retreating the long mile back along the windwhipped sea wall to the village.
Today all is benign and the shingle seems endless as we trudge along.
Sometimes we are at the water’s edge with the spent waves advancing
upon us, and then thinking better of it, sometimes near the top of the ridge
where the walking is hard on the ovoid grey pebbles, but most often we are
at a point between the two, where the going is easiest and there are semiprecious stones to pick: agates and quartz and jasper and jet and amber.
We walk on.
Ahead of us at last there is a change. The beach flattens and moves
out towards the sea so that the line of breakers becomes more confused.
There are dunes now to our left and there is firm sand underfoot.
It is hot. We have walked for a good hour.
“Swim?” I say. Jack nods and without further bidding has stripped off
his clothes and is running, naked, into the sea, accompanied by an everenthusiastic Sonnet. I follow them with equal enthusiasm but slower pace.
Jack is a strong swimmer. The waves are no larger here than they were
back at the car park but there is a strong undertow. We dive through the
building crests before they break, feeling the raw power of this everrotating mass of water. The sea is pulling us hard to the west so we swim
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constantly towards the direction we have walked just to maintain station
with the bundles of our clothes lying on the shore. We both have to fend
off Sonnet, who insists on swimming right up to us with her front claws
outstretched describing a lethal doggy paddle.
Looking at Jack dancing amongst the waves, playfully trying to catch
the dog, then turning and splashing water at me, there would be little
reason to suppose that he cannot, or will not, speak. He has so much going
for him; he is strong, sporty, and obviously talented. Yet what will be his
lot? He seems well enough liked in the area, but how can anyone offer a
permanent job these days to someone who does not speak?
He must be reading my thoughts, or at any event thinks that I am
looking too serious. He duck-dives and the next thing I know I feel a firm
grip on both my ankles and am thrown backwards into the water. By the
time I surface, spluttering and coughing, Jack is half way to the shore,
leaping sure-footed through the retreating foam, glancing backwards as he
runs. I start to give chase, realize that I will never catch the grinning lad
and follow him at a sedate pace. I have towels in my rucksack. The everthoughtful Evelyn has packed water bottles and some biscuits for us. There
is even a small tin bowl for Sonnet, who drinks gratefully, pleased to
discover that all water is not salty.
We walk onwards, barefoot now, until we reach the Far Point. Here it
is that the inland water meets the North Sea. It is a restless, changing, and
rather fearful place, where sand bars are created and destroyed and
channels come and go. There are slightly raised areas of gloriously white
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hard sand, some bearing shells. Behind us the Marram is fighting, and
slowly winning, its age-old battle to colonize this barren desert.
The seals are there, on the further side of the Channel, again basking
on their favourite spot of Warham Hole. Between the seals and us runs the
deep-water channel that connects Blakeney harbour to the sea. On the far
side of this are the stout posts that act as a guide to the navigator. When
this whole area is covered by the tide there is no other way to follow the
route of the curling narrow channel out to the safety of the open sea.
We tear ourselves reluctantly from this hauntingly wild spot and start
back on the landward side. We pass the old lifeboat station, looking
smarter that any time I can remember it, but no longer dispensing cream
teas from within its wood-panelled room that boasted, with nonchalant
political incorrectness, large glass cases full of stuffed birds.
The dunes peter out and we are waking along the edge of the
marshes. It is a very different world from that which we experienced on our
journey out to the Point, and yet our route is just fifty metres to the south
of our outward track. Here it is peaceful and green and grey. In The Pit a
catholic collection of moored boats swing gently to their moorings in the
light breeze. There are wading birds out on the flats calling quietly to each
other and leaving arrow-like footprints in the black mud.
“I remember a girl here once,” I say to Jack, “I can’t have been very
old, perhaps a couple of years younger than you are now. It’s winter and
not a soul about. It feels as if I’m the only person inhabiting this world, and
I revel in it. I walk to the Far Point, just as we have done today, but that
day I make my way back along the seaward side of the bank. I have only
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just cleared the dunes when a small figure moves out in front of me,
probably half a mile away. It’s walking slowly, head down and wandering
from side to side, occasionally stooping to pick something up, probably
interesting pebbles. I walk on briskly and the figure turns out to be a girl,
she’s much the same age I am.”
Jack trudges on beside me, but the boy is listening.
“When I catch up with her she seems surprised at my presence, she
too thinking she is alone in this solitary place. We walk back along the
shingle together, side by side and talking. Oh how that girl talks. Her eyes
are deep blue and her hair is golden and we speak of Proust and Elliot and
Nietzsche, we dissect Mondrian and Klee and Hepworth, we embrace
Lawrence and Spencer and Spinoza. When reach the coastguard hut at Cley
beach we stop and we look at each other.”
As we walk Jack becomes more and more interested, from time to
time he turns his head to look at me.
“It’s clear to both of us that we have crossed an intellectual
boundary, and possibly an emotional one as well. For a time at least we
have moved beyond our respective childhoods into a different world.
There’s nothing more to say. We stand facing each other; she holds my
hands with both of hers. She kisses me full on the lips. It is but a brief,
light, warm kiss. But it’s a kiss that I remember now as signalling the
passing of my childhood and celebrating my intellectual coming of age.
Then we part.”
Jack stops walking and looks straight at me. He cocks his head to the
right. He wants to know more, if there is more.
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“I came back to this spot, Jack, for the next three days. What I hoped
for I don’t know, but I thought I might see her again. Of course I never did
see her, and in a strange way I suppose I didn’t want to. Over the years my
memory of her has become blurred. I no longer recall her name or much
about her appearance. I remember her eyes and her hair and above all I
remember her spirit.”
Jack starts to walk on, more slowly than before.
“Sometimes I wonder if she ever existed, or if she was just a product
of my imagination; a spirit of the place. If she is alive then she will be
middle-aged by now and may be so physically worn down by life, and
marriage, and childbearing, that her mind is numbed by worldly cares into
a dull pastiche of that which I knew. Or, Jack, she could be the same lithe,
free spirit. A being that walks this earth to inspire, to encourage, and to
enlighten the rest of us. If the former then I would be afraid to find out, if
the latter then it might break my heart to meet her again.”
We are approaching the Watch Hut now. I have blanked out of my
mind that we are to pass this place and, because its presence has crept
upon me unexpected, I feel a sudden lump in my throat. My last visit here,
by water and accompanied only by Sonnet, is too fresh in my memory. I
choose not to walk out along the low bank to the mudflats, instead we sit
on the wiry grass by the house to devour our sandwiches.
“This is a place of spirits,” I say to Jack. “I’ve been reminiscing about
a girl who was only ever half real to me. But here I have, only a few days
ago, scattered the ashes of a real woman, a tangible, practical, capable
being, a loving caring, compassionate person. She was Celia, my wife.”
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To my great embarrassment I find myself wracked by great sobs. It is
as if it all must flow out of me, all the sorrow, the anger, the loss, the
despair. Tears run down my cheeks. Time passes. Slowly the sobbing
subsides. I wipe my eyes. I feel better, cleansed. I also feel deeply
embarrassed.
Jack feeds Sonnet a bit of cheese. The dog sits, watching him, hoping
for more.
“She was a medic. She qualified as a paediatrician, you know, a
children’s doctor, but she didn’t want to practice here. She wanted to go
where she was most needed, to the developing world. I was working for a
charity that helps small communities, mainly in Africa. When it was
possible for us to do so we worked jointly on assignments.”
My voice starts to get a bit husky. I cough to clear my throat. I want to
go on, to tell this boy about what happened. I need to talk to someone, but
I cannot burden Jack with the horrors that confronted me when I returned
to that hospital from Nairobi. There are pictures trying to crowd into my
head that are too raw, I dare not give substance to them or they will surely
overwhelm me.
“Sadly, Celia was killed out in Africa. It was terrible and I was
dreadfully upset. I returned to Curlew to be quiet, to come to terms with
my memories and my grief.”
Jack gets to his feet. He has listened to what I have said. He knows
there is more, but neither of us wants to pursue it any further. It might be
that I have touched some vulnerable spot in his own psyche by revealing so
much of my own pain.
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“Sorry about that Jack. It had to happen. It just came when you were
with me. My apologies.”
The boy turns towards me. He is trying to tell me something. I look
into his eyes and see not pity, not sorrow, but understanding. He holds his
hand out, palm upwards. I make a clumsy attempt to hit it with my own
hand but he flips his out the way. I hold my palm out. He tries to hit it, but
I am too quick for him. Six or seven times we do this. Eventually he catches
me. He looks at me again, a broad grin on his lips.
We join the New Cut and walk on towards Cley Channel.
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Thirteen

I walk along the length of Blakeney quay, the great red bulk of the
Blakeney Hotel on my left offering no hint of compromise to the brick and
pantiled cottages beyond it. There is an insensitivity here, born no doubt of
greed. But then the whole area reeks of a culture so different to that which
built the original little port that it is hardly reasonable to criticise just one
piece of errant architecture. Without the money to develop it Blakeney
would never have flourished as a port. It is just a matter of scale and of
time.
I want to see what boats are moored. I am looking to bring Hiraeth
down here in the next day or two and whilst I have a mooring for her I
would prefer to leave her on the quay for a day or two after she is
launched.
There are a number of craft huddled against the quay wall ranging
from old fishing boats to smart motor cruisers. It is an eclectic mix of style
and purpose and colour. I should be grateful that here, at least, we can
still enjoy the presence of such of things afloat rather than suffer the
monoculture of glass fibre that pervades so many estuaries.
I will have to double bank. That is not a problem; I just need to find
the right candidate. Eventually I decide upon a rough-looking fishing boat.
Like so many of her kind she is painted a deep blood-red. Her diesel engine
is lying in pieces over her workaday black deck but there does not seem to
be anyone aboard just now. I look a bit closer and see that the head has
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been taken off the engine. It is not on deck with all the other mechanical
bits. Perhaps the owner has taken it away to get it re-machined. Good, a
longish job, that means she will not be moving for a few days. I will speak
to the owner later if I can catch him.
Sonnet and I are back in the Land Rover and trundling up the track to
Curlew well before three o’clock. Nevertheless Christine’s small blue
Renault is already parked neatly outside the cottage. I feel bad about not
being here to meet her. The rattling arrival of the Land Rover disturbs the
peace and Christine emerges from the kitchen door.
“Tea?” she says by way of greeting.
“Great idea. I’ll see what I can rustle up.”
“It’s on the way. I just let myself in and made myself at home, hope
you don’t mind?”
“Chris, I’m delighted that you have, you just carry on.”
“You don’t get any better, you really should lock your door when you
go out.”
I know she is right, but I have never liked locks, there is such finality
about turning a key, be it to exclude or to imprison. I have a thing about
locked front doors, it is as if you are turning the world away from warmth
and shelter and food. “I’m probably a bit too trusting.”
“Tom, you certainly are. The world is seething with shed-loads of
unpleasant people, I’ve no idea why you won’t accept that.”
“It’s because I don’t like to think of it like that.”
“You’ll live to regret it.”
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She goes to make tea. It is not that I am lazy about such things, nor
particularly chauvinistic, it is just that we both feel more comfortable with
her doing things for me. I am not sure that the feminists would provide a
ringing endorsement of such an attitude, but then I am hardly a ‘New Man’.
I am well able to do more than is usually asked of the male of the species.
It is just that I reckon we all find our roles in life and we are at our
happiest when living them. Christine’s is that of carer, and it might be a
little high-handed of me to deny her fulfilment as such.
I stand in the kitchen doorway looking out at the world. The wide,
open, Norfolk sky dominates the view, with a mere baseline of flat olive
marshland. I am no artist, but I can see the fascination in painting sky.
Even when it seems an unbroken sweep of blue it is constantly changing,
and today it is peppered with soft white blobs of cumulous, not fast moving
but stealing their way slowly towards the south east; a progression of
stately galleons. Where indeed do they come from; where do they go? Is it
just those who have completed half their allotted span who stare at the
sky, rather as in winter we fix our eyes on the ever-changing flames of our
log fires? Perhaps it has something to do with the passage of time, the
passing of emotions, the final parting from our friends.
I rouse myself before sinking too far into self-induced morbidity, turn
and sit at the kitchen table whilst Christine continues to busy herself on my
behalf.
“It must be important, Chris?” I say.
She has placed tea and biscuits on a tray. “I think we might go
outside, don’t you?”
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This welcome suggestion rather surprises me. Christine is not a great
one for the al fresco lifestyle so I am mildly curious as to what has brought
about such a change in her.
“Bring the teapot,” she says. We troop outside, she carrying a large
tray whilst I manage teapot and kettle. I have never liked strong tea, so
this further supply of hot water is essential to my enjoyment.
We settle ourselves on the garden bench. It is a comfortable and
companionable situation and reminds me that the two of us have been
through a lot together, particularly when we worked in the field, prior to
becoming desk-bound in Cambridge.
“Tom, I’m worried. I would have spoken with you about it last night,
but I don’t think it is a good idea to talk about these things too openly. The
people we may be dealing with have the power and the expertise to tap
your phone line and even to bug your cottage.”
This is a new side to my PA. I had no idea that she was so well versed
in security matters. She seems to know her stuff.
“Chris, what do you know about these sorts of things? Surely you are
being a bit melodramatic?”
“You won’t remember my CV?”
When I employed Christine as my Field Assistant some ten or more
years ago I must have read her CV, but cannot recall it. She was so
obviously the best candidate that, as usual, I went with my gut instinct and
offered her the job on the spot.
“I’m just a bit hazy on the details.”
“Tom, you old blagger, you can’t remember anything about it.”
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We have known each other for a long time.
“I said that I’d worked for the Home Office. This was not entirely
true.”
“Sounds as if I should sack you on the spot.”
“Be serious. I was actually employed by the Security Service; you
would know it better as MI5. Don’t ask more, because I can’t talk to you
about it.”
“Chris, you never told me that there was a shadowy side to you.”
“It’s not something that I care to discuss.”
“Do your family know?”
“I had to tell Derek about my job, not in detail you understand, but he
had to know. I rather regretted that a few years back, when he left me for
that red-haired harlot. He might be a bit of a security risk, or she of the
dyed frizz might be. The boys know nothing.”
“So you are au fait with the shadier side of government business,
that’s quite a revelation.”
This rather helps me put into perspective Christine’s initial inability to
find anything useful about Nick Gore, and her presence here today. She is
pouring me a cup of tea and my eye idly follows the line from her white
wrist along her slightly plump arm to her shoulder. She is wearing a white
blouse that suits her auburn hair, which falls to below her shoulders. She
leans forward to pass me the cup and I catch a gentle waft of her perfume
that takes me back some eight years and to different times. I shut my eyes.
“I know, Tom, it’s been a long time.”
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It was never a great passionate involvement. It was just that we were
together, a long way from home, and we liked each other. There was no
‘splitting up’; no recriminations; we liked each other then, and we still like
each other. It was later, with Celia, where I found the love that my life had
been waiting for.
“Just remembering.”
“Good memories.”
There is a pause whilst we each roll the past around in our respective
minds.
“I’d better explain why I had to come and see you.”
“Presumably it’s got something to do with looking into what Nick Gore
is up to?”
“Yes, well, mainly so.”
“But he’s already told me about it. How he provides the occasional
useful snippet of information to HMG about people and companies in the
countries in which he operates. Apparently it is all to do with background
information, together a bit of political feedback.”
“That’s pretty clever of him, telling a partial truth to cover a big lie.
You see, Tom, what he’s told you is only a cover for what he really is.”
“What are you talking about, Chris?”
Christine gets to her feet and starts pacing up and down on the far
side of the table. She clasps and unclasps her hands. This is not the
prowling of a large cat at the zoo where repetitive action is an antidote to
boredom. This has all the appearance of someone torn between two
conflicting courses of action. It would be unwise to interrupt her.
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It is difficult to see where Christine is going with all this. How can it
be that my stumbling upon the aftermath of that awful event can be of
interest to anyone? Perhaps the Kenyan police want to question me. I doubt
it. Ali Wachira seemed well enough satisfied with what I had told him;
indeed he was almost too keen to set me back upon my way to Nairobi,
bearing with me that sad cargo.
Christine stops in front of me, both hands on the table, leaning
forward. She has come to a decision.
“Look, Tom, there’s no way that I can verify this, but this is the
information that I’ve gleaned from certain sources that I’m convinced are
accurate. Nick has, for most of his working career, been a spook working
for the Secret Intelligence Service, which you will know better as MI6. His
story about working for a commercial organization involved in
import/export is purely a cover.”
I am neither particularly surprised, nor very worried by her revelation.
Presumably these MI6 guys do not just wander around the world saying they
are secret agents or whatever, and it does not make much difference to me
whether Nick is an occasional informant or a career intelligence officer.
“All he wanted to know was if I had any information about this Somali
terrorist group who attacked the hospital.”
“But that’s what I’m trying to tell you, Tom, that’s not all. I could’ve
told you that much over the phone. No, there’s something behind this
that’s more sinister.”
“I’m not sure I follow you.”
“SIS is hiding something, something it wants to cover up.”
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“I can’t see how that could possibly concern me.”
“You must have something they want, or possibly you know something
that you shouldn’t.”
I think back to that awful day. I recall that I radioed for the police. It
must have been about two hours before they turned up. There was no way
that I could go inside the hospital again. I sat down on the ground under the
water tower. I think it must have been hot. I cannot remember what I did,
what I thought about, anything. Kifimbo returned saying that the police
were on their way. I think I was grateful that he had not just taken the
Jeep and made a run for it. Everything felt gritty, dirty.
I feel sick. There are black blobs swimming in front of my eyes. The
world is fading in and out of focus. The stench is overwhelming, that of
blood and of decay. And the flies; God how I hate flies.
I open my eyes and see again. Chris is holding my hand.
“Take it easy Tom. Don’t force it.”
“If I try to think about what happened, Chris, I just fall apart. It’s a
feeling thing, and I’m just so bloody helpless.”
“You shouldn’t go on.”
“I think I have to. When the police arrived I suppose I was in shock. I
probably still am. But nothing happened until the police got to us.”
“Then it must be something that happened between then and when
you left Kenya.”
Again I try to remember. I can hear shouts from the police. They are
speaking Swahili and I can only understand the occasional few words. They
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are rushing about, still holding their rifles. They must be scared. Why am I
not scared?
Many hands are loading three white sausages into the back of the
Jeep. One of them is in two portions. I will not think about those portions.
The sausages are white with red blotches where the sheets have rolled in
half-congealed blood. One nearly flops onto the ground but is saved just in
time. A white limb dangles.
“Tom!”
Chris is holding me firmly by the shoulders looking straight at me. I am
trembling.
“Tom, be careful. Try to remember without going back. Did the police
say anything?”
I remember giving this policeman, Ali Wachira, the names of the dead
nuns. The more I think back the more I realize that he was anxious.
“Chris, there was something wrong about the way the police were
handling the whole thing. Their main man, Wachira, was concerned, almost
frightened, but not of the terrorists. I don’t know why.”
“Perhaps he expected the killers to return?”
“He said that they were Al-Shabaab and would be well away, over the
border, by then. `so it must have been something else. He just couldn’t
wait to get our Jeep loaded up and us safely on our way back to Nairobi. He
even phoned through to the crematorium to arrange things on my behalf
for the following day.”
“Did he say or do anything that might interest our security people?”
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“Chris, I really don’t know. I can’t think of anything, he just seemed
anxious to get rid of me.”
In her stooped forward position Christine is revealing rather more of
herself than might be considered entirely appropriate for an afternoon tea
party. At the same time as I register this she does likewise, straightens up
and comes to sit down beside me.
She takes hold of my hand.
“Not now,” she says.
“Not yet.”
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Fourteen

Christine and I sit together for some ten minutes in silence. The bees
are having a field day with the first of the Lupins. Quite why Celia wanted
to plant Lupins here was beyond me at the time and I am still not sure that
they are right for this simple little cottage, too Victorian; however I am
outvoted by an apian horde that is revelling in this unusual source of
nectar.
Very softly, almost as if she were talking to herself, Christine starts to
speak. “There is more that you need to know, Tom. It’s not good, and I
don’t have any clear information so can’t vouch for the accuracy of the
story. There seems to have been an attempt to lure the terrorists into some
sort of ambush.”
“OK.”
“It might have been set up by our people, but more likely we would
have been advising the Kenyans. The thing is that something went wrong.
The ambush failed.”
“So are you saying that Nick was involved in this?”
“I just don’t know. It’s possible. He was the right person in the right
place.”
It has grown colder and Christine has goose pimples on the arm
nearest to me.
“Want to borrow a sweater?” I say.
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Christine nods. We pick up the remains of the tea things and carry
them indoors. She starts to wash up the cups and plates and I nip through
to the bedroom to grab her a sweater. I am just pulling a faded green
jersey from the cupboard next to the bed when I see it. Celia’s mobile. Of
course, I left it there, by the bed when I was about to start working on
Hiraeth. I pick it up.
“Chris,” I shout out, “I’ve got it.”
We collide in the doorway, me with a sweater in one hand and the
phone in the other; she similarly handicapped with a tea towel and saucer.
We sort bits of ourselves out, after a fashion.
“What are you talking about?” she says wriggling into the sweater. It
is much too big for her and has me laughing before she rolls the sleeves up
and tucks the hem up. We sit at the kitchen table.
“The mobile. The policeman gave me Celia’s sat phone, and look,
here it is.” I put it on the table between the two of us. It is hard even to
look at it and I am really quite queasy at the idea of exploring its contents,
it seems just too personal; almost akin to trying to communicate with the
dead.
There is something not right about the look of it. It seems rather too
battered for Celia’s phone. The thing is that she used it very rarely; in fact
I used to tease her about the expense of having such a device when she
made almost all her calls on the Iridium that was the base phone for the
hospital. “Hang on, Chris, I’m not sure that this is Celia’s.”
“But it’s the one that your policeman gave you?”
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“Oh yes. At the time I hardly looked at it. I just shoved it in the
pocket of the pair of shorts that I was wearing. It stayed there until I found
it yesterday and left it by my bed.”
“So if it was not Celia’s then I wonder who it belonged to.”
“Wait a moment, I’ll turn it on and see.”
As I make to pick the phone up Christine grabs it from me. I look up at
her, slightly irritated. “Chris?”
”Don’t turn it on just yet. Let me see.” She opens the SIM cover,
fiddles with the device and disconnects something. “OK, that won’t send
any signal now, it won’t be able to connect us, but we can switch it on and
look at anything on it without giving ourselves away to The Watchers,”
“The Watchers?”
“A branch of the Security Service. If you are aware of it at all you will
know it as GCHQ”
To my mind Christine is being ridiculously melodramatic. Why on earth
should anyone bother with monitoring a signal from this mobile, whoever it
might belong to? I decide that it is best to humour her. “Fine, Chris, so can
I turn it on now?”
She passes the phone to me and I push the ON button and look at the
screen. It most definitely is not Celia’s phone.
My initial reaction is to be upset. It is not that I wanted to look at any
messages that might be personal to Celia, but now I do not have that
option. It is weird. I feel deprived of a message from the dead – that I did
not want. Ridiculous really.
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Christine takes the phone from me and runs through its menus.
“Whoever it belonged to was very careful with it. It looks ‘use and lose’ to
me, but that would be a bit expensive with a sat phone.”
I look a little perplexed.
“Use and lose means a phone that is activated for one call, or at the
most one operation and then disposed of. It would make it impossible to
trace it back to an owner.” She fiddles with it again. “Whoever it belonged
to was scrupulous about cleaning up. No numbers recorded, no call
information. Hang on though, it looks as if they missed deleting a couple of
texts that have been saved to the internal SIM.”
I sit watching this PA of mine. She has always been quietly efficient,
always on top of the job, but this security-savvy competence is something
new.
“OK, it’s two texts, both incoming.” She reads them, looking worried.
”Here you are, Tom.” She passes me the phone. The first text reads:
Isiola ambush set for al-s. Avoid for 48 hrs
Then the second one:
Leave for nairobi now
I read them a couple of times. They make only the most sketchy sense
to me. “What do you think?” I am rather pleased to find I have a security
expert.
“I think it could be a message from a case officer to someone in the
field, possibly one of the Kenyans, or even one of our people. He or she
would seem to be saying that this mission is live. It corroborates the info
that I picked up about an ambush.”
“And the ‘leave’ bit?”
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“That’s much clearer. The sender is just saying ‘get out.’ Whoever
that recipient was they needed to be well clear of the action, possibly out
of the country, before this ambush actually happened. Perhaps they flew
from Nairobi. It’s annoying that we can’t see who these texts are from.”
“OK, so it is clear that MI6, or whatever, ran an undercover operation
in Kenya. What has this got to do with me?”
“I’m really not at all sure.”
“I had nothing to do with whatever either our people or the Kenyans
were up to in trying to combat these terrorists, yet I’m being pursued by a
spook claiming me as an old school chum.”
It seems more than likely that Nick was trying to find out if I had the
phone. That was what he was alluding to over dinner the other evening. I
ask Christine what she thinks.
“I’m sure you are right about the sat phone, but there must be more
to it than that. The message on it must be potentially embarrassing to the
SIS. They probably think you know more than you do.”
My PA as ever, impresses me; she is full of surprises. There is a lot
that I do not know about this unassuming woman. I have always liked and
trusted her but have to admit that however loyal she is to me she seems to
know an awful lot about the shadowy side of our government. I try to
imagine what it is that Nick suspects I know.
“There must be a tie up between that text message and the attack on
the Hospital,” says Christine.
“Our security people can hardly have arranged for Al-Shabaab to
attack a hospital and murder all the inhabitants.”
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Christine looks as if she wants to believe me. “I wonder why the
phone was there. Did your policemen say who found it?”
“I think Wachira said it was Kifimbo, my driver, but I couldn’t be
certain about that. I wasn’t really listening to him.”
“Whether it was Kifimbo or the police, it means that Wachira almost
certainly read the messages before he gave the phone to you.”
“I rather think that Wachira must have wanted me to have it because I
was getting out of Kenya as fast as I could.”
Christine looks thoughtful and when she speaks it is slowly,
considering each word with care. “I just wonder if the mobile was dropped
by the terrorists. This would have been done on purpose to implicate the
sender of the text in the attack. It is quite possible for that person to have
been working for SIS. We know that they had set up some form of ambush
operation, almost certainly in conjunction with the Kenyan police.”
“You’re making some assumptions there, Chris.”
“If those texts really were accessed by the terrorists they knew about
the ambush, which was probably intended as an assault on a government
building. They must have decided to attack your hospital instead, knowing
that a trap had been set for them elsewhere.”
The phone is, of course evidence. I have little doubt that Celia’s real
sat phone will have been found and that Ali Wachira will have had to admit
that he gave the wrong one to me. That is why Nick is looking for it. I am
not keen on giving the thing to him.
Christine looks very serious. “Tom, this could be evidence that HMG
was involved in an operation that, presumably, failed. Possibly not only
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failed but has the potential to cause them deep embarrassment. If you
loose this phone then any solid evidence of that failure goes with it.”
“I intend to hang on to it, Chris. But you are right. Perhaps I should
copy the messages?”
“I don’t know. It would be difficult to prove the provenance of a text
without having the receiving phone, but it might be worth doing.”
“Can I send it to my own mobile?”
“As soon as you switch on that sat phone, let alone re-send those
texts, the Jam will know that you have the phone. There will be a clear
record of your sending the texts.”
“The Jam?” I ask.
“Oh sorry, jam as in doughnut. The GCHQ building at Cheltenham is
shaped like a doughnut, so those that work inside it are . . .”
“The Jam.”
“So what do you want me to do?” Says Christine.
“Probably best to do something, rather than nothing. Can we forward
the texts to your phone?”
“If we do so I can send them straight on to you, with any luck before
the Jam start to monitor my phone.”
I nod.
Christine reverses whatever she did in the SIM compartment and I
forward the text to her from the sat phone. Her mobile rings denoting an
incoming message and she immediately re-sends it again. A moment later
my mobile chimes as well. The message has arrived.
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“Thanks, Chris,” I say. “That should give us as much insurance as we
can hope for.”
I suggest that I should hide the sat phone in the Land Rover. It seems
a good plan to both of us and I slip it under the driver’s seat just above the
fuel tank.
“You’re going to have to keep on your toes, Tom, our Security
Services are pretty ruthless in their approach. If they’ve made one blunder
out in Kenya they’ll not flinch at getting pretty heavy in covering it up.”
“You’ve been great,” I say and give her a gentle kiss on her cheek.
She turns away for a moment then responds, “You have to know that
these people are not like you and me, they live in a different world. In
their world the means is always justified by the end.”
“You think that I might be just such a ‘means’, getting in the way of a
satisfactory end?”
“Indeed so.”
“Presumably they do their own dirty work?”
“Normally, I think.”
“So that means Nick Gore.”
“I should imagine so.”
I ponder this for a while after Christine has left, having urged me
again to take care of myself.
I am not sure that the Land Rover is as secure a hiding place as I can
find. I go over to the cart shed and remove the Thuraya. I take it into the
now nearly dark barn and, with the help of a torch, climb into Hiraeth. I
carefully unscrew the finned inverter cover bearing a notice ‘Danger 96
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vdc.’ I then slip the mobile into the gap between the two cooling fans. I
replace the inverter cover. I would be surprised if anyone will look for it
there.
I have little doubt that Nick will contact me again.
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Fifteen

Feeble wags his tail as I walk into the room and shut the door. I
suppose he does that as a hopeful but distant welcome to all of Kirsty’s
clients. He knows better than to approach them without invitation, no
doubt aware that there are people in this world who do not find their lives
enriched by a close encounter with a happy dog.
Kirsty is sitting in the easy chair opposite mine. There is a low coffee
table between us with an ominous-looking box of tissues on it. Such are the
minimalist essentials of this psycho-den.
I tell her about working on Hiraeth and how I am enjoying this
physical labour. I explain that the topcoat is now complete and apart from
a few fittings she is ready to be launched.
“Jack’s been helping me again.”
“How are you getting on with him?”
“He’s a good worker,” I say “what’s more he’s a really gifted lad. I
find him good company mainly, I guess, because he doesn’t talk.”
“Do you talk to him?”
“Well I just sort of rabbit on. Most of the time he seems to listen to
what I say. He doesn’t seem to mind my chattering to him and I’m sure that
he understands. He just doesn’t want to get over-involved.”
“It probably helps him, and it certainly seems good for you.”
“There are things I can’t talk to him about, they would be too
upsetting for him.”
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“But you want to talk about them?”
“They’re upsetting for me as well.”
I am back in the dusty heat, but there is no human sound, just the
cicadas rattling away to themselves and those vultures flying high, circling,
circling, above the compound. They know death. They live off death. I start
to talk, a little hesitantly and in frequent need of prompting from Kirsty.
“I knew that something was wrong long before the Jeep stopped.”
“How did you know that?”
The journey from Nairobi is particularly difficult and I am tired and
dusty. I have been looking forward to a cool shower and a change of
clothes. Such things start to fade from my mind. A feeling of dread creeps
upon me as I see those circling birds.
“It was the birds.”
It is not just the vultures, or the lack of the cheery shouts of children
at play, or the absence of the low moaning from the very ill; it is something
else, something sinister, evil.
“They were circling?” says Kirsty.
“I told Kifimbo to stay in the Jeep.”
“Who’s Kifimbo?”
“He was my Swahili driver.”
“What did you do?”
I walk slowly across the compound to the veranda, usually so busy
with the queues of people bringing relatives for treatment. It is empty. The
whole world seems to be empty. I can smell death. I breathe death. The
world is very still.
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“At the entrance there was a crumpled heap of white linen.”
“And that was?”
“It was Sister Grace.”
The flies are thick around her head. Where her eyes should be there is
nothing but a gorge of red. The thick black blood has trickled down the side
of her face and formed a pool extending from her left ear. It is nearly dry
now, just a bit sticky. She was kind, this one. Painstakingly gentle with the
old and infirm; reliable, honest and deeply religious. The flies crawl and
buzz. This thing is not that caring human I so recently knew, it is a mockery
of the living. I turn away, horrified by what I am looking at and terrified of
what I shall find.
“She was dead?”
“She was dead. Then there was another.”
I move on into the long low wooden building with its corrugated iron
roof. It is stiflingly hot and I smell the raw, acrid stench of blood. I can see
but dare not look. I trail my hand along the wall as I shuffle reluctantly
forward, knowing that hell awaits my presence. Halfway down the corridor
there is an obstacle. It impedes my way.
“Another body, someone you knew?”
“Yes, Sister Felicity.”
Or it would have been. Once. She loved the children, so caring, so
patient. She could calm them when even their mothers failed to do so;
tireless, always with a kind word on her lips and a funny way of wrinkling
her nose. The close-range serration of bullets from the machine rifle has
cut her body completely in two. It is apparent that the top half of Sister
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Felicity has scrabbled its way a good two metres away from the bottom
half. Now there is just an overstretched ribbon of putrefying gut that
connects the two. There is more blood here, more blood than I have ever
seen, and other things that I do not want to see. I step over that which was
once animate and is now dead, slithering a little on innards uncongealed as
I do so.
“What happened next?” says Kirsty.
“The door to Celia’s surgery was open. I didn’t know what to expect,
except death.”
I can hear the excited buzzing of the flies before I gain the room. I
know I have to enter. I have no option. The noise alone is overwhelming.
The stench here is of more than blood. The shades are pulled against the
brightness of the day and, with the generator not running, it is hard to
make out much beyond the realization that there is a body on the medical
table.
“Did you go in?”
“I did, it was dark. I flipped the window shades.”
I retch.
I cannot face it.
I cannot bring myself to see everything, not all at once.
It is too much.
I take mental snapshots.
Snap! Wife’s broken body, almost naked on table.
Snap! Legs splayed dangling over the edge.
Snap! No nipple on right breast.
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Snap! Do not look at genitals.
Snap! No genitals, just blood.
Snap! Bullet entry through genitals.
Snap! Something large and fleshy in mouth.
Snap! Bullet exit through upper right shoulder.
Snap! Snap! Snap!
Snap! Snap! Snap!
“You found her body?”
“I did. It was . . .”
“You can remember?”
“Um . . .”
Eyes wide shut I stagger out of the room. I slither my way over bits of
Sister Felicity. My mouth is open but no sound escapes. I pass the next
hurdle, the next body, Sister Grace.
I am into the compound. Kifimbo has gone. So has the Jeep.
I am alone with this horror, my horror.
“You found her. That was terrible.”
“I remembered the Iridium.”
I fumble my way back to the bungalow, screaming my silent agony.
“What was that, what is Iridium?” says Kirsty
“The base radio set. I recovered it from the office. I made the call.”
This is not to re-visit. This is necessity. I navigate my way slowly and
carefully back, passing all that I have to pass. I regain the surgery. In my
hands is a newly laundered sheet, crisp, white, and beautifully folded. I
sniff at it. It smells of freshness and flowers.
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“And then?”
“I grabbed a sheet.”
“To cover the body?”
The flies swarm blackly in the space that which was once Celia’s
crotch; that which was once Celia’s stomach; that which was once Celia’s
breast. I shout at them to fuck off, I yell, I scream, I flap at them with my
beautiful clean sheet. They will not go. They keep coming back. Back to
feed off my wife. To feed off her blood. To feed off her flesh.
I gather the sheet to my chest. I throw it over that which was once my
wife. The whiteness billows over her. I press down hard on this covering of
best Irish linen. I press it over the blackened day-old blood. I feel a
thousand flies wriggling and squirming under my hands. I press harder. They
die, squashed to a pulp, on the pulp that is Celia.
“It was the flies. Those fucking, fucking flies. They were everywhere,
all over; the bastards, the bastards . . .”
I lean against the white walls in a corner of the room. I shake.
“Did someone come?”
“Kifimbo returned to say the police were on their way.”
He has not deserted me. Not yet.
“And then?”
“The police were good. I gave Ali Wachira 50,000 schillings.”
I have a friend in this policeman. He organizes. There is nothing to
feel. Nothing left to feel with. I am as putty.
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Kifimbo sees to the loading; that loading of long Things; Things in
sheets. Three long Things roughly rolled in sheets. He drives me and the
Things all the way back to Nairobi.
“What did you do about Celia’s body?”
“Cremation.”
I fly home. I cannot talk to people. I do not want to think, to
remember. It is inside me, this horror, this rage, this sickness.
I am back in Kirsty’s room. The light has dimmed to that of an English
afternoon, the sounds and smells of Kenya have faded back into my mind,
replaced by the comforting sound of Feeble’s wheezing breath. I shiver
slightly but am calmer.
Kirsty is looking at me. She says nothing. I could not bear it if she did.
Anyway there is nothing to be said.
The room is so ordinary, so calm. There is a silver teapot sitting on a
trivet beside the fireplace. It is all very English. It is all rather Kenyan, in
the old colonial sense. I am trembling slightly. My heart that has been
pumping away slowly quietens down. It is peaceful.
“Come on boy!” I say. Feeble needs no second invitation. He sits next
to me leaning his body heavily against my right leg. I stroke his long ears
and he looks up at me, with the simple pleasure of a contented dog. Thank
God she has this dog. Just now I could bear no human touch.
“It’ll never go away,” says Kirsty quietly. She is not talking about the
dog.
“That’s what Dave Granville said.”
“He’s no fool, despite his ‘old fogey’ act.”
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“So I just have to come to terms with it?”
“You’ve made a good start. I know that it’s raw and painful and
immediate. Slowly it will fade, but even in ten years time, twenty years,
you’ll wake up sweating in the middle of the night, having dreamed terrors
that are too terrible to bring to mind in the daylight. You must learn to
accept it as part of you. It’s also part of what Celia has become to you, and
that will be even harder to accept.”
“I cried yesterday. Surely I should I not have cried at the time?”
“No, it doesn’t work like that.”
“Poor Jack, he was there. We went for a walk and foolishly I returned
by the Watch Hut, near where I scattered Celia’s ashes.”
“No, not ‘Poor Jack’ at all. Jack needs to see that by expressing your
emotions you can help yourself. Jack doesn’t cry.”
“I hadn’t realized that. Am I done with crying then?”
“Oh, no. At least I do hope not. You need to keep feeling; that’s what
matters. You mustn’t numb yourself or it will all turn inwards.”
“Trouble is, I fear I’ll make a fool of myself.”
“You will, probably when you least expect it. But don’t worry, that’s
good.”
I heave Feeble off my foot. I feel much calmer. I walk slowly out of
the consulting room and away from one of the most terrible and vivid
moments of my life.
I had thought of going to see Nick after my session with Kirsty, but
feel too drained. I need to be sharp for that conversation. I sit for a long
time in the Land Rover. Sonnet, who is already rather put out because she
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can smell that Feeble has been leaning against me, considers this a great
waste of a walking opportunity. I indulge the dog.
We walk.

It is thus a good hour and a half later that I find myself bumping up
the track to Curlew. To my surprise I see Deidre’s Range Rover parked
untidily outside the cottage.
“David phoned me,” she says by way of explanation. The Norfolk
network has been working overtime. Kirsty will have got in touch with
Granville shortly after I left her. She would want to be sure that I had
someone with me and would be aware that Dave had Deidre’s contact
number. So David would have got in touch with Deidre, and here she is.
“Dee, I am fine. It’s lovely to see you and I’m really chuffed that
you’ve bothered to come.”
“Clive’s in London, Saville will care for the dogs and I’ve brought
supper with me. How can you beat an offer like that?”
Deidre is the sort of person who always has meals ‘ready to go’ in her
freezer. She has brought a lasagne with her, which she well knows is the
only sort of pasta that I will eat. I drag out a couple of bottles of a full
fruity red, produce of the Bergerac area, cheap, but solid. It is just the
stuff to wash down a lasagne. I pour out a couple of large glasses and we sit
together on the garden bench enjoying the early evening sun, comfortable
in each other’s company.
Near to hand three white butterflies are circling the small clump of
Solomon’s Seal. These beautiful creatures are destined to live for only a
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matter of days. Perhaps that is part of their beauty. They will do a good
deal less harm to the plant than will the Sawfly, which perennially strip the
foliage. It is a wonder that the Solomon’s Seal keeps coming every year
after such treatment. There is a gentle buzz of small flying things gaining
their final nectar of the day whilst above us the wings of three Greylag
thump the air with military precision. Beyond the hedge the marshes
beckon my eye out towards that far-distant strip of white and blue.
“So you talked to Kirsty?”
“She’s good.”
“Say ‘Thank you, Dee.’”
“Thank you Dee.” I give my sister a hug and then a kiss.
“And what did she say about you?”
“That it would be with me for ever, but that I could learn to manage
it.”
I ruminate on this for a bit.
“Blast it, Dee. I’m not the one who suffered. OK, so I had a bad shock,
but I can scarcely imagine what went on in that room.”
“Neither of us can do that. Celia is dead. It’s a tragedy.”
“I think that is all we can say now. It happened. She would have been
in agony. She died. That’s it.”
Deidre takes my hand. She does not speak to me. She’s with me. She
feels with me, just as she used to when we were kids. The sun sinks a little
lower and a moon appears away to our left over the ridge of the cottage.
We have finished the first bottle of wine. Still holding my hand my sister
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leads me into Curlew. We sit at the kitchen table. She brings food. I open
the second bottle. We eat and drink.
“So will you go back to work soon?” asks Deidre.
“I think next week. I’ll give Chris a ring and see what’s going on.”
“She needs to ease you in a bit. You can’t just pick things up as if
you’d never been away.”
“I’ll talk to her. You know, Dee, she was over here yesterday.”
“That’s good of her.”
“Well there’s more to it than that. She has found out a bit more about
Nick for me. Apparently he is a fully-fledged spook.”
“Well that won’t be a surprise to you, you had his number right from
the start.”
I tell Deidre all about Christine’s visit and how Nick had duped me into
believing that he was a businessman rather than a full-time operative of
one of the security forces.
“There is more yet, but I just cannot get to the bottom of it. It seems
that our people had an operation going on that kind of misfired. It may well
be related to do with the attack on the hospital, and if so I really do need
to discover what.”
“Bloody hell.” She says. “It was bad enough before.”
“I reckon my only real hope of finding out anything more is to winkle
it out of Nick.”
“Was he involved then?”
“I don’t know. But even if he wasn’t he’ll know all about it. I’m just
not sure how I’m going to get him to open up to me.”
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“I wonder if I can help there.” Deidre has strange ideas sometimes,
but over the years I have learned to accept, if not respect, them. “I rather
fancy a bit of counter-espionage to see if I can get him to talk.”
“I think you have always wanted to be a spy, fluttering long eyelashes
at dangerous men and robbing them of state secrets.”
“Well I’m likely to make a better job of it than you are!”
We agree that when Nick contacts me again I will arrange for us both
to have dinner with Deidre at the Old Vicarage. We will then see what
Deidre can make from that.
It is unlikely to bother Clive. Sometimes I wonder why the two of
them stay together. I do not think he knew he was gay until some three or
four years after their wedding, or at least did not allow himself to
recognise it. Now he spends most of the week in the London flat, no doubt
indulging his sexual preference and leaving Deidre to find such satisfaction
as she can in her gardening. I can only imagine that their marriage survives
as a matter of mutual social and financial convenience.
The wine is finished and it’s pitch dark outside. I do not have to ask
Deidre to stay. We pile the dishes into the sink, leaving a fairly neat stack
for Evelyn to deal with in the morning, and retire to bed.
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Sixteen

If Evelyn is surprised to find Deidre staying at Curlew this morning she
does not show it. Little seems to upset her equilibrium. We breakfast on
bread rolls and some of my sister’s homemade marmalade that has in it
‘just a touch’ of whisky. It is truly delicious.
I am so used to the bright sunny days that we have been having of late
that it is quite a shock to find that a blanket of grey drizzle has descended
upon us and that we can no longer see that horizon of blue beyond the
furthest marshes. This gentle rain displays the marshland in a flat light that
beguiles the eye, making the distant reeds look close and the nearby
saltpans appear to be far away. It is a landscape without bearings, losing
touch with its past and having no discernable future.
Deidre and I discuss the idea of my contacting Nick, but think that if I
do so he might become a little suspicious of my motives. Although it might
take a little longer it would be best to let him get in touch with me.
“Just make sure you phone me in good time,” she says as, with a
cheery wave in Evelyn’s direction, Deidre slips into her Range Rover then
bumps off down the lane.
She is quite something, this sister of mine. I feel a bit sorry for her
over Clive, but she seems to be happy enough leading the life she has made
for herself. I used to see a great deal of her before my marriage of three
years ago to Celia. Perhaps we can pick up on that again, it will no doubt
be just what we both need.
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“She be a fine-looking lady that sister of yours,” says Evelyn.
“Oh she does all right”
“I mean she’s attractive and all that.”
“Well she spends a lot on clothes, and her hairdresser I think.”
“Oh, men!” says Evelyn; and I have no idea of what she is talking
about.
“No Jack today?”
“He be up at the Rigby’s this morning, got to keep up with their
garden now everything is growing.”
“Pity, I need some help getting the batteries in the boat.”
“I can do that if you want, or I could send Jack over this afternoon.”
“This afternoon would be fine,” I say.
“Only thing is I promised I would take him to see a film in Fakenham
this evening, so he need to be back by five so we can catch the bus.”
My phone chirps into existence. I look at the display. It is Nick. I was
not wrong.
“Thought we left things a bit up in the air when we last saw each
other,” he is saying. “Wondered if you would like to get together again
soon.”
“Well I owe you a meal,” I say. “You were in touch with my sister,
Deidre, whilst you were looking for me the other day. I’m going down there
tonight for a spot of supper with her, how about you joining us?”
“Sounds good to me. What sort of time?”
“About seven thirty I should think.”
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“It’ll be best if I meet you there, Mia, I’m a bit pushed just now. How
do I get to her spot?”
“Just hang on a second.”
An idea has struck me. I turn to Evelyn, “Do you and Jack want a lift
to Fakenham this evening? I need to be down near Thetford by seven so the
timing is perfect, I can drop you off on the way.”
“Well I won’t say no to that.”
I think quickly.
“I’ll be coming back through the town about ten thirty. I can easily
bring you both back again if that would help.”
“Now, Mr. Tom, I don’t want to put you to no trouble.”
“It really will be no trouble at all.”
“Well it would mean as me and Jack can get us a fish supper after the
film. There be no time for that if we do catch that last bus”
I turn back to the phone. “You still there, Gore?”
“Still here.”
“Look that’ll suit me just fine. I can drop some people off in
Fakenham on the way and pick them up on my journey back.”
“Who’s that?”
“Who’s what?
“No, what I meant is who is it that you are picking up at that time of
the night in Fakenham?”
“Oh, I see. It’s just my cleaning lady and her son, they are going to
see a film and then get some fish and chips.”
“Oh, I see. Now how do I find your sister’s house?”
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I give him the postcode for Deidre’s house so he can do stuff with his
Sat Nav and ring off. I give Evelyn a smile. “That’s all settled then. Where
will you be going, Drifters?”
“That be right, you can pull in just opposite.”
“I know the place.”
“That be real good of you, Mr. Tom,” she says.
Excellent, that will give me just the excuse that I am looking for. I can
leave Deidre early so that she can work her wiles on Nick. This seduction
scenario is all very well, but we may be getting a bit carried away with the
whole thing. Even if Chris is right and Nick is a proper spook it does not
mean that he has done me, or Celia, any harm. Nevertheless I think he
knows a good deal more than he is telling me, and I need to get to the
bottom of it.
I call Deidre on her mobile. “Hope you can cope with Nick and myself
this evening. He rang as soon as you left and can get to the Old Vicarage by
seven thirty.”
“That’s fine. Clive will be in London, which will suit seduction just
perfectly.”
“He’s all yours to play with now,” I say, “but don’t push it too hard.
We have nothing but the vaguest suspicions that MI6 were involved in
anything out in Kenya, and even less reason to pin anything on Nick.”
“That’s where I come in. Nothing like ‘pillow talk’, loving bro.”
“Your relish for this goes way beyond mere sisterly interest in my
wellbeing.”
“Bollocks, I’m only doing it for you.”
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I explain to my over-enthusiastic sister that I have been working on a
very good excuse for leaving her at about ten o’clock.
“That should give me a free enough hand.”
“Okay, I’ll see you this evening.” I say, making to put the phone
down.
“Tom, are you still there? Good. You had better get to me early, it’ll
be easier if you arrive before Nick does.”
I turn my attention away from things conspiratorial to concentrate the
rest of my morning on sorting out the boat. The wiring is intricate work and
I need to carry it out carefully. It would be all too easy to make a mistake
amongst this spaghetti of different-coloured cables, and such mistakes can
be painful as well as expensive.
By lunchtime most of the motive system wiring on Hiraeth is
complete. I am pleased with the job and it has had the added bonus of
turning my attention away from less appealing matters. The drizzle must
have stopped over an hour or so ago and the sun is making a fairly
successful bid to stab its way through the remaining wafts of cloud blanket.
I am just finishing a cheese and pickle sandwich when Jack arrives.
“Help yourself to something to eat,” I say, waving my hand at the
kitchen door.
The lad disappears into the kitchen and returns with a bread roll
wrapped around a solid hunk of Cheddar. He joins me on the bench. Sonnet
looks expectantly at this new potential source of nourishment. Jack ignores
her. Dogs fed from the table are nothing but a pest; mind you Sonnet is a
pest. Fed or not.
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“What we’ve got to do is to hoist twenty-four six volt cells into the
boat. If I get myself on board then do you think you can pass them up to
me?”
Jack, roll consumed, gets up and strides over to the barn. He goes to
the workbench and picks up an old block and some mooring warp. He leans
the ladder against one of the tie beams, shins up it, lashes the block to the
beam and threads the warp through the pulley. I see what he is at and go
off in search of some sort of suitable container. I find an old green plastic
weed bag in the garden shed; it is not ideal but will be good enough for
what we need. Jack ties the two handles of the collapsible bag onto one
end of the rope. I put one of the batteries in the bag, lean the ladder
against the side of Hiraeth and climb into her.
Jack’s idea is simple and effective, and it works. He hauls on the free
end of the rope and the battery rises above the gunwale, I swing it into the
boat, signal for Jack to pay out on the warp, and the battery settles on the
cockpit floor. It might have been even better if we had used a second block
to get some purchase, but Jack is a strong lad and has no problem in
hoisting the batteries one at a time.
We work well together, this silent lad and I. He has a very clear grasp
of how best to achieve what is needed. It is surprising how easy it is to
work together in a coordinated manner without talking to each other. It is
all in the way we interact, the way our bodies move. It is the rhythm of
communication.
When we have eight batteries in the boat he realizes, without a word
from me, that we need to shift them as I am running out of space in the
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rather cramped cockpit. He climbs aboard and lowers each battery down
into the cabin, passing them to me one at a time. Then, together, we stow
them in their newly constructed boxes beneath the cabin sole.
“Well that’s the first lot done,” I say, breaking a long spell of silent
communication. The monks in certain orders developed sign languages to
get them through the essential tasks of the day, but I am not sure that such
formalisation would be needed. It just requires a sense of empathy, much
as a man might acquire with his dog.
Jack nods and gives me a grin. He disappears down the ladder and we
repeat the performance.
“Just one more batch to go.”
Jack holds up one finger, drops it and gives a thumb’s up sign with
both hands. This is hardly the boy I met less than a week ago who would
not even acknowledge my existence.
As Jack is hoisting the last but one battery to the gunwale there is a
tearing sound. The plastic strands of the garden bag are pulling apart under
the weight, and the battery is about to drop some ten feet to the ground.
Jack immediately lets the rope run through his hands, applying just a little
gentle braking force to take the worst out of the fall. The battery hits the
barn floor with a thud, but his braking action on the warp has saved us
from calamity. I drop down the ladder. The battery looks to be undamaged.
Jack has his arms wrapped around himself and is holding his hands in his
armpits.
“Let’s see.”
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Jack holds his hands out. Both palms are streaked red and black from
blood and rope burns. I march him into the kitchen, turn on the tap and tell
him to put his hands under the cold running water. We winces a bit as the
cold strikes the burned palms but he does as I say. Within half a minute he
turns the tap off.
“No!” I say, turning it on again. “You must keep them in cold water
for at least five minutes.” I fill up a bowl with cold water and put it on the
table. Jack leaves the sink, goes over to the table, plunges his hands into
the bowl and sits down. Sonnet sits down next to him, leaning against his
left leg in a show of canine solidarity.
Half an hour later we have the last two batteries aboard and all of
them stowed in their proper places. Jack’s hands look a bit rough, but
there are no blisters and when I ask him if he is okay he nods happily
enough. It was stupid of me to think that bag was strong enough, we should
have used a cargo net, but I did not have one and there was nothing else
that I could think of that would have served us better.
I set about wiring the batteries. Three parallel banks of eight six-volt
cells wired in series will give me enough energy for several hours running at
the 48v that the system requires. I have already made up the links so it
takes less than an hour to connect the batteries in each of the three banks
in series and then wire the banks together in parallel. I take considerable
care going over the connections again, making sure that they are torqued
up properly. I then turn on isolators and check voltages with my multimeter. It all appears just fine. Baring any hidden glitches the system should
work.
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I turn to Jack who has been watching me closely. “Okay, she’s ready.
Let’s try it. You go down below and make sure the prop is turning as it
should. Make sure you stand well clear though; we have had enough
accidents for one day. Any problems just bang hard on the hull, all right?”
Jack nods and clambers down the ladder. I flick the breakers on and
check the readings again with the multi-meter. I turn the key switch and a
reassuring hum comes from the controller cooling fans. At least the low
voltage part of the system is working fine.
I shout down to Jack, “stand well clear,” and then, “trying now.” I
edge the joystick throttle gently forwards. There is a clatter from the drive
train and the shaft starts to rotate. Excellent, everything is working. I stop
it as there is no water in the deep seal bearing and it will run hot without
lubrication.
“Now trying astern,” I tickle the joystick back towards me and the
shaft rotates in the opposite direction. Again I stop it. I peer over the
transom at Jack “All good at your end?”
Jack is convulsed in silent laughter. He is shaking his head vigorously
and gesticulating in circles with his hands. I cannot think what it is all
about, but whatever it is has really got him going.
“What’s up?”
Jack describes a clockwise circle with his forefinger. Stops, shakes his
head, then makes an anticlockwise movement. The penny drops and I roar
with laughter myself. “The prop’s going the wrong way!”
Jack nods enthusiastically.
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It is the work of a couple of minutes to change the throttle control
wires around. We test it again and this time Jack gives me a much more
positive sign. We have cracked it!
That is enough; we have done all I that I set out to do.
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Seventeen

I arrive at the Old Vicarage just before seven o’clock having dropped
Evelyn and Jack outside the Central Cinema in Fakenham. I tell Evelyn that
I should be able to get back to Fakenham by ten thirty at the latest and to
just hang on for me in the car park if I am not there on time.
As soon as we arrive at Deidre’s house Sonnet rushes off to play with
her Flat-Coat friends. I make my way rather more sedately into the house.
It takes quite a bit to unsettle my sister but as soon as she greets me I
realize that she is more than a little rattled.
“It’s Clive, he rang just over an hour ago saying he would be here for
supper.”
My first reaction is to worry about the food, but that seems to be
under control, it will, apparently, easily stretch to four people. But this
intervention of husband has clearly caused something of a setback as far as
Deidre’s designs upon Nick are concerned. Much as she wants to practice
her Mata Hari act it might prove just a trifle awkward if her spouse is to be
there with her. It is not so much that Clive would mind, in fact he might be
mildly amused by his wife’s libertine activities, but it could prove rather
intimidating to Nick if Deidre were to attempt to seduce him whilst he and
her husband were supping from the same table.
Deidre and I decide that we must bring Clive up to speed with my
suspicion that Nick knows a good deal more than he has told me about why
the hospital was attacked. Clive needs to understand that the purpose of
this little gathering is to catch Nick off his guard in the hope that he will
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divulge more than he has so far. It is something of a relief therefore that
Clive arrives before Nick.
I have always got on well with Clive, he is a slightly over-fastidious
man by my standards but he has a sharp wit and offers easy companionship.
The fact that he has now ‘come out’ at his slightly advanced age I find
endearing rather than surprising. He is several years older than Deidre and I
recall that his balding head once sprouted a luxurious crop of fair hair.
“Just as well I phoned,” he says to me “might have raided the buffet
car on the train if I hadn’t known we were in for a decent do at the trough
this evening.” From the distinct aroma of gin emanating from his direction I
reckon that if he did not raid the buffet for food he certainly relieved it of
some liquid produce. “Never been the same since they took off the
restaurant cars,” he said. “Afternoon tea on the train signified a certain
standard of civilization so to speak. All gone now, dear boy, all gone.”
“Along with many of those little measures of spirits no doubt?”
“Now, Tom, you are being mischievous.”
Clive can put on a very amusing bit of camp when he is really on
form, but I do not want to encourage him, there is only a little time before
our guest is due to arrive and I need to bring him up to speed on Nick. I
give him the gist of my conversation with Christine and explain that we
need to get from Nick every detail that we can about the attack on the
Hospital.
“So beautiful wife mine was about to entrap this fellow?”
“Apparently that’s what the femme fatal does in all the best spy
scenarios.”
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“Oh how wonderful,” says Clive, “do you think we should encourage
this spook to bed my spouse so that we can burst in upon them in flagrante
delicto and I can play the outraged cuckold and blackmail him into
revealing all his sordid little secrets?”
I am concerned that Clive is getting over-involved. His sense of the
dramatic might just land us in real trouble. I also doubt if, despite her
posturing, that Deidre is really intending to bed the fellow.
“Panic not,” says Clive, upon seeing my worried look, “I toy, I savour,
I indulge my imagination, but I jest. Just keep me primed with what you
want of me and I shall, as ever, be at your service. Shame about the
bedroom scene though. I could imagine myself bursting in upon the rutting
pair, camera and other tools cocked for action.”
There really is no shame to the man.
Nick arrives a little late. I introduce him to Deidre and Clive.
“I’m surprised we haven’t met before,” he says to Deidre, “what with
me being at School with Mia and all that.”
“Mia?” says Clive, “ Oh yes, I see. I like it.” He turns to me, “my dear
old thing it suits you beautifully.”
“More you than me,” I say rather sharply and without wit. I am a bit
annoyed with Nick as I have little doubt that Clive will make the fullest
possible use of my freshly revealed soubriquet.
Dinner as plucked, gutted, cooked and served by my sister is a meal to
be relished. This evening she has surpassed herself, no doubt encouraged
by the notion that the most effective way to seduce a man is through his
stomach. However she has not left said entrapment to matters purely
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gastronomic. She has entered into her newfound role of seductress with
spirit and verve. Her conversation is both personal and delightfully
flirtatious. My sister is possessed of a fine pair of bosoms and has bundled
them carelessly into a low-cut dress that is doing valiant service in keeping
them thus confined. This is a feat of no mean engineering, and as she leans
over to hang upon Nick’s every word I await with growing anxiety the
appearance of at least one rogue nipple making its bid for freedom.
She listens to her guest with rapt attention, asking pertinent questions
and interjecting playful little quips from time to time. Yet even I can see
that this is going nowhere. Nick has been attentive to, and polite with, his
hostess. He has glanced occasionally at the straining cleavage, but his
expression has been one more akin to alarm at the incipient unbundling
than one of desire for the proffered flesh. In short he does not seem to be
even remotely beguiled by her efforts at intimacy. His eyes have a far-away
look as if he were seeking some other offering, one that this steamy
temptress is lamentably failing to provide.
Eventually Deidre accepts the inevitable and abandons her quest. She
rises from the table with an exasperated “I’ll leave you boys to it. See you
in the drawing room for coffee.” She stalks from the room, every inch a
woman scorned. I slip quietly out behind her. There is a dawning suspicion
in my mind that gaining confidences from Nick might well be more in
Clive’s territory that Deidre’s.
We look at each other in the kitchen.
“Bloody little man. Why the hell wasn’t he up for it?”
“Don’t worry, Dee, you were quite magnificent.”
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“I worked damned hard.”
“I know. It was an act well worth the watching.”
We look at each other in total frustration and then we have our arms
around each other and are roaring with laughter.
“He just wasn’t up for it,” says Deidre still smiling at the stupidity of
it all, “honestly Tom I shall never make the ranks of the femme fatale.”
“It was such fun watching you. But I’m far from convinced that all is
lost. I think that he and Clive are hitting it off rather well.”
“So that’s the way the wind is blowing. Why can I never spot a gay
man? Really with the wealth of experience I have in such matters, thanks to
my darling husband, I really ought to be a world bloody expert at it.”
“He’s not very overt. Probably cannot afford to be in his line of
work.”
“Well its bloody unfair. Gay men should have a label saying they are
not available to feminine wiles.” So saying she retreats upstairs to do
whatever it is that women do to dresses. It does not take her long and she
soon re-emerges wearing a light stole wrapped around her shoulders, a
clear indication of defeat in the face of overwhelming odds.
“Oh well,” she says, “I suppose it was worth a try, and I did rather
enjoy myself.”
We delay for as long as we decently can then wander through to the
drawing room. Nick and Clive are sitting close together on the chaise, deep
in conversation. Nick jumps to his feet as Deidre comes in. I place the tray
on a side table. Deidre moves towards it better to dispense strong black
coffee.
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“Coffee, Nick?” she says.
“Look,” he replies, “ I don’t want to be a party pooper, but I have to
drive to London tonight, so I think I’d better skip the coffee and make
tracks.”
“Oh, I’m so sorry, are you sure you won’t stay? A cup of coffee won’t
delay you too long.” My sister has so declaimed in a tone that would freeze
the paws off a polar bear. She is not going to let this poor man off lightly
for rejecting her blandishments.
“No, I’m already awfully late, I fear I must leave. It’s been a most
enjoyable evening and you have been such a charming hostess.”
Whilst the news of Nick’s imminent departure is a bit startling to
Deidre and myself Clive is looking like a rotund Cheshire Cat with a smile at
least halfway around his face. “Just give me a bell when you fancy our
getting together for a drink” he says giving Nick a two pawed handshake “I
am in the Metrop at least three days each week.”
Nick gives Deidre a peck on the cheek, again thanks her profusely,
asks me to look him up when I am next in town, and departs. It all seems
incredibly fast, as if he were anxious to be doing something else this
evening. I stand in the outer porch and watch his car depart. I may be
mistaken but by the light of the driveway lamps it looks to me as if Nick has
a mobile phone to his left ear.
“Well?” say Deidre and I in unison upon returning to the drawing
room.
“Such a charmer.”
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“Clive,” I say, “do stop pissing about. Did you get anything out of
him?”
The three of us sip coffee whilst Clive explains that it was not too
difficult to discuss Kenya because Nick had professed deep concern about
what happened to me out there, and in particular how badly I had been
affected by Celia’s death.
“He said that he had been in the country last month and that he very
much wished that he had known about your involvement at the time. He
wanted to know if you had any idea about why the terrorists had chosen
that particular hospital for their attack.”
“What did you say?”
“I told him a little white lie. I said that your lovely Inspector of police
had informed you that there had been a bit of a messy cock up, if you will
excuse the delightful innuendo. Nick was really interested in what you were
intending to do about it and as I hadn’t the slightest idea of what we were
talking about I tried to turn the conversation towards the who might have
been responsible for any such fandango.”
“Did he say much?”
Clive tells us that Nick was very keen to implicate the Kenyans in
whatever had happened. He seemed to suggest that there might have been
some misunderstanding amongst the Kenyan police regarding intelligence
about the attack.
“He was pretty unsubtle about trying to find out what you knew, and
when I said that I was sure that your knowledge did not extend beyond the
Al-Shabaab terrorists he wanted to know if you had said anything about a
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phone that these terrorists had possibly dropped during the attack. I told
him that you were very upset about your wife’s death and what had
happened to the others out there and that it really was most unlikely that
you would be at all interested in phones.”
“Well done, how did he react?”
“He seemed very satisfied with that,” says Clive, “and actually
became quite talkative about how feckless the Kenyan authorities are. He
said that the killings at the hospital should never have happened.”
Deidre is holding my arm. “Don’t let them get to you, Tom. There’s
nothing to be done now,”
“You’re right,” I say. “I really don’t want anything more to do with it.
Celia is dead and there’s not one thing that I or anyone else can do now to
change that.”
The three of us sit quietly and finish our coffee. It is a pleasant,
relaxing way to end a fraught evening. Although this house is home to
Deidre and Clive I used to spend a great deal of time here with them prior
to my marriage to Celia, and it is comforting to be back here again in their
company.
As if reading my mind Deidre says “It’s as much your house as it is
mine, Tom. I know you have the place in Cambridge, but you are welcome
to commute from here again, just as you did before Celia.”
“I’ll come here as often as I can, as long as you and Clive will let me,
but I just haven’t had time yet to really get to grips with the future. For
the moment at least I think I’ll hang on to the Cambridge place.”
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“It’s always a pleasure to be blessed with you company,” says Clive
with such enthusiasm that I think he really means it. His heart is one organ
at least that appears to be in its correct place.
“We both mean that, Tom darling,” says Deidre, “we want you to go
on being a big part of our lives.”
I feel just a tiny bit embarrassed, I am not sure that I can take much
more of these two being so damn nice to me. My last session with Kirsty has
left me much more relaxed and so much better able to cope with life, but I
have never been very good at taking compliments, let alone protestations
of deep friendship.
As a distraction I glance at my watch, “Oh Hell,” I say jumping to my
feet. “I’ve forgotten about my ‘excuse’. I’m supposed to be in Fakenham in
ten minutes time. I’ll be hellish late to pick them up.”
‘They?” asks Clive as I make for the door.
“Evelyn and Jack, I said I’d give them a lift home from Fakenham.” I
decide that despite Clive’s obvious good humour it might be best to omit
saying anything about leaving Nick and Deidre together.”
I am just getting into the car when I remember the dog. “Dee,” I
shout, “can you hang on to Sonnet for me? I’ll collect her tomorrow.”
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Eighteen

I drive illegally fast, savouring the gentle curves of the deserted
Norfolk highways. I have always revelled in night driving on these country
roads. You get clear warning of any approaching traffic so can use the
whole width of the tarmac in a way that would be highly dangerous in
daylight. I enjoy the Giulietta, she responds when pushed hard, a halfdecent car from Alfa again. Gentle understeer on the long fast bends with a
delicious tweak of provoked oversteer to whip me round the sharper
corners.
All the same I am nearly thirty minutes late as I turn into Bridge
Street. Thanks to the one-way system I avoid the square and am heading
north up Oak Street, the sound of the Alfa’s exhaust reverberating off the
closed ranks of brick houses, no doubt waking those sleeping the sleep of
the righteous. Nevertheless it is well past eleven and Drifters is closed. Its
doors will have been locked some time ago.
I pull into the car park. There does not seem to be any sign of Evelyn
or Jack. There are no cars, no people; the place seems deserted. I get out
of the Alfa and start walking rather vaguely in the direction of Tesco’s.
There are a couple of streetlights behind me but their illumination barely
penetrates the parking area. It is really very dark. The whole place is
utterly devoid of people. Perhaps Evelyn has found someone else to give
her and Jack a lift back home.
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Over to the right I hear some noise. It sounds like lads fooling about. I
cannot see anyone but head in that direction. Perhaps they will have seen a
couple of people hanging around waiting for a lift. As I get closer I can hear
shouting and raucous laughter. The accents are Birmingham, or possibly
Black Country; I cannot make out what is being said, but the speech
pattern seems harsh and aggressive. Then there is the sound of a girl
protesting. I am getting worried. Perhaps I should get the hell out of here.
Whatever is going on is none of my business and I am but one against three
or four if it should come to a bit of a rumble. Then I stumble on a piece of
piping and pick it up. It feels like a short cut-off from some scaffolding.
That should improve the odds if it comes to hey lads hey.
Over to my right I now hear the sound of someone moaning. I step
over a low wall and can just make out a body crumpled against the
brickwork. I move over towards it and it stirs. It is Jack! He is half propped
up against the wall and something wet, probably blood, is trickling down
his face. He is only just conscious. I put down the iron bar and try to sit him
on the wall but he keeps slipping back onto the ground. He is pointing
towards the spot where the sound of voices is coming from. I do not
understand. Have these lads attacked him? Is he frightened that they will
come back? I try to get him to his feet but he collapses once more and
points even more urgently.
“What is it Jack? You’ve been hurt. Come on we’ve got to get you to
the car.”
He looks at me, his eyes wide with anguish. He points again at the
same area. He utters one word in a deep guttural voice “Mum!”
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Christ he can talk. He looks as startled as I am, but I get his concern.
Whoever did this to him has got Evelyn. He is lying on the ground now,
probably best for the moment. I can leave him like that for a short while
without his coming to any more harm. I recover the bar that has rolled so
that it is under his head and start towards the sound that is now mainly
course laughter. Jack groans as he lies there on the ground. I have to leave
him.
There is a small amount of light over here and I can just make out a
gaggle of lads around something, something human, something female,
Evelyn!
I can see these lads have pulled off Evelyn’s tights and have her
pinned back over a concrete slab, her legs wide, crotch showing. It is
assault. It is gang rape.
The scene starts to blank out. I can feel myself shaking, shaking all
over. My mind lapses into snapshots once more.
Snap! I am in Kenya. I see Celia.
Snap! I see Evelyn, naked from the waist down.
Snap! I hear buzzing, the buzzing of a thousand flies.
Snap! I wield my iron bar.
Snap! Celia is dying.
Snap! Evelyn is spread wide open.
Snap! Kill the buggers.
Snap! Celia with a bullet up through her genitals.
Snap! Kill, Kill, Kill.
Snap! Snap! Snap!
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Snap! Snap! Snap!

All is silent.
I know nothing. I hear nothing. I smell nothing.
It is later, possibly much later.
I am in a medium-sized green room. I am sitting in a chair. There is a
desk in front of me. Beyond that there is a man, no, two men. They are
both looking at me with distain.
“Name?’ Says one of them.
I slip back to the school corps. ‘Name, rank, number. Nothing more,
you understand?’ The CCF drilled it into us, we who were still being
indoctrinated into ruling an Empire that had disappeared fifty years earlier.
I give the man my name and address.
My vision starts to clear. I am fully conscious, but confused. My
questioner is a policeman. We are in a police station? Why is he looking at
me like that?
Man B chips in. “Very well Mr Farrow, let’s have it in your own
words.”
“Who are you? Where am I? What the hell is going on?”
“We ask the questions, Mr Farrow, but for the record I’m Sergeant
Thorpe and with me is Inspector Quicke. You are at Kings Lynn Police
Investigation Centre.“
“Why? What am I doing here?”
“Now Mr Farrow. Let’s go from the beginning. Shall we start by you
telling us where you were yesterday evening?”
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It is all becoming a lot clearer. I tell the sergeant about having dinner
with Deidre and Clive and then driving back to Fakenham. Perhaps someone
has complained about my speeding.
“And your sister would corroborate your story?”
“Oh yes, she and her husband.”
“At what time did you leave your sister’s house?”
“It must have been getting on for half ten.”
“Tell us what you intended to do in Fakenham.”
“I’d promised to give a couple of people a lift home. But I left
Deidre’s much later than I’d intended, so was going to be very late picking
them up.”
“And who were these people?”
“Evelyn Massingham, she helps out at my cottage and Jack, her son.
He’s giving me a hand getting my boat ready.”
“That’s a bit of a strange one isn’t it? You giving your cleaning lady a
ride in your car at that time of night.”
I can hardly say anything about using Evelyn as an excuse to give
Deidre a free run at Nick, especially as that scheme had not worked out as
planned. “I’d asked Jack to work on with me. Evelyn had arranged for them
both to go to see a film in Fakenham, so as I was going their way it was the
easiest thing in the world to give them a lift.”
This is getting worrying. I cannot remember much about what I did
after I discovered Jack. I recall that I tried to help him, and then something
about Evelyn. Was she attacked?
“So tell us what happened when you got to Fakenham.”
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I explain that the fish shop had closed and that there was no sign of
Evelyn or Jack. That I heard sounds and followed them, I found Jack lying
hurt beside a wall and tried to help him. I said that I could vaguely recall
something about Evelyn being assaulted, but it was all very unclear in my
mind. I said that I thought there were some rough-sounding lads involved.
“Evelyn and Jack, are they all right?” I say.
“We ask the questions Mr. Farrow.”
“Yes, but Jack’s been beaten over the head and goodness knows what
state Evelyn’s in, I’ve no idea what happened to her.”
“Mr. Farrow,” Inspector Quicke chimes in for the first time, “you
know very well what sort of state they were in. We have the iron bar with
which you hit the boy over the head when he tried to stop you raping his
mother.”
“That’s nonsense.”
“Well it’s not nonsense that when, very fortuitously, a patrol car
drove into the Tesco car park, disturbing you in your assault, the officer
saw you attempting to cover up what you had been doing by pulling Mrs
Massingham’s tights up.”
“It’s Miss”
“What?”
“It’s Miss Massingham, not Mrs.”
“Bloody hell man,” exclaims Sergeant Thorpe. “Clever buggers like
you should have their balls chopped off.”
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“That will do Sergeant.” Inspector Quicke does not look as if he
disagrees that much with his sergeant, but he is a person of more subtle
manner. “Now is it true that you are lately back from working in Kenya?”
I wonder how the hell he knows that, but nod in agreement.
“And that your wife died there recently in the most tragic of
circumstances.”
“How do you know all this?”
The Inspector continues, “So you must feel a lot of hurt, a lot of
rage.”
“I’m learning to come to terms with what happened, but what the
hell has this got to do with anything. And more to the point why am I
here?”
The Inspector continues as if I had not spoken, “so you must be
seeking vengeance?”
“I would like to see the terrorists caught, but accept that’s pretty
unlikely.”
“Just so. Now that means that you have no way of avenging that
terrible crime.”
Why is it my misfortune to be interviewed by an Inspector who has
clearly just completed a course in Criminal Psychiatry and who wants to put
his newfound expertise into practice? It is beginning to dawn on me just
how much trouble I am in. I cannot recall anything that happened after I
left Jack and caught no more than a glimpse of what I think must have
been Evelyn being raped. If a passing police patrol did indeed find me with
Evelyn, and with no sign of her attackers then I can see that there would be
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every reason to suspect me of attacking Jack and attempting to rape
Evelyn.
“I think I need to see a lawyer.”
“All in good time,” says the sergeant.
The inspector continues, “We have an iron bar with your fingerprints
on it and with blood on it from the lad. What do you say to that?”
“I did pick up a bit of scaffolding pole, but I don’t see how it could
have Jack’s blood on it.” I think back and realise how it could have
happened, “Oh yes, it could have happened when I was trying to get him to
stand up. He kept slipping down the wall and ended up lying on the bar. I
suppose it could have picked up some of Jack’s blood then.”
“We are getting very inventive, Mr. Farrow.”
“Look why don’t you talk to Miss Massingham. She will tell you that I
was trying to help her, not rape her.”
“The lady is not able to talk at present. No thanks to you she is
unconscious in hospital.”
“What about Jack?”
“Don’t be stupid. You know full well that he’s a mute.”
“No, not that. I meant how is he?”
“None the better for being cracked over the head by you with a large
lump of metal.”
“Is he in hospital as well?”
“My, but you do ask a lot of questions.”
“Look,” I say “I don’t really understand the law, but if you think I
have done something wrong then shouldn’t you charge me or something?”
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“Oh, don’t worry,” says the sergeant “all in good time. We don’t let
nasty little pervs like you get away from us.”
It really is time for me to get some legal help. I am greatly assisted in
any legal matters that cross my path by a pleasant young solicitor in
Fakenham. This is more serious however. I need a sound criminal lawyer. I
ask if I can make a phone call and dial Deidre’s number; by good fortune
Clive picks up the phone. I explain my predicament.
“We are in just a soupcon of distress are we not? Do nothing, say
nothing, and above all admit nothing. We’ll have you out of that delightful
new investigation centre in just a couple of shakes of the you-know-what.”
I wait in a cell. My initial confusion is turning to self-pity. I need
someone to blame. For God’s sake I was only trying to help. Okay so I was
late picking them up, but they were damn lucky to be getting a lift from
me. Then they were stupid enough to allow themselves to be attacked by a
gang of Brummie louts. So who is it that gets the blame? Me!
I wallow in a glory of righteous anger for an hour. Slowly it begins to
dawn on me that whilst I am entirely innocent the Massinghams are in a
much worse situation than I am, and it most certainly was not their fault
that I was late picking them up. It was mine. I let them down. So due to my
incompetence Evelyn is in hospital, and goodness knows what has happened
to Jack. I wonder where he is.
Clive is as good as his word. All sorts of promises and bonds and
undertakings to report have been negotiated and within the space of an
hour I am walking out into a wet and windy car park with him.
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“This isn’t quite my bag,” Clive is saying, as we slip into the Alvis,
“but I could hardly resist your entreaties and felt an irresistible urge to
gallop to your rescue; indeed to place my myself entirely at your disposal.”
He lays a proprietorial hand on my thigh.
I remove the hand. “Look here you old poof, I am very grateful, but
not that grateful!”
“Ah well, chacun à son goût as they say where culinary and other,
even more basic, pleasures are there for the taking. Incidentally, talking
about French cuisine, did you know that snails are hermaphrodite?”
“I think I did.”
“They can even mate with themselves, now isn’t that just the most
titillating of prospects.”
“Clive,” I say, “why the hell are we talking about the sex life of the
garden snail rather than the much more pressing problems that are bearing
down upon me?”
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Nineteen

Clive does the decent thing and drops me off by my car in Fakenham.
We discuss legal representation. Apparently he knows an excellent criminal
lawyer in Cambridge, but I am concerned that bringing in someone from out
of the county might make the case seem too high profile. Obviously if it is a
question of going to the High Court then we will need to get our man to
instruct a first rate London barrister.
In the end, on Clive’s further recommendation, I opt for a very sound
firm of solicitors in Norwich. He agrees with me that it tends to look best
for the accused if he has local representation. I do not like being referred
to as ‘the accused’ and Clive admits that as I have not, as yet, been
formally charged with anything I have no right to be so addressed.
“I must find Jack,” I say. “I’m really worried about what’s happened
to the lad. I should imagine that they would keep him in hospital overnight
to check for concussion, but if he were discharged where would he go?”
“Keep well clear, is my advice. If you’re seen to be harassing a
potential witness it’ll not look good for you.”
“But I need to talk to him.”
“If I were not a gay man happily married to your sister I would have
my suspicions about your relationship with that boy.”
This startles me. I had never considered that there was any
impropriety in my comradeship with Jack. I never wanted to befriend him
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in the first place. He was foisted upon me and at first I resented him and
what I took to be his sullen silence. It was entirely out of a sense of duty
that I started taking the lad with me on my walks.
“I never wanted to have anything to do with the lad. It’s only been
this last few days, whilst we have been working on the boat, that he’s
really become someone I’m pleased to call my friend.”
Perhaps it was my not being much of a talker myself that has led me
to appreciate him for his non-verbal communication. He is easy to be with
and clearly enjoys the company of Sonnet. I never really considered that I
had anything approaching a ‘relationship’ with him, but on thinking about
it there is an element of Father/Son in how we react with each other. I try
to explain this in a rather awkward way to Clive.
“Dear boy it is not what you do that counts, it is what people think
you are doing. Believe me, my old thing, I should know.”
“Clive, this is awful, horrible. Am I looked on as some sort of
paedophile?”
“He’s sixteen you say? So it’s not paedophilia, just inappropriate
behaviour. Based on the age difference, his vulnerability and if, dare I say
it in these days the class difference, you really must look at it as others
most certainly will. You cannot get away with this sort of thing, even out
here in the sticks.”
“I’m not trying to get away with anything. I’m just trying to help the
lad.”
Clive shakes his head sadly, ”Oh my giddy aunt,” he says, “how many
times in a life of almost total debauchery have I heard that!”
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“For goodness sake I’m just encouraging Jack to come out of himself a
bit. His father died when he was only three, and Evelyn, his mother, must
have been very young herself, probably about thirteen or so, when she gave
birth.”
“I’m sure that everyone is well aware of that locally, it just makes
Jack more vulnerable, and ensures that you appear as even more of a
predator.”
I consider what has been said. I can see that Clive, despite his
somewhat biased viewpoint, is correct. It is not my good intentions that are
of interest to the world in general; it is how my actions look to that world.
I seem to be getting into more trouble with every passing hour.
Clive pulls the Alvis into the Tesco car park and turns to me. For once
he speaks in a serious tome without his normal jocular familiarity. “Tom,
you’ve got to stop playing with fire. You must understand that you’re in a
whole heap of trouble over the assault and attempted rape thing. Perhaps
you can’t see it from where you are, because you know what really
happened. For most people it’ll be all too clear that you have been under
the most terrific mental strain following the awful death of your wife, that
you met a young woman employee in a car park in Fakenham at the dead of
night, that you started to behave inappropriately with her, that when her
son accosted you and tried to intervene you hit him over the head, that you
then set about raping the woman and were only stopped by the timely
arrival of a police car.”
“Shit man, whose side are you on?”
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“No, be serious. There’s no sign of any gang of lads from the Black
Country or anywhere else. Jack has a nasty blow to the head. Your
fingerprints and his blood are all over that bit of scaffolding pole, and
Evelyn has been raped, or damn nearly so, and is unconscious in hospital.
Come on, you were all but caught with your trousers down.”
“It doesn’t look that good.”
“Just keep your head down, stay away from Evelyn and, whatever else
you do, don’t go looking for Jack.”
“Clive, I think you are wonderful. Thanks for all you’ve done, and all
you have said. Can you tell Deidre that I’ll pop over and see her very soon?”
“It must be a million years since a straight man called me
‘wonderful’. Do be careful old thing. I’ll be in touch once I’ve had a word
with this firm in Norwich.”
As I drive up to Curlew it seems a bit lonely. No Evelyn, no Jack, and
no dog. I must go over to Deidre’s tomorrow and recover Sonnet. Just as
well I did not have the dog with me last night.
I leave the Giulietta next to the Land Rover in the charming but
dilapidated old cart shed. It is such a relief to be back here with the
familiar sounds, and smell of the marshes. If only the world was not such a
troubled place. If only I were not so troubled. But I must be done with
feeling sorry for myself. Tomorrow I will go and see Evelyn. A word from
her and everything will be all right.
As I walk towards the cottage two men step out from the side of the
building. They are in their thirties, one is prematurely balding and sports a
close crew-cut, he must be six foot tall and looks pretty athletic. The other
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is a bit rougher, with dark hair tied back in a ponytail. He has a three-day
stubble and is quite a bit shorter than his companion.
“You be Farrow?” asks the taller man in a local Norfolk accent.
“That’s me. Can I help you?”
Without saying anything further the smaller one nips around behind
me and pinions my arms whilst the larger of the two lashes into me with his
fists. I manage to twist away as he continues to batter at me, attempting
to try a bit of a defence, but it is hopeless. I fall to the ground trying to
protect my head. They kick me a few times. I hurt.
“That be for Evie,” the taller one says, and they are gone.
Slowly, and painfully, I uncurl. I can only see red through my left eye.
The ground is hard and unyielding. My legs seem disconnected, they do not
work very well and the whole of my rib cage screams pain at me. I vomit. It
takes me five minutes to crawl, then stagger, to the kitchen sink. I run
water. It mingles red with my blood. Taking great care and moving very
slowly I wash myself down as best I can. I limp into the bedroom and stare
into the mirror. There is a great gash above my left eye and my upper lip is
swelling like crazy, otherwise I do not look too bad.
Still limping I make my way across to the Land Rover. It takes me an
age to haul myself into it; such is the state of me that I would never have
managed to wriggle into the Alfa. I take the bumpy lane very slowly. The
jolts send sharp knives stabbing at my lungs. My head is thumping; it hurts
like hell.
I drive very, very slowly to Fakenham where I manage to find a
parking space just across from the surgery. I limp across the road and try
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the door. It is not open. I make my way around the far side of the building
to the house. I bang hard on a highly suspect doorknocker that is a far from
realistic representation of a woodpecker. Eventually Dave Granville
appears. He looks rather put out at being disturbed.
He cheers up a bit when he sees who it is. “Good God man, what have
you been up to?”
He takes my arm and leads me through the house and out to the
surgery. I start to tell him about being beaten up but he does not want to
hear it, at least not now. He sponges at the wound to my head. There is a
strong smell of antiseptic. It stings.
“I’ll have to put three or four stitches in this,” he says, but before I
do let’s see if we have anything broken.”
The ‘we’ in question removes several of its clothes and is prodded
here and there. Sometimes I squeak a bit, but most often I just wince as
Dave’s probing fingers find the really sensitive bits.
“You have what I’m pretty certain are two non-displaced rib
fractures, that’s half-broken ribs to you, and a lot of bruising, mainly to
your legs. Just sit down and I’ll sort out that gash.”
I tend to be fairly ill disposed towards pain, and the sewing up of
disarranged bits of my forehead proves to be a far from comfortable
experience. Once complete and suitably plastered Dave lets me get dressed
again.
“Aren’t you going to strap up my ribs?”
“Good heavens, Tom, what century are you living in, man? No we
haven’t done that for years. You’ll just have to take it very easy and the
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ribs will heal themselves. It would be best to get an X-ray, I’ll give you a
chitty for that, and I’ll let you have a prescription for the pain. It’s
important that you take it as I want you to keep taking deep breaths every
so often, and that will hurt.”
“How long will it take to heal?”
“Quite a time. Don’t go around doing anything silly like playing golf or
sailing that dinghy of yours.”
“I don’t much like golf. I was a member at Sheringham for a good long
time, but quite honestly it just wasn’t my scene.”
“Not mine either, just at the moment. Handicap is back up to the high
teens.”
Dave ushers me out of the surgery and upstairs into his study. He
shouts out to someone for some tea and motions for me to sit down. I
choose a hard upright chair. The thought of sinking into one or other of
Dave’s cavernous old leather armchairs does not appeal. Even if I were to
manage the lowering process without undue discomfort there would be
little chance of my emerging from the depths of such a monster without a
general anaesthetic.
“Now then, Tom,” he says “tell me about it.”
I briefly describe my treatment by the two men at Curlew and then
backtrack and tell him all about the events of last night and this morning.
He listens quietly, interrupted only by the arrival of a tray bearing a pot of
Lady Grey and a plate of sponge fingers. I really enjoy the tea; it calms me
down and makes all the bad things in my recent experience fade into
insignificance.
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“Well it’s good to hear it from you.”
“What do you mean?” I say.
“It’s all over the town you know. I’m not sure if the press have got
hold of your name yet, but obviously your friends at Curlew knew who
Evelyn’s attacker was, or at least they thought that they did.”
“And what do you think?”
“Tom! We’ve known each other since the dawn of creation, if not
before. You wouldn’t do anything like that. It’s just not in you. Mind you I
couldn’t for the life of me understand what did actually happen until you
explained it to me. The most difficult piece of the story for you to counter
is that iron bar. That’s a very nasty piece of evidence against you.”
“The trouble is that Evelyn is apparently in no condition to speak
about it. She’d tell the police what really happened.”
“And Jack can’t say.”
“Hang on, Dave, something has just come back to me. Jack did say
something last night.”
“Nonsense, that lad has never spoken, leastways not since he was
about three years old.”
“But he did. He was trying to get me to go and help Evelyn. He kept
pointing and I couldn’t understand what he was trying to tell me.
Eventually he actually said ‘Mum’, he really did.”
“Tom, are you quite certain”
I think about this for a bit. The events of yesterday evening in
Fakenham are far from clear to me. Most of what I can recall is as through
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a swirling mist. Yet I can remember most of what I did up until I rushed at
the group that was assaulting Evelyn.
“Yes, Dave. I’m certain. He uttered the word in a funny gruff sort of
voice, but he definitely spoke.”
It is Dave’s turn to be quiet. I let him think on. I pour myself a second
cup of tea and demolish a sponge finger. It ought to be Madeira really.
Madeira and sponge fingers at eleven o’clock, how delightfully old
fashioned; it summons shades of a world long since overwhelmed by the
rush of the moment. I glance at my watch. It is gone two thirty. Oh well,
you cannot have everything.
“Tom, I’m going to tell you some things about the Massingham family
that perhaps I shouldn’t, so please respect this confidence. I’m telling you
about them so that you get a better grasp of the whole picture and will be
able to understand the situation better. It just may be that it’ll help both
Jack and Evelyn out of the dark places that they go to.”
“Very well, that’s fair. But if I get the same information from
elsewhere I’ll talk about it.”
“It all hinges on Jim Massingham, who was Evelyn’s father. He had a
bad start in life when his father was killed in a construction accident near
Swaffham. This was before Jim was born, so he never knew his father, and
then his mother died shortly after giving birth to him. His paternal
grandmother, Martha, who was a bit of an old curmudgeon, brought him
up. Her husband had also been killed in an accident, he was a war-time
fireman and was killed rescuing aircrew from a crashed Lancaster.”
Much of this I know already, but I let Dave carry on.
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“Now given that sort of start in life Jim, unsurprisingly, turned out to
be a pretty unsavoury character.”
“There is some mystery about how he ended up, isn’t there?”
“No one knows, or at least no one is saying.”
“So what do you think happened to him? Did he run away? Did he kill
himself?”
“Who knows? My suspicion is that he’s dead; he quite possibly died.
But as his doctor I’m certain that young Jack knows a lot more about it
than he can ever let on. To this day he has never spoken a word to anyone
about what happened to Jim, or about anything else for that matter.”
This revelation probably throws up more questions than answers. But
it gives a sort of clue as to why Jack doesn’t speak. It seems to me that
long ago he chose not to do so because of something he knew, or saw, a
thing that must never be spoken about. I ask Dave about this.
“Well it is not my field really, which is why I referred both Evelyn and
Jack to Kirsty in Swaffham. As I understand it elective dumbness is quite
rare, but Jack was at exactly the right age for such an occurrence.”
“Is it actually caused by trauma?”
“It certainly can be. Having said that it would have to be something
really disturbing, just knowing about an unpleasant event isn’t going to be
cause enough. There would have to be something else, almost certainly
direct involvement, probably in a very violent incident.”
“And no one knows what that was?”
“The only person who’ll have a good idea about it is Evelyn, but even
if she does know she certainly isn’t saying.”
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Dave goes on to explain that in his early years Jack was seen by any
number of specialists; but that he remained resolutely mute. At Evelyn’s
request, and in line with his own judgment, Dave had put a stop to this
constant prying some five years ago. Social services had been involved, but
Evelyn was a good mother and was obviously coping. Jack seemed to be
finding his own way within the small north coast community and it would
have been unnecessarily harsh to subject him to ever more tests and
procedures.
“So, Tom, that’s why I’m really interested in your saying that Jack
spoke last night.”
“It was only one word.”
“Do you know where he is?” said Dave.
“No. And I’ve been strongly advised not to look for him.”
“Since when did you start taking any sort of advice?”
It is reassuring to be understood by one’s medic.
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Twenty

Despite Dave’s well-meant and sound advice regarding rib-restoration,
I am driving towards Kings Lynn. It is all a bit of a mess, although it is
hardly my fault. The trouble is that I cannot see how things will get sorted
out unless I take a few risks, a few shortcuts. The first thing is to find out
what has happened to Evelyn and Jack. I am concerned as to how they both
are, and I really need to speak to them. I know that Clive warned me not to
talk to them, but their memories of what happened in Fakenham will be
crucial to my clearing this whole thing up.
My plan is to visit the hospital in Lynn before heading towards
Thetford. With any luck I can get to the Old Vicarage by lunchtime. I could
do with a chat with Deidre and I have got to pick up Sonnet. The poor dog
will be wondering why I have abandoned her after I left in such a rush the
other evening.
Thank goodness for Dave Granville’s painkillers. Dave knew that it was
going to get pretty painful over the first few days. There are many bits of
Tom Body sending messages to Tom Brain saying that they have been
maltreated. My face has swollen up, particularly around my left eye. On my
forehead the very pretty results of Dave’s skills with needle and gut are on
view for public acclamation, whilst a large proportion of my torso is turning
a rather fetching shade of indigo. At least the sight of this last is largely
between me and my maker.
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My mobile rings. I look at the screen. It is my industrious PA calling
me. “Tom, what on earth is going on?” Says Christine, “someone told me
last night that you’ve been arrested on a rape and assault charge, but there
was nothing on the local news about it, and no mention in the paper this
morning. I rang the police and got passed all over Norfolk from one place to
another. Eventually I managed to speak to an Inspector at Wymondham,
but he was very tight-lipped, all he would say to my very persistent
questioning was that there had been an incident in Fakenham and that the
police were in the process of ‘pursuing various leads at this time’. What is
happening? Are you all right?”
She sounds a bit breathless after all that lot; clearly she has been
worried.
I should not really be wielding my mobile at fifty miles per hour. I
really do understand that it is sensible to stop drivers from being
distracted, but I have never been one to sacrifice things of convenience on
the altar of legality. Keeping a wary eye out for the law I continue the
dialogue with Christine.
“I’m fine, Chris, don’t worry. It’s all an unfortunate misunderstanding
and, for now at least, the police seem to be leaving me alone.”
“Well you can tell me all about it this afternoon,” she says “I have a
friend here with me now, and we are driving up to see you at Curlew,
should be with you about two o’clock.”
“Chris, that’s not going to work very well. How about you both come
to Deidre’s place? I am on my way there now to pick up Sonnet and it is one
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hell of sight nearer to Cambridge so should be easier for you. I reckon you
could make it for lunch.”
“We can’t impose on her just like that.”
“Oh, don’t worry,” I say, albeit with some misgivings, “Deidre will
manage, she would love to see you and your friend. Lunch will be no
problem at all.”
Christine rings off having, a little reluctantly, agreed to arrive at the
Old Vicarage in time for something to eat. I phone Deidre straight away to
make sure she can cope with a bite of lunch for two extra mouths besides
mine. She seems pleased rather than put out by the extra work. I am, as
usual, amazed at my sister’s sangfroid.
It does not take long to get to Lynn. The hospital is easy to reach, just
off the bypass, crouching in its maze of landscaping like a huge wounded
beast defending its lair. I park and, grumbling softly to myself, pay my dues
to this so-called ‘free at point of need’ service. I make my way slightly
hesitantly towards the main entrance. I have not got much of a plan about
how I am going to get to see Evelyn outside visiting hours. I wonder if she
might have a police constable guarding her, but decide that is unlikely.
Perhaps I have watched too many trashy films during the course of my life.
As I enter the glass doors to the main hospital I collide with a nurse
hurrying, head down, in the opposite direction.
“Ouch!” I say, doubling up and clutching at my errant ribs.
“Oh. I’m so sorry, love, I’ve hurt you.”
“No, well not that much. I’ll survive. I shouldn’t have been in your
way.”
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“You poor soul, the last thing you need is another set of bruises to add
to your collection. Where does it hurt?” This last as, in spite of myself, I
grimace as I regain an upright stance.
“It’s just a couple of ribs apparently. I’ll be fine, although I still don’t
understand why they don’t strap up people with this sort of injury
nowadays.”
“Oh, they only did that back in the dark ages,” says my youthful
assailant.
“Perhaps that’s where I belong.”
“So you’re not heading towards Casualty?”
I thank this well-meaning nurse and assure her that whilst I may look a
bit battered I am no longer a candidate for emergency care. I tell her that I
am looking for someone who was admitted the night before last with
various injuries. Given my appearance she can only draw the conclusion
that I am trying to make contact with a fellow victim who was with me
when we suffered a joint accident.
“Oh, you poor things, and is it your wife that was hurt as well? Never
mind, she’s in the right place if she’s in here.”
Good trouper that she is I am taken under her wing. It is probably
best not to disabuse her of the wife thing.
“It’s not visiting time you know,” says my new-found angel, “that’s in
the afternoon.”
I mumble something about being really worried about Evelyn, as we
have not seen each other ‘since it happened’.
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“You poor darlings,” says Angel, “I’m just going off duty, but come
on, I’ll sort it out for you. Just stick close to me.”
We reach the wards and pass through an almost military style
reception area, bristling as it is with door releases and admission passes.
Next we encounter a nurses’ station, the inhabitants of which, whilst
clearly tasked with repelling any friend or relative of the stricken that
might be misguided enough to visit their loved one at a time inconvenient
for the proper administration of free health care, seem to have much more
interest in the celebrity magazine that they are crowded around. The
guardians of both these fortresses are obviously under the impression that
Angel is escorting a recently treated patient back to his ward, and thankful
for this misapprehension I walk painfully, with due cause, and so pass
serenely through their portals with my self appointed guide.
We arrive at a small ward containing six beds, of which only two are
occupied. Angel tells me that she will leave me here, as I am unlikely to be
disturbed for a bit. She says that nevertheless I should only spend a few
minutes with my ‘wife’ and then “just walk straight out as if you owned the
place”. I thank her profusely. She reaches up on tiptoe and plants a kiss on
my cheek. I think I have fallen wildly, deeply, and passionately in love.
“Thanks,” is all the appreciation that I can muster.
“Get better soon” she says, and returns to Heaven.
Evelyn is sitting up in bed eyeing my appearance with some degree of
surprise. She is wearing a white hospital gown and has a bit of a bruise on
her left cheek. She is rather pale and looks like a fish out of water in this
modern, sanitised environment.
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I am not sure what she remembers about the attack that she suffered,
but I have to find out. It is the key to sorting out my problems with the
police.
“Hello Evelyn, how are you feeling?”
“I don’t rightly know. They do say as I am lucky to be here, but a body
can’t abide doing nothing all this time. Anyways what you be doing here?”
“I’ve come to see how you are, and whether Jack is Okay.”
“I’m fine, Mr. Tom, but you do look terrible. What you been doing.”
I explain that I suffered a meeting with some friends of hers who were
intent upon rearranging bits of my anatomy. I say that I could hardly blame
them as the police have made it common knowledge that I had attacked
her and Jack in Fakenham the previous evening.
“You just wait till I get my hands on them. They got no right to do
such a thing to you.” I assume she is talking about her friends from the
pub, although I would not put it past Evelyn to take on the whole of the
Norfolk constabulary.
“I don’t rightly know why they be keeping me in this here place, and I
don’t know about Jack. He were with me when they brought us here, but I
never saw hide nor hair of him yesterday. So you don’t know where he be
neither?
“No, Evelyn, I don’t know where he is.”
“He’ll be all right, he’ll head for home and just hole up somewhere.
He’ll show when he’s ready.”
“The police say that I attacked you and Jack.”
“You wouldn’t harm a hair on that boy’s head, and that’s a fact.”
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“Well I hope he turns up soon. I need him as a witness. They say I hit
him with a bit of scaffolding when he tried to stop me from raping you.”
“Blast me! They never say you try to do me.”
“They most certainly think so, can you remember what happened.”
“Well I can’t rightly say as I do. It all be a bit of a fog. I remember me
and Jack waiting for you outside the Chippy, and then we was sitting on
that there wall together. Next thing I know Jack and I be in that
ambulance.”
This is the worst possible news as far as I am concerned. If Evelyn
cannot remember anything about the assault then she will not be of any
help in saying that I was not involved.
“So you don’t remember anyone assaulting you?”
“Do they say as I were done?”
“They’re talking about attempted rape, and they’re convinced that I
was the rapist.”
“Look, Mr Tom, if you was wanting me like that you would be asking
me nicely if you could do me, all proper-like back at the cottage in a bit of
comfort, not without a bed or nothing and in some rubbishy old car park in
full public view.”
There is a clear logic to this, although I am not sure that a jury would
give it much credence given the forensic evidence against me.
“You’re priceless, Evelyn,” I say, and rather to her surprise give her a
quick kiss on the cheek before making my way out of the ward.
I remember Angel’s instructions and walk straight passed the nurses’
station as if I had every right to do so. It is not so easy however at the
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security desk. The outer door is locked and I have to confront the hatchedfaced custodian of the keys.
“Where do you think you are going?” demands this immovable
protector of all things National Health.
“I have just been discharged,” I say, “perhaps you would be kind
enough as to tell me where I can get hold of a taxi.”
Hatchet-face is not to be denied her rightful dues by being distracted
into sorting out my travelling arrangements. “Name?” she says.
I think fast. It will have to be that of a real patient or she will never
let me out of here. There is a list on the desk, but I cannot read it upside
down.
“Evelyn Massingham,” I say, grateful that Evelyn has a genderless
name and waving my hand rather vaguely at the printed patient list that
Hatchet Face reaches for and scrutinises. “Can I just thank you very much
for looking after me so well?”
Momentarily disarmed, perhaps because no one has ever thanked her
for anything she has ever done, Hatchet-Face presses the door release and I
am free! As far as my bruises will allow I hurry down the corridor and hit
the car park at a fast hobble. It can only be a matter of time before
Hatchet-Face realises that I have either undergone an instantaneous sex
change or that I am an interloper. She will be sounding the alarm and
security will pull up the drawbridge.
As I head across the car park I see two uniformed security men making
their way rather rapidly towards the taxi rank on the far side of the
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entrance. Excellent, it is a stroke of good fortune that I pretended I needed
a taxi.
I haul myself back into the Land Rover and make my escape.
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Twenty-one

At the Old Vicarage Sonnet is pleased to see me and makes a great
fuss of jumping upon all my most bruised bits. She is howling with pleasure
and encouraging the rest of Deidre’s pack to join in the fun. I am making
nearly as much noise due to the pain that all this enthusiasm is causing me.
It is into this mêlée of pain, pleasure and noise that Christine and her
friend arrive, taking the pressure off me to their own disadvantage.
Christine is canine tolerant but by no means a dog lover. She has learned to
put up with my various dogs, including Sonnet, with consideration but not
enthusiasm. Four giddy Flat-Coats dancing around her are too many by far
and she beats a hasty retreat into the house.
The friend on the other hand appears to be more in her element. She
looks far too cool and sophisticated for such matters but in no time she is
part of the pack, seemingly enjoying their playfulness. Eventually things
calm down.
“Hi, she says, I’m Siobhan, you must be Tom.” She speaks with a deep
but clear voice. With a name like hers I would have expected her to be
Irish, but in her speech there is no trace of an Irish accent. We shake hands
and say “How do you do” to each other at exactly the same time. We both
laugh, amused at our restrained Englishness and allowing it to form an
immediate bond between us. She is quite tall, with thick black hair that
falls in waves below her shoulders. She must be in her late thirties. Whilst
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she is not conventionally pretty she is attractive, and is probably well
aware of that.
Deidre and Christine emerge from the front door and Siobhan is
properly introduced to the former. Now that the immediate excitement is
over all three women stare intently at me.
Deidre speaks first. “Tom, what the hell have you been doing to
yourself? You never said that you’d been injured as well.”
Then Christine, “Oh, you poor thing, does it hurt very much?”
Finally Siobhan, “That’s some shiner you have to your left eye.”
A great wave of apprehension and confusion overwhelms me. I
appreciate these words meant so kindly, but I cannot take the concern or
the undivided interest of these three, different, women. I feel a band
constricting my head, and a lump tightening in my stomach. I know I am
being insufferably rude, but turn abruptly on my heels and walk out
through the left hand gates of the Old Vicarage into the churchyard. Sonnet
follows. I dare not turn to look back. Perhaps I would turn to stone?
I walk down the firm but overgrown gravel path with its Victorian
glazed blue edging forming rolls of rope-like waves. Very slowly my heart
rate reduces, the pumping sensation lessens and I feel less giddy.
The ancient church squats squarely to my right, grey and comfortable
in its location. It has presided over moments of joy, moments of sadness,
and possibly moments of terror, witnessing to its own account the manner
in which we deal with our fellows. I doubt if it has been a pretty record,
human nature being what it is, and was. To my left, on the other side of
the overgrown pathway, are two enormous Yew trees, their dark green
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straggling shade contrasting with the brightness of the day. I start to hum
the ‘Bowmen of England’, just as I did here when I was a boy, and
wondered then about the use of Yew trees in supplying the raw material
that formed the armoury of our island.
Between the church and my path rise the familiar random gaggles of
old lichen-mottled gravestones, most of which heel gently as if touched by
a fickle wind that has caused them to slew all-which-ways. I peer
nostalgically at the few words carved on them, looking for old favourites.
They represent such small memories of long-spent lives, albeit important in
their day, that the passage of time has washed over: ‘HE LOVED LIFE AND IS
LOVED’, ‘SLEEP WELL MY DARLING’,

and my favourite ‘GOD ONLY KNOWS’. This last

such an ambiguous memorial it could be read in such differing ways, from
sincere reverence to exasperation. The grave is that of a woman, her
epitaph the final farewell to her from her grieving but confused husband,
still totally at a loss because of, or perhaps despite, the passing of his
spouse.
I complete my circumnavigation of St. Peter’s, and take two or three
deep breaths to make sure that I really have calmed down. My rib cage
rebels at such treatment and I remember that I should take another dose of
Dr. Dave’s magic pills. Still at least I am doing the breathing exercise that
he told me to torture myself with.
I walk back through the other set of driveway gates into the Old
Vicarage. My three antagonists have vanished, but there are sounds of their
progress and excellent smells coming from deep within the house. I follow
the wafts of imminent lunch into the kitchen wondering if three cooks is
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not a little too ominous, however ‘eye of newt and toe of frog’ have,
happily, metamorphosed into homemade chicken soup and crusty rolls with
cheese. I have nothing to fear, at least on the culinary front.
Christine walks me through to the conservatory. It is clear that she
has something on her mind. “Tom, I need to tell you something.”
I wait.
“It’s about my past, and about Siobhan. Don’t look so startled, but
there is a link.”
We stand, a little awkwardly, looking out down the garden, passed the
herbaceous border, towards the nut hedge.
“I told you that I worked for the Security Service. Well the other day I
received a phone call. it came quite out of the blue and was one hell of a
shock. It was a simple message from the woman you have just met,
Siobhan. Enigmatic really “The Firm needs a little help from Box 500”.
“What sort of gobbledygook is that?”
“It means that the Secret Intelligence Service, that’s MI6 to you –
needs some help from the Security Service, in other words they were reactivating me.”
“Can they do that? What for?”
“It’s all to do with you and what happened in Kenya. There is one hell
of a fuss going on about something, but I haven’t really got a clue about it.
All I am doing is providing an introduction between Siobhan and yourself,
and I’m not very happy about it.”
Christine’s eyes are glistening and I can sense the deep hurt in this
loyal woman who feels that she is betraying me.
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“Thanks for telling me.”
“I told Siobhan that I would have to.”
“Chris, you are a very loyal and a very honest person. I am so sorry
that you have been put in such a bloody awful position.”
I give my PA a big hug. For a moment I think she is sobbing, but as I
pull away from her I can see that she is grinning. “Long time since you did
that, Tom, perhaps working for MI5 was worthwhile after all.”
We return to the kitchen.
It is narration time and that really is up to me. Although I now know
that Siobhan is here because of me I am not quite sure what she is up to,
nor indeed why this sophisticated and rather pleasing woman should have
been tasked with befriending me. I certainly owe a full explanation to the
other two. Over coffee I tell them about what happened in Fakenham two
nights ago and go on to say that the police clearly think that they have
evidence that I was the perpetrator, that I had assaulted Jack and
attempted to rape Evelyn. I recount my experience at Curlew of being
beaten up by two local toughs who clearly believed the story that the
police may well have released to the press. I explain how Dave Granville
patched me up, but decide to omit the conversation that he and I had
subsequently in his study.
“You need to find Jack,” says Deidre “his story is vital to you, it’s
surely the easiest way to prove your innocence. The problem is that once
you find him it’s not going to be that simple because the lad cannot speak.
Perhaps he could draw the scene, like a sort of cartoon strip.”
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“I’m not sure that he could,” I say, “it seems that the non-speaking
thing is about person to person communication, and he isn’t prepared to
commit that to writing Although he would be quite technically capable of
producing drawings that would depict his story, I rather think that he would
block that as well.”
“Also if Tom gets in touch with Jack he could be accused of
interfering with a witness,” says Christine “and that really would make
matters worse.”
“So far I haven’t been charged with anything.” I say. “Although I’ve a
nasty feeling that’s not going to be the case for much longer.”
Deidre and Christine eventually agree that until I am charged there is
no reason why I cannot look for Jack; this despite Clive’s reservations.
“But of course Evelyn’s your most important ally,” says Deidre.
I admit that I have already spoken to Evelyn but that she has no
recollection of the attack.
“How did you get in to see her?” Asks my sister.
“An angel appeared.”
Siobhan looks worried at this, no doubt feeling considerable concern
about either the overt religious conviction or the sanity of this battered
man that she has just lunched with.
“Come off it Tom,” says Deidre “don’t be an idiot, just tell us what
happened.”
I recount my exploits of the morning. This raises some excited chatter
between Deidre and Christine about the ethics of ‘breaking in’ to a hospital
ward. Siobhan keeps her counsel, perhaps relieved to learn that my
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heavenly fantasies are no more real to me than they are to the rest of the
world.
“The trouble is,” says Christine, “that of the three of you who we
know were involved in this assault, two of you can remember nothing at all
about the most important part of it whilst the third, when he eventually
shows up, will be unable to tell anyone about what went on.”
That is a succinct summary of the situation, but does little to
champion my cause. Deidre says that it is a little strange that the police let
me go so readily. I have to agree for although I have the highest respect for
Clive’s legal mind, I know that his knowledge of criminal law is limited to
advising certain aficionados of Clapham Common of their rights.
Nevertheless even with such limited but specialised experience he
engineered my release in double-quick time.
“He’s gone up to Town today,” says Deidre, ”so cannot tell you about
it himself, but I think he was a bit taken aback by how easy it had been. He
was pretty chuffed to have, as he put it, “sprung Tom.” but he did say that
he thought it was so simple that either there was some “hanky-panky”
going on or he ought to change his spots and make his living out of such
matters.”
“It was indeed all a bit sudden, Dee. I wonder if the police changed
their minds for some reason.”
“Perhaps they got some information about your Birmingham people
and realised they were in danger of making a mistake?” says Christine.
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“It is all a bit of a mystery, and I’m slightly surprised not to have
heard from the police today. If they were going to charge me you would
think that they’d want to get on with it.”
Siobhan has been keeping very quiet, although she is clearly following
our musings with considerable interest. I wonder why she is here; it is
hardly a social visit. As I help Christine to take some dishes to the sink she
says to me in a low voice that I should have a quiet word with Siobhan in
private. I raise my eyes slightly at this.
“Should I be worried, Chris?”
“I think she may be able to talk to you about Nick Gore but, as I told
you, it is clear that she too will be interested in your involvement in the
Kenyan thing. Will you be OK with that?”
I nod. “As long as it’s one to one I should manage just fine.”
Christine succeeds in deftly steering Deidre off into a demonstration
of something highly technical to do with raspberry canes. They disappear
into the walled kitchen garden wielding secateurs.
“Come on,” I say to Siobhan, “I’ve got something to show you!” It is a
corny line, most often associated with etchings. We walk over to the stable
block. Lying happily at the back of a loosebox is Sable, Sonnet’s litter
sister. She is surrounded by seven black, and two liver-coloured, pups.
“Ohhh!” says Siobhan, “You do know how to spoil a girl!”
“They’re just six weeks old,” I tell her “It’s her first litter. But she’s
turned out to be a really good mother.”
Sable stands up, scattering pups from her teats and wagging her tail
furiously. She hops over the low plank that is still just high enough to keep
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the young Flat-Coats confined and greets the two of us. I pick up one of the
pups at random and hand it to Siobhan. “Bitch puppy,” I say.
“I know,” she says “I grew up with Golden Retrievers. My mother used
to breed them, so this brings back great memories from my childhood.”
Sable is nuzzling at the puppy in Siobhan’s hands, concerned but not
overly worried. Siobhan stoops and returns the pup to its siblings. Sable
hops back over the plank and declares that the bar is open again. There is a
great deal of puppy happiness at this news.
“Christine will have told you that Nick Gore works for the SIS,” she
says.
“Why is he interested in me?”
“I’m not sure that I can tell you, but there is considerable concern
over exactly what happened regarding that terrorist attack in Kenya. I
understand that Nick is involved in trying to find out as much as possible
about it.”
“How do you fit in to all this?”
“I work for a branch of the government. They take a considerable
interest in anything that will affect the UK’s security and like to keep an
eye on the influence of foreign terrorists. In particular they want as much
information as possible about any terrorist activity in the Horn of Africa.”
“Well, I spoke to Nick Gore and told him everything that I know about
the attack.”
We are walking on down towards the river that forms the southern
boundary of the garden. We sit on a rustic seat sheltering beneath a huge
weeping willow, part of which overhangs the water.
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“This is such a lovely spot,” says Siobhan.
“It was basecamp for my imaginary world when I was a boy; a weird
mixture of magic carpet and the Tardis. I could go anywhere, do anything.”
“And did you?”
“Only rather later in life. I had a very conventional middle class
upbringing which meant that I never really broke free until the end of my
time up at Cambridge.”
“That’s so understandable,” says Siobhan “It was at just that same
stage when I made my rather feeble bid for freedom.”
“Are you saying you never made it?’
“I ran foreign tours for those that were rich and aspired to be famous.
It was fun, but when my husband, Tony, was killed out in Iraq, then it all
seemed so inconsequential. Where did your escape from convention lead
you?”
“It was just that Cambridge, far from honing such talent as I then
possessed into a force that other mortals would have to reckon with, left
me as a liberal outcast amongst future Captains of Industry and would-be
Captains of Foot. The cut and thrust of student politics washed over me
like a long, cold shower, whilst the rigours of academia held no allure. I
read theology, but although I enjoyed toying with the concepts that were
strewn in my direction the thought of pursuing a carer in such an abstract
manner was anathema to me.”
“So you were at a bit of a loose end then?”
“Well put. At the age of twenty-two, being over-educated but
emotionally under-developed I threw a pack upon my back and started out
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into the world. I travelled, mainly alone, almost always on foot, to places
that are but tiny dots on the largest scale maps. I met people who
delighted me, people I loved, and people who chased me. Occasionally I
feared for my life, more often I lingered in a far-flung corner until I’d
dredged every last drop of experience from it.”
“This willow has an awful lot to answer for,” says Siobhan, and we
both laugh.
“I think it will outlive me.”
“Do you own the place or does it belong to your sister?”
“When my parents died they left it jointly to Deidre and me. At the
time Deidre had just married Clive and it made sense for the two of them
to live here. Until Celia and I were married I used to stay here with them
for much of the time.”
“Deidre idolises you, you know that?”
She is on the ball, this intelligent and slightly unnerving woman.
“What makes you say that?”
“Just the way that she talks. She also seems genuinely fond of her
husband, although she tells me that he’s gay.”
“Clive is what I think they call bi-sexual. AC/DC in my day.”
“I haven’t heard that expression in years.”
“Well, he and Deidre still get on fine, although I have no idea why I
am telling you, a complete stranger, about this.”
“I suppose it is my job, it’s what I do. I get information out of
people.”
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“So you’re here to squeeze me dry of any last drop of intelligence
that I have about the Somali terrorists?” I say.
“Christine was using her previous experience, and her contacts, in
trying to find to find out more about what Nick was up to. Obviously that
alerted us.”
“So you thought that the tables should be turned and that you should
be putting me under the spotlight?”
“When they heard that you were interesting yourself in Nick my
people suggested that I should use Christine to get close to you. That I’ve
done.”
“You certainly used her to get here.”
“I was totally open with her, as I’m being with you. I told her that we
needed to get as much information as we could from you about what’s
going on. I asked her to set up this meeting as it would have been that
much harder to do it any other way. Now that I’m with you there is little
point in my not being up-front about why I wanted to see you.”
“So you are MI5?”
“No, we’re the other lot”
“MI6 then?”
“We prefer to say the Secret Intelligence Service.”
“You and Nick work together?”
“That’s how it is.”
I ask her what she thinks I can tell her that I have not already talked
to Nick about.
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“It’s not quite that simple. There are a lot of loose ends to this whole
affair and we’d like to tidy things up a bit. I’ve simply been asked to get to
know you, spend some time with you, chat with you and see what emerges
that might be of interest.”
I get the impression that Siobhan is trying like hell to do her job
without telling me any lies. It cannot be easy. It does seem very odd that I
should be of such interest to the security forces.
“I’m flattered by all this interest, and would be delighted to spend
some time with you. You’ll appreciate though that I’m not the best of
company just now.”
“Tom, don’t worry. I won’t impose. I’ve arranged to stay in a local
pub in Blakeney. If I can just tag along with you from time to time that
would be good. We probably just need a couple of days, but I must be
honest, I’ll have to talk about with you about the killing of your wife.”
“I know,” I say.
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It is mid-afternoon by the time I get back to Curlew. Sonnet, clearly
put out by all the attention that Sable and her litter were getting, has been
sitting on the middle seat of the Land Rover leaning up against what at
present passes for my rib cage. I am pleased to have her back, but there
are limits as to what broken ribs will take. I push her away a few times,
and eventually we come to a compromise with her lying down next to me,
her head on my knee.
I feel again this compulsion to walk. I suppose that it is part of the
healing process, this need to be alone and allow my thoughts to run in the
moment. It certainly provides the escape that I need from the excesses of
human company I have suffered today. The dog and I set out again. If no
one else benefits from my wanderlust, then Sonnet most definitely does.
The tide has taken itself out to the far reaches of West Sand. The
seals will be out there again, basking in the sun without the disturbance
this time of dog and man. The constant coming and going of the tide gives
this place a heartbeat, a timeline within which things must either happen
or be swept away into tomorrow. Seals bask, lugworms burrow, wading
birds feed, Sonnet and I walk.
I wonder about those ashes. Will any of them have been swirled out to
reach the seals? Probably not, the tides are low at the moment, but
perhaps by next week. The dilution will be enormous, but over the years
those tiniest morsels of Celia will travel the globe. Individual molecules of
her will move along borne by the great ocean currents, they will explore
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estuaries, form pack ice, and stick along the sides of giant tankers. Her
physical presence will be everywhere, but as in life her comings and goings
will be unpredictable, seemingly occasioned by chance, by random events,
by great forces outside the control of mankind. Perhaps someone’s God
could trawl the world, gathering up every last vestige of her, then decarbonise those flecks of dust, returning them to human form and
breathing life into her once more, a neo-Galatea. Fleetingly the vision of
her flickers before me. It fades, as it must, as evermore it will.
I kick idly at a stick that is waiting for my shoe to kick it. Sonnet sees
a game. She grabs at it, tossing it into the air and catching it again. She
teases up to me and snatches the stick away. Her tail flails faster. This is
what Retrievers are born to do. Eventually she drops her prize in front of
me and dances a couple of paces backwards, tail wagging as fast as is
possible. “Come on,” she is saying, “come on, engage, snap out of it,
there’s a life to live.” I pick up the stick; I hurl it into the middle distance.
The dog has not seen where it lands. She starts to quarter the ground
ahead, moving fast, scenting the air as she runs. The area is carpeted in
bramble and low scrub. She is searching too far to the left. She cannot pick
up its scent. She tries further to the right. Birds fly, alarmed by this ruffian
disturbing their day. She pushes further into the brake, her tail moving
even faster, she has the scent now. Head pushes heedlessly through
brambles, body follows. The tail rotates as it wags, a sure sign of recovery.
The dog emerges trailing brambles, triumphant, stick in jaws, a happy
animal.
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I know dogs. Communication is straightforward and simple. They are
more honest than people. Perhaps because of their ceaseless chatter
humans do not communicate as well as dogs.
Walking the track towards me are two figures dressed as for war. It is
the camouflage of the birdie-folk, armed as they are with their tripods and
ultra-long lenses. No expense spared for gaining the faintest hint of a
twitch. Suburban in values and encumbered by urban-funded gear they
leach into these marshes, poisoning the countryside with their alien mores.
They avoid Sonnet and shun my country-bred “Morning.” Uncouth pseudowarriors they have dispensed with the niceties of human interchange; their
concentration is upon their prey. A whisper here, a phone call there, and
battalions of their like will twitch upon this fragile battleground, each
scrabbling to compete in the digitised capture of their victim.
I have been this way before, many times. I know it from years ago as a
boy, out here braving the iced mudflats, frozen early mornings with the
worm diggers. Backs, covered in sacking, braced against the biting easterly;
spades probing; buckets filling. And Charlie with his battered twelve bore
repeater propped against the spare tubs. Illegal at the time I suspect,
certainly illegal now. Then comes that eerie sound, the grating cry of the
Greylag, accompanied by the beat of their wings thumping air, a sound that
still sets my adrenaline coursing. Charlie standing, waiting, gun to
shoulder, hardly aiming, just caressing that flock with the barrel. Seven
shots burst in quick succession. Cartridges ejecting; spitting smells of rank
powder. Feathers flying, falling. Grey/white bundles lying speckled red
upon the ice-rimed mud. Fellow diggers twisting the sides of their dour
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mouths. Charlie allowing the lightest of twitches to play on his broken,
weather-beaten face. Not half a century ago, yet all gone now. Seen into
history by bird protection laws and shotgun legislation. And, saddest of all,
not one Charlie left to this world.
It is time for us to head landwards. The tide has turned and its
momentum will burden these rivulets with a scum-laden swirling inrush,
gentle at first, but then as quickening and unstoppable as the breaking of
the day. It is to be respected, this coming of the water, this rising of the
levels. It is not for man to pit himself against such immeasurable force.
The sands give way to a universe of hardened mud, pimpled by a
thousand worm casts, each one signifying the tail eliminates of one of
these sea/mud creatures whose survival is measured in excreted swirls of
salty sand.
A wildfowler since boyhood I recall a formative morning with Charlie
and his punt gun. It was, and is, my only experience of that particular
machine of anatine murder. The punt was only just able to support the two
of us. Charlie loaded the gun shore-side and we paddled out of Morston
creek against the faint flood of a February neap.
By that stage of his life Charlie was not interested in killing dozens of
birds at one stroke, so when we came upon a whole flock of duck we
passed them by. He saw the pair of Mallard long before I did, signalling for
me to cease paddling and lie low in the boat. He brought us closer and
closer to the two birds, keeping the flat-bottomed punt pointing directly at
them. He carefully aligned the gun, using his paddle with infinite caution as
he sighted down the length of the huge barrel.
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The explosion was deafening, it must have wakened half of North
Norfolk. Birds flew up from water, marsh and mud, shrilling great
squawking cries. Ahead of us was a haze of powder smoke. Our two victims
lay at the water’s edge. It was the work of a moment to push the boat up
beside them and retrieve their warm bodies.
This was never sport, it was a way for a hardworking man to scrape a
living, to feed his family before social security gave him a full belly and
took away his sense of pride. I am pleased to have been out on a gun punt,
but almost equally pleased that such slaughter will not happen again. It is
from a time and a need gone by.
How long have we been walking? It seems but a moment, however the
sun has forged way ahead of us now and is fast mapping a downward course
in the western sky. I turn to the south, inland, and find a loke running away
from the coast and thence to the east.
We enter a different world, a land apart from and at odds with the
marshes that now lie below us, stretching to the sands and then the sea.
Here, we are amongst the great rectangular fields with their growing beet,
their ripening barley and their high hedges. It is a land of combine and
pheasant. It is mending me, this landscape, pulling together the shattered
shards of my life. I need this county of clear, open skies and few people. I
need it so as to be at one with myself.
Sonnet has found a place of rabbits. These whose distant ancestors
carried the gene pool forward from the grossness of the mid-nineteen
fifties Mixie, and who have learned to live above ground to combat wave
after wave of the pox that so nearly wiped out their kind.
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It is a curious spot, fenced from its field and with green paint flaking
from two low concrete cubes. It evokes a strange feeling of historic
empathy in me as I step through the broken post and rail fence and onto
the uncut grass of the small plot. It is a bygone thing, an abandoned post of
the Royal Observer Corps. Largely unacknowledged by those that they were
protecting, that stalwart body of uniformed men and women trained to
monitor radiation and alert the country against nuclear attack throughout
the Cold War.
The small, dark underground cell that lies unseen beneath my feet
would have provided shelter for those three post members who happened
to be on duty when the final attack warning was sounded. “Tocsin, Tocsin,
Tocsin,” they would have cried into their landlines as they recorded the
doomsday blasts and passed them on to the grid. Theirs was a sense of
duty, a sense of comradeship that would have taken them from their
families, and to almost certain death, at the time when they would be
most needed. Their lot was to be the recorders of the moment when
hundreds of thousands of their fellow humans were faced with almost
certain annihilation by blast or radiation. It is a proud little corner of a
recently forgotten world.
The loke becomes a lane demanding that Sonnet and I hold on to each
other, one to either end of the lead. This is an age-old partnership, that of
man and dog, at its best a kind of symbiosis with each relying upon the
talents of the other. My thoughts track back, unbidden, to a harsher reality
where there is no partnership, no symbiosis, just the heat of that African
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compound; a gruesome display of the awful result of the grossness of
mankind’s inhumanity towards fellow beings.
I am standing, stock still, with a moisture upon my forehead that is
not caused by the heat of this caressing English sun. I shiver slightly, cold
for a second despite my sweat, on this glorious day. Sonnet speaks, just a
gentle yowl of concern. Concern for me and concern that we have been
standing here doing too little for much too long.
There are no cars until we reach the coast road. This we cross quickly.
And then we are back again at Curlew, with the afternoon tide now
spreading its way up the creeks and the sun sinking ever lower in the
western sky.
There is a small nondescript grey car parked prominently outside the
cottage. I look at it with a degree of concern. Recent events have not
endeared me to strangers paying me home visits.
A young policewoman emerges swiftly from the passenger side of the
car as the dog and I approach. She jabs her hat over a bundle of chestnut
hair, pulls on the hem of her jacket and comes forward towards me. As she
does so the driver’s door opens and another, rather gaunt, policewoman
joins us.
“Mr. Farrow?” says the First.
“Yes”
Sonnet is sniffing around the two women. Second policewoman is
clearly nervous of the attentions of this large black dog.
“We’re looking for a Jack Massingham. We have information that he’s
been spending quite a lot of his time with you.”
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“True.”
“Is he here now?”
“No,” I say, “I haven’t seen him for a couple of days.”
“Mind if we take a look?” says Second.
“Not at all,” I say, opening the cottage door and giving it what proves
to be an unnecessary kick. All the fine weather of late has resulted in the
door shrinking to its allotted size so it opens with such ease that it bangs
against the inside wall, making my kick appear to be not only superfluous,
but needlessly aggressive.
“Thank you,” says First, “I wonder if you could assist us by controlling
that dog of yours, my colleague is allergic to large dogs.”
This unmatched pair spends an unnaturally long time clattering around
inside my cottage. If these policewomen are really are looking for a wellgrown teenage lad they must be looking in every nook and cranny, and for a
very small boy. I am not particularly interested in keeping a close eye on
them. It is more comfortable just to sit on the garden bench, keeping
Sonnet at my side. She wants to be off doing things, especially when the
two policewomen re-emerge from the cottage and head off across the
grassy yard in the direction of the barn.
If the police really are looking for Jack then what can be their reason,
after all they must have agreed that he could be discharged from Kings
Lynn. I seem a world removed from where I should be. The events of the
past forty-eight hours can hardly be the best therapy for a man in my state.
I normally find stimulation agreeably challenging, but just now require
nothing save for the calming influence of gentle physical work.
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The inquisition spend even longer probing into all the outbuildings,
working their way through the open cart shed with a thoroughness that
would not be misplaced in an archaeological dig. Eventually they return
empty handed.
“Well there’s no sign of him here, Mr Farrow. We would ask you to get
in touch with us straightaway if he should make contact with you.”
“I don’t think you were really looking for Jack at all, a couple of
minutes would have shown you that he’s not here. What were you really
searching for on my property?”
Second says, “Mr Farrow . .”
“Let’s try “Sir Thomas,” shall we?” It’s a rarity for me to insist on my
correct form of address, but such occasions do arise; and this is one of
them.
“Sir Farrow,” says First. There’s insufficient indignation within me to
attempt further correction. I have little doubt that these junior officers of
the law have been informed that it is contrary to standing regulations to
address anyone by their Christian name. “We asked your permission to
search this place for a Jack Massingham. You gave that to us, and that’s
what we’ve been doing. Unfortunately we didn’t find him, however we are
most grateful to you for your cooperation.”
I watch with little satisfaction as the car bounces its way down the
lane. I came back to these parts for some peace, to set things straight and
pull myself together sufficiently to return to the work that I am so
dedicated to. Instead my life is turning into one long interruption, and this
visitation by the police seems to me to be totally unwarranted. It is quite
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clear that they were looking for that phone, not Jack. I look at the card
that one of the policewomen left me. The contact address and phone
number is Wymondham, I know that to be the Norfolk police headquarters.
I start wondering about Special Branch.
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Twenty-three

Sonnet is looking at me expectantly, she has been obediently sitting
by my side since I managed to restrain her from brutally savaging that
second policewoman, and now she would, please, appreciate a bit more
freedom.
“Hi Go,” I say releasing the dog. She jumps up and heads straight for
the barn, disappearing through the black tarred double doors. “Hey, you
unsociable brute, where the hell do you think you’re off to in such a
hurry?”
The dog takes no notice. It is not that she is disobedient, but
whatever she is after is of more immediate importance that anything that I
have to offer. Flat-Coats are like that; they do what you want them to, but
only in their own time and their own way. Two minutes later she dances
back into sight with wisps of straw over her back and head. Her tail is
nearly wagging itself off; she is clearly pleased with herself. Immediately
following her is the reason for her delight. Jack walks towards me with a
slight smile on his lips.
The lad looks scruffy, he is covered in dirt and there is a filthy
bandage around his head through which a little blood has seeped. The
whites of his eyes are streaked red, there is a bruise on one cheek and
there is a fresh cut on his right arm. He comes straight up to me and clasps
my right hand in both of his. He smells of slightly mouldy straw.
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“Am I pleased to see you too,” I say, “just as well that police woman
didn’t like dogs or Sonnet would have given your hiding place away whilst
the two of them were still here.”
Jack signals that he wants me to go with him back to the barn. Over
at the far end are the bales of straw that the dog likes to lie on. Some are
piled high towards the tie beams, the rest are just a jumble cascading
towards the right hand wall. Jack clambers up this prickly yellow pile that
rustles as he scrambles over it. He shows me how he has made a hollow in
the bales. I can see that he could then pull a further bale and some loose
straw on top of himself. It is a good hiding place, certainly secure from any
routine inspection by the police. It would have taken a detailed search, or
the use of a sniffer dog, to discover the lad. It clearly posed no problem for
our very own sniffer dog.
I walk Jack back to the cottage. The lilac tree is in full bloom with
great bundles of blue hanging in pendant clumps from its branches, its
delicate scent filling this private corner between the cottage and the cart
shed. I lead the lad firmly through the kitchen in the direction of the
simple bathroom. He looks a bit apprehensive but I turn on both bath taps,
find him soap and towel and, as the room starts to steam up, leave him to
it.
I pick up the phone and call Dave Granville. Apart from his general
scruffiness Jack looks in sound enough condition to me, but it would be
sensible to get Dave to have a look at him. I hear the clicks as the call is
transferred from Dave’s landline; he answers his mobile straight away.
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“Dave, it’s Tom. Could you possibly nip over to Curlew? I could do
with your advice. It’ll only take ten minutes or so.” I know that am getting
over-suspicious. It really is most unlikely that anyone is listening to my
phone calls, but if they are it seems important that I do not let them know
that Jack is here with me.
“You’re in luck, Tom,” he says “I’m just leaving Warham this minute.
I’ll be with you directly.”
Jack is still in the bath when Dave arrives. I am not quite sure what
my doctor friend is expecting, but he is an unflappable type and does not
seem surprised when I tell him that I want him to have a look at Jack.
“I didn’t think I was being called to see you.”
“I’m fine Dave. The ribs are recovering despite your cavalier
treatment of them.”
“I don’t suppose you bothered to use that X-ray chitty that I gave
you?”
I have to admit to him that I never did go and get myself X-rayed. He
doesn’t seem in the least surprised.
“Now what’s all this about young Massingham?” he says.
I explain that I have found the lad, or rather that he found me and
that for reasons that are slightly unclear to me he has managed to outfox
the police who have been searching for him.
“I can’t see what harm there is in his going to the police,” says Dave,
“I imagine that they are just checking up to make sure that he’s all right.
That probably means that they’re making sure that he’s not with you.”
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“You may be right, but I have a very strong suspicion that their search
for Jack was just an excuse to ransack my cottage.”
“You couldn’t be getting just a little bit paranoid?”
“You tell me, you’re the quack.”
“Kirsty’s department, not mine.”
“Just at the moment I’m very wary about authorities in general. It
seems as if I’ve attracted the attention of all sorts of security organizations
as well as the local plods.”
“What sort of security organisations?”
“Only MI6 as far as I know.”
“So that’s your friend, Nick, is it?”
“I now have a much more glamorous ‘minder’ in the form of a
sophisticated female agent.”
“Hmmm. You get all the luck.”
Jack appears looking, and smelling, a good deal fresher. He’s a little
surprised to see Dr. Granville, but obviously knows him well enough not to
be at all worried about his being with us.
Dave has a good look at Jack’s head wound. He goes to his car and
fetches what in the old days would have been described as a Gladstone
Bag, but is now a much more technically organized piece of kit. He cuts off
the old bandage, re-dresses the wound and then wraps Jack’s head in a
new bandage. He cleans out the cut in Jack’s right arm with some brown
liquid that makes Jack jump a bit. Surely Iodine is not still used for such
purposes? Dave puts on a dressing and straps up the arm. He stands back to
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admire his work. “Well you look a bit like a pirate from the South Seas, but
I reckon you’ll survive my lad.”
Jack grins at Dave and turns his attention to Sonnet, who is prancing
up and down with a tennis ball in her mouth.
“The lad’s fine, Tom.”
“Good, I was a bit worried. Thanks for coming over.”
“It’s a funny thing that bump on his head. I can’t really see it being
delivered by a scaffolding pole.”
“Why’s that?”
“Well I‘m no pathologist, but it looks to me as if the wound was made
by something heavy and blunt, more like a sandbag cosh, you know one of
those things made by filling a stocking with sand. An iron pole would give a
much firmer impression, and would probably have done a lot more
damage.”
“Well that’s encouraging for me.”
“Yes. Mind you he hit the back of his head one hell of a crack when he
went down, probably on the wall. No broken skin, but a beauty of a bruise.
Could easily have been concussed from something like that, but I can’t
detect any suggestion of that. He looks fine.”
“That’s a relief.”
“It’s almost as if whoever clocked him one did not want to do too
much harm.”
“That seems a little unlikely, those louts weren’t messing about.”
“Just a thought, I could be wrong. So what are you going to do about
him?”
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I am not sure I like the idea of discussing Jack, even with my friend
Dave, without Jack being with us. I do not shout to him but walk over to
the lad and ask him quietly if he would mind joining us. ”The thing is, Jack,
that you need to decide what’s best for you to do now.”
Dave chips in, “We know that the police are looking for you, but
that’s probably just to make certain that you’re okay. The only problem
they are likely to have is if they see you with Tom. They look on you as an
important witness to what happened, and because Tom is likely to be
accused of harming you they will not want you anywhere near him.”
Jack looks uncomfortably from Dave to myself.
“He’s right, Jack,” I say “if the police find you here it’s probable that
they’ll get someone to look after you so as to keep you secure from me, for
your own safety.”
Jack nods his head. He’s an intelligent lad and can well understand
that it will not only be for his own good, but for mine as well.
“Jack,” says Dave, “it might be helpful if the two of us went along to
Fakenham police station together. It would make a lot of sense to the
police. They would understand you having come to me to get yourself
patched up, and we don’t have to say anything to them about your seeing
Tom. We can tell them that I’ll drive you straight back home, so they
should be quite happy with that, knowing that you’ll be safe.”
Jack nods. It makes sense.
As they make to leave I turn to Jack again. “The other evening, when
you were trying to tell me to help your mother, something happened didn’t
it?”
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Jack looks a little unsure. He doesn’t seem to know what I am talking
about.
“You were pointing towards your mother, and then you spoke to me.
You said the word ‘Mum’, and that set me off in her direction.”
Jack looks at me. He opens his mouth as if to speak, but nothing
comes out. Tears of anger start up in his eyes. The boy is doing his very
best to communicate with me. I put an arm over his left shoulder and walk
him to Dave’s car. “Don’t worry, Jack. It really doesn’t matter. You don’t
need to speak. It’s just that I now know that you have the physical ability
to do so, and that’s a very wonderful thing.”
Just before he gets in the car Jack turns towards me and puts his
outstretched arm on my shoulder. It is a sign of gratefulness coupled with
equality. It is also a wishing of good fortune to me in all that is yet to
come.
I watch them go then turn, with a slightly melancholy air to Sonnet.
She’s standing watching the car, her tail down and her ears back. We feel
the same.
“Right,” I say, “let’s see if we can get this blasted boat ready for
launching tomorrow.”
I go into the barn. Hiraeth is looking good in the last of the evening
light. I remove the few remaining dustsheets and spend a bit of time
attaching the nameplates on her hull either side of the stem post. There
are a few fittings that need sorting out and securing and I need to arrange
her standing rigging so that the mast can be properly mounted once she is
afloat.
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I could do with Jack’s help as I struggle to move the mast from the
long bench running along the back of the barn. I seem to recall Dave
Granville saying something about taking deep breaths. I am certainly doing
that. Eventually I make use of the block that Jack and I set up to shift the
batteries. This time I arrange a traveller as well so as to give me a 2:1
purchase. With a little bit of a scrabble and a few cries of “ouch” I hoist
the mast onto its temporary crutches above the cabin. The boom and gaff
are a good deal lighter and I manage them without anything like as much
pain or difficulty.
I am not totally certain but it seems to me that things inside the cabin
have been moved since I was last here. Nothing definite, but a locker catch
twisted the wrong way and the leg of the chart table being just off square.
I wonder about those two policewomen, they certainly spent a lot of time
in here. I check between the controller fans. The mobile is still there.
With the help of a lead light I spend the next hour on antifouling. It is
a difficult and messy job at the best of times, but with my ribs seemingly
unhappy about being enclosed in my skin it is that much harder. Eventually
it is done, and ready for the morrow.
The boat is perched securely on her trailer. I back the Land Rover up
to her. Again I could do with some help. I have to get out several times
before I get the tow bar properly aligned. I check that it engages correctly
and then screw the trailer bar off the Land Rover again. I do not want to
tax the rear springs of this old workhorse more than I have to.
I will need to launch her at high tide, and that will be mid-afternoon
by now. I check the tide table, it looks like a fairly low one tomorrow,
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nevertheless I should be able to manage. I just hope I can find someone in
Blakeney to give me a hand in getting the boat launched. It could be done
single-handed, but I am not very agile just at present and things could get a
bit embarrassing if I were to get it wrong. Mid afternoon at the start of the
summer is a good time to ensure a crowd of gawpers.
I have made all the preparations that I can. Sonnet is fed, but feeding
myself does not appeal to me this evening. I pour myself an exceptionally
stiff gin, slosh in a bit of tonic and slice of lemon, then, in moonlight, sit
quietly on the garden bench, my dog at my side.
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Twenty-four

It is so much easier getting about in the early morning, besides which I
am at my best at this time of day. I drop Hiraeth’s trailer hitch onto the
Land Rover and start out for Blakeney. I draw up on the Carnser well before
eight o’clock. It is a pleasure to be here, the place is almost entirely
deserted save for a couple of people walking dogs along the sea wall. It will
be safe enough to leave Land Rover and boat here for the next few hours.
I walk along the quay to where the rather scruffy-looking ex-fishing
boat is moored. The owner is aboard her this morning, fiddling around with
his ancient diesel engine.
“Hi,” I say, “Any problem with my rafting up my 4 tonner with you
this afternoon?”
The man looks up at me and nods his head. “Are you the guy with the
electric inboard?” he says.
“Quiet, environmentally friendly and easy to maintain.”
The man looks dolefully at his rusting BMC 3.4. “Time I went for
something new,” he says, “Perhaps I should go electric?”
“Better by far than that old Commodore of yours. I’ve got a leaflet in the
Land Rover, I’ll nip over and get it for you.”
“Don’t bother,” he says. “Just leave it in the wheelhouse when you are
next here, any time ’ll do, I don’t lock it.”
Aha, so there are others who don’t lock things.
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Breakfast calls and I stroll up the High Street to the White Horse. They
know me here, and a short exchange with a morose breakfast waiter results
in my being offered a ‘Full English’. I have the choice of any of the tables
in the dining room. There do not appear to be any with settings for just one
person, I settle myself at a table for two. Grapefruit juice is on a helpyourself basis but my cheerless waiter arrives with coffee and toast and
takes my order for a decent sized breakfast. I demolish the grapefruit juice
and start to sip coffee as I bury myself in the Times. Life is getting better, I
am beginning to feel and behave like a human once more. I start to revel in
a state of gentle contentment that has eluded me for several weeks.
“May I join you?”
I look up with a bit of a jump from the sports pages feeling mildly put
out at such an intrusion into yesterday’s write-up of the home Test Match.
Standing in front of me, looking casually cool, is Siobhan. I jump to my
feet, say “ouch,” sit down rather hurriedly, smile and wave my hand at the
chair opposite me.
“I thought from your expression that you were about to give me the
heave-ho,” she says.
“I was; that is until I realised it was you. I didn’t know you were
staying here. That’s pure serendipity.”
“What brings you to Blakeney at this time of the morning?” she asks.
I explain about launching Hiraeth later today and not wanting to
negotiate any of the three narrow roads down to the harbour once the area
is buzzing with cars.
“Why Hiraeth, does it mean something?”
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“It’s a Welsh word,” I say “One that doesn’t have an exact English
translation.”
“What does it mean then?”
“It is a sort of longing, a yearning, for a time past, a searching for a
golden age that probably never existed.” I have a feeling that I did not
explain that very well, perhaps because it describes an emotion that is
almost overwhelming me.
“That’s so romantic. Do you speak Welsh then?”
“Only a little. I spent a short time living in North Wales, it was a long
time ago now and I picked up a bit of the language. I was mainly amongst
farming folk.”
“Is that a strongly Welsh speaking area then?”
“Yes. Amongst the hill farmers it’s their first language, so in the local
schools subjects such as geography or maths are taught in Welsh. Most of
the kids in these farming communities speak some English, and the farmer’s
wives usually speak it quite well. That’s because they work in shops and
hotels before they get married. But certainly when I was there most of the
older farmers were monoglot Welsh.”
“What about all these stories you hear about how unfriendly the
Welsh are? You walk into a pub and suddenly everyone starts talking
Welsh.”
“You’ve really got me going now. That is so unfair. The thing is that
all the locals would have been speaking in Welsh anyway. They feel
embarrassed speaking English amongst their friends. It looks like they are
trying to be ‘posh’.”
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“So no unfriendliness intended?”
“None. Well no more than you would find in an English pub towards
off-comers.
My breakfast arrives. It smells good and looks excellent. I am a bit
embarrassed to discover that Siobhan is going for the Continental.
“Sorry,” I say, “I didn’t get around to having any supper last night.”
“I was well fed here. Too well in fact, hence the cinnamon bagels.”
“Never have understood why they call a fry-up ‘Full English’.”
“I suppose it sounds more elegant and is vague enough to allow hotels
to serve whatever they find they have available to cook.”
I mutter dark things about English breakfasts properly consisting of a
choice of devilled kidneys or kedgeree.
This woman looks a bit too elegant, a bit too sophisticated for what I
need, but I am about three hours away from a crisis. There is nothing for it;
I will plunge in.
“Siobhan, I need some practical help, but I’m not sure if you’ll be up
for it.”
“Try me.”
“The four-tonner is over on the Carnser and I need help to launch her.
I could do it by myself but crocked as I am I might make an awful mess of
things. All I’d need you to do would be to drive the Land Rover; you
wouldn’t have to do anything nautical.”
“Count me in either way, car or boat. I spent some time on a Sahara
expedition trail, so no problem handling Land Rovers, and my brother keeps
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a thirty two footer at Bangor, that’s Northern Ireland Bangor, so I have a
pretty good idea about yachts.”
This is Good News. “Excellent, well we don’t need to start until
getting on for one o’clock. That leaves us the whole morning. Do you have
any plans?”
As breakfast ends, or rather as I finish my massive meal and Siobhan
comes to the end of her third coffee, we agree to take a walk from Cley to
Blakeney.
“I need to change into something a bit more suitable.”
“See you on the Carnser in ten minutes then.”
I make sure that the boat is secure, let Sonnet out of the Land Rover,
and fiddle about with some cotton. I am just closing the passenger door
when Siobhan appears looking marginally less like she has arrived straight
from a Parisian fashion show, but just as attractive. We walk up past the
Kings Head to the bus stop. Just a ten-minute wait and the bus arrives.
“We could have walked it,” I say, “but that would be on the road, and
I think I’d better save myself for the really enjoyable bits.”
“Those ribs of yours aren’t so good are they?”
“Call me old fashioned but I keep telling people that I would be better
if I were properly strapped up.”
“Old fashioned.” She grins as she teases me.
We do not get charged for the dog and are soon deposited by an
obliging driver at the Wiveton road end, which is certainly not a scheduled
stopping place. We are up on the bank and Sonnet is off the lead walking
the very same path that Nick and I trod the other evening. For the first few
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hundred yards it is possible to walk side by side, but as the sea wall turns
North the path narrows and demands single file walking. This, for the
moment at least, suits me. It is companionable enough without forcing us
into conversation.
I am a great deal more relaxed than I was a couple of days ago. I am
not sure if this is due to the last session I had with Kirsty; it seems a long
while since then. She said I would never really come to terms with Celia’s
death, and I fear that she was right. But at least I can manage the memory
of it. As for turning my mind to other things, ‘taking up a new interest’ I
think she said, well I seem to have done that with a vengeance. Not only
am I involved with a shady government organisation, but half the
population of Norfolk seem intent upon beating me up.
It is difficult to know what I should make of Siobhan. I have already
told Nick all that I know about the Al-Shabaab attack, and I am therefore
doubtful if discovering more about the terrorists is the real reason for her
interest in me. The other issue is of course the phone. They must think that
I still have it otherwise Curlew would not have been searched yesterday.
That they have not found it will be worrying the authorities.
We have been walking for a good forty minutes. We pass over an old
sluice and ahead of us is a slightly raised area of ground. We clamber
through the remains of a wire fence and find ourselves on a small plateau
about five feet above the surrounding marshland. To our north the Glaven
is running in the New Cut, whilst in more meandering form it also defines
our eastern boundary.
“The archaeologists say that this was the site of an old chapel,” I say.
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“There doesn’t seem to be anything left of it now.”
“There was certainly a building here once, I rather think that there’s
a sketch of it somewhere, but I can’t really see it as having been a regular
chapel.”
“More likely what we would call a Folly?”
“I’m not so sure about that. I think there was some theory about it
having been built as a House of Refuge for benighted sailors.”
“More likely just a shelter for pilots, perhaps?”
We sit down, rather to Sonnet’s disgust. There is the distant sound of
surf breaking on the far side of the great shingle bank that defines our view
of the far side of the Glaven.
“I have been thinking about that Inspector of Police,” I say.
She is quick on the uptake, perhaps just a little it too quick. “Ali
Wachira, what about him? Have you remembered something?”
“Well in a way, yes. It was what he said about getting to the
compound.”
“Which was?”
“I’m trying to remember his words, it was something like ‘I’d have
been here earlier if I hadn’t been involved in that nonsense over at Isiolo’.
It‘s why he bothered to say it that I find puzzling, almost as if he was trying
to tell me something.”
“Did he give you Celia’s sat phone?”
She comes right out with it, in clear measured tones. It makes it
impossible for me to tell an outright lie. They must know that Wachira gave
it to me, probably best to admit at least that much.
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“Yes, that was kind of him.”
“He just handed it to you did he?”
“He said something about Kifimbo finding it and did I want to take it
home with me.”
“And so you did.”
“I suppose I must have done. I am not sure where it is, possibly in
Cambridge with Celia’s other possessions.”
“No.”
“What do you mean ‘No’?”
“Look Tom, people have already searched your Cambridge place from
top to bottom and there’s no mobile there.”
I think that I am more shocked by her ready admission of this invasion
of my privacy than I am about the search having taken place. I really do not
wish to discuss this any further. “I expect it’ll turn up.” I say.
“How long have you lived in Cambridge?”
“When I returned to this country after my parents died it might have
been the time to settle down, and I did have my cottage here on the coast.
Instead I worked for a series of small charities, mainly in East Africa. I
ended up spending about five years in the field with Third Aid. Deidre and
Clive were living in the family home.”
“What were you doing?”
“Simple engineering really. Theology is a strange grounding for a
would-be engineer, but life has taught me many practical skills, so the
setting up of water pumps and solar generators came quite naturally to me.
Then just three years ago I became the CEO for Third Aid. At much the
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same time and, I think to the to the surprise of everyone, including myself,
Celia said that she would marry me. Life was wonderful, the only problem
was too much desk work and not enough opportunity to get out into the
field. So that is when we bought the house just off Hills Road.”
“So why were you out in Kenya recently?”
“Celia had this three month posting as part of a major push to provide
professional medical cover in the northeast of the country. We have a small
office in Nairobi and various projects under way in the area east of the
capital. Our main man in Kenya had just left us and although we had
appointed a replacement there was going to be quite a long interregnum. It
seemed such an excellent opportunity to be together for a bit. I could only
get away for a month but it was just fantastic to be able to spend some
time out there together.”
We are sitting down on the short turf, our backs against a small grassy
mound. Sonnet has given up chasing after small birds and is lying panting at
our feet. We are a world away from anything so foul and wretched as that
murderous attack and the apparent ‘danse macabre’ of the security forces.
“Did you learn to sail here?”
“Here, and my father had a cruising yacht, which he kept on the
Orwell.”
“Both you and Celia enjoyed sailing?”
“Celia had done some serious sailing before I brought her here. She
really enjoyed the freedom and informality of sailing amongst these
marshes, and fell in love with this part of the country. That’s why I brought
her ashes here.”
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“You scattered her remains just here?”
“Not quite, you see that house over in the distance?” I point half left,
“well just in front of that. It seemed the best place.”
We sit quietly for a short while.
“Did you have any contact with the Kenyan police before the attack
on the hospital?” asks Siobhan.
“Not much,” I say, then on thinking for a moment “Well, a bit I
suppose.”
“It can hardly be both.”
“It sort of started with Celia. She told me about it. Apparently a
couple of police Land Rovers turned up at the hospital one morning. The
main man was very polite and seemed quite cultured. He kept talking
about the dangers of terrorist attacks on the hospital and offered to
provide what he called ‘special protection’ for the place.”
“I’ve seen that before,” says Siobhan.
“So had I, but Celia hadn’t. She couldn’t understand why this guy kept
hanging around waiting for something. In the end he left but not without a
great deal of banging of doors and dark predictions about the future of the
place.”
“She should have paid up.”
“Of course she should. I told her so, but by then of course it was too
late, the moment had passed.”
“What did you do?”
“She told me the guy was called Wachira, Ali Wachira. I managed to
get in touch with him and once he realised that I knew the score he was
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really quite amiable. I contributed to the Ali Wachira Good Living Fund and
in return he agreed to have his people keep a close eye on our hospital,
and to let me know if he picked up any rumour of a terrorist threat.”
“I don’t suppose he did?”
“Not really.”
“What do you mean by that?”
“When I was on my way to Nairobi with Kifimbo he phoned me and
said that he was going to have to pull our security for a few days.”
“Did he say why?”
“Just that ‘something big’ was happening.”
Siobhan looks at me. She seems to be expecting me to say something
more.
I have nothing more to say.
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Twenty-five

We are still sitting at the site of the old chapel.
“You know, Siobhan, I really don’t understand why your lot are so
interested in me.”
“We haven’t been quite straight with you, Tom. There’s more to it.”
“I think I need to know.”
“Yes, you do, but probably not for the reason you think.”
I do not respond to this enigmatic reply.
“HMG had people out there were working with the Kenyan authorities
to help combat what appears to be Al-Shabaab infiltration. For some time
now they have been targeting isolated stations, especially those run by
foreign charities. They chase out the locals, then torture, rape and murder
the aid workers. It’s a kind of protection racket on an international scale.”
“So they terrorise and drive out the foreigners so that the locals will
look to them as the only source of education, medicine and jobs.”
“Exactly, and their scheme has worked in other places, certainly
within Somalia.”
“So the Kenyans were intending to do something about it?”
“With some outside help they came up with a plan to capture some of
the terrorists by decoying them to an old, and long unused, hospital. It was
near Isiolo, about thirty miles from the place where your wife worked. It
was ideal, lots of cover and no one in the way who might get hurt. Some
very brave guys in Somalia itself, who were working undercover for HMG,
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made sure that information about this lightly defended hospital got to the
right ears. A hint or two were dropped about the son of the president being
there. The Kenyans took up position for the ambush, and waited.”
This goes a long way to explaining the text.
“Christ!” I say, “You mean we actually invited the attack, or as good
as.”
“Yes, we certainly wanted Al-Shabaab to attack the dummy hospital,
but things got mixed up, and the result was that the attack occurred but,
as you know all too well Tom, it was at the wrong location. My job is to
gather as much information as I can so that we can identify the ‘leak’ of
information to the terrorists. They clearly knew that an ambush had been
set for them, and decided to attack elsewhere, at the hospital where your
wife was stationed.”
“Oh, bugger!”
“Tom, I am so sorry. ”
“And that is why Celia is dead.”
For the first time for some time I start to feel giddy, to re-live those
final hours in Africa. I think I’m going to puke. I stumble to my feet; too
quickly. I clutch at my ribs and sit down again. My whole body hurts. My
brain is quietly revolving inside my skull. I get up again, rather more
slowly. Things start to calm down. I start walking around in circles
muttering “Bugger it, bugger it . . . ”
“Tom, stop.”
Siobhan stands in front of me. She grabs both my shoulders. She has a
vice-like grip. I feel considerable physical pain.
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She slaps me hard across the face.
Shit! That really did hurt.
“Now stop feeling so bloody sorry for yourself and say something
positive.”
She is right, but more to the point she surely must believe that I am
ignorant of the content of those texts.
I look at her with tears streaming down my face.
“Bugger it, Siobhan. I’m so sorry.”
“It’s fine, don’t be so silly.”
“No it’s not. My shrink, Kirsty, said this would happen.”
The sobbing stops but I keep generating an involuntary shudder.
Bloody hell, why is it impossible for me to control myself.
“Is this going to happen forever now? What will people think of me?”
“It’s okay. Just let yourself work on through it.”
“But I can’t do my job if I keep blubbing.”
“It’ll come right, just give it time.”
“But I feel so damn guilty. Why wasn’t I there? Why is Celia dead and
not me? It should have been me.”
“That’s all just hindsight. There is nothing, absolutely nothing, that
you can blame yourself for.”
“I know you are right; it just doesn’t convince the inside of me.”
“As long as you manage to avoid feeling sorry for yourself you’ll come
through it fine. You’ve got to think positive. Yes, you have to come to
terms with the past, but more importantly you must look to the future.”
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She is right. I close my eyes and see Celia, dead. I open them again
and see Siobhan, alive. She kisses me lightly on the lips, just one short kiss
of solidarity; it is my reward.
Siobhan’s mobile is ringing. She scans the screen “Sorry, this is one I
must take.”
After a moment however she turns back to me. “Signal is awful, may I
try yours?” I hand her my phone. “Thanks, that’s better.” She prods at the
keys and turns away from me for a minute whilst she talks to her caller.
“Thanks for that.”
We walk on, just on the Glaven side of the sea wall. There is room
here to walk side by side.
“It’s a lovely place,” she says, “especially on a superb day like this.”
“I remember being here in appalling weather when I was not much
more than a kid. Deidre and I borrowed a rough old flat-bottomed boat
from a friend and set out for a bit of mud-larking with it, but the weather
changed for the worse. We were forced to turn the boat on its side to
shelter from the driving rain and some of the most enormous hailstones I
have ever seen in this country. When at last things subsided to just wind
and light rain the tide was all but gone, leaving us no option but to drag
the boat back to Cley. We were soaked to the skin, and very cold.”
“You managed to get back, though.”
“I remember Deidre collapsing, unable to pull any further. I bundled
her into the stern and tugged boat and sister up the New Cut. It was not so
well dredged in those days so it was easily shallow enough for me to walk
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along the muddy bottom pulling the boat. We were both pretty well done
in by the time we arrived back at the safety of Cley and a warm bath.”
“She must have been very grateful to her big brother.”
“I remember getting an awful wigging from my father for going out
there in the first place, and without listening to the weather forecast.”
I think about the awful mistake that Siobhan has just related to me.
Why has she told me about it, there must be good reason? I certainly
suspected some form of intrigue, foul play even, from the text messages,
but I certainly had no reason to suspect that the attack on the hospital was
anything more than a terrorist outrage. Perhaps Siobhan and her
organisation fear that Wachira told me more about the details behind the
attack and that I have put two and two together, combining that with the
information in the text. They recognise that I now know the attack to be
the result of that failed ambush. If I did not know she would never have
been so open with me about it.
“There is nothing that can be done about it.” I say. It is almost a
question.
“No.”
“It was a mistake; a terrible mistake. But whilst it explains the raid it
doesn’t alter anything that happened. It was Al-Shabaab that raped,
tortured, and eventually killed Celia.”
“The Kenyans are saying that they have carried out a reprisal raid.”
“Have they?”
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“Probably not, but they do intend to go very public about the
massacre at your hospital. They will produce some photos of dead terrorists
and say that they have avenged the killings.”
“At least I stopped anyone from taking pictures of Celia at the
hospital.”
“Didn’t they take photos of her body when you got it back to Nairobi.”
“I don’t think I gave them a chance. We didn’t get there until late
evening and I had all three bodies cremated early the following day. You
know, Siobhan, it really doesn’t matter now. What is done is done. I have
tried to do my duty as best I can with Celia’s remains. The rest really is
history.”
Do I detect just the hint of relief from Siobhan, she certainly seems to
be more relaxed as our sea wall turns south and we head towards Blakeney.
The tide has crossed the Bar, way out beyond the Far Point, and is
rushing in, filling the creeks, swirling over the mudflats and bringing a
change of pace to this land of mud and water.
“You’re probably sick of my talking about my memories of this place
by now.”
Siobhan does not say anything but cocks her head on one side and
smiles.
“I remember a Marsh Tide once . . . ”
“What’s a Marsh Tide?” interrupts Siobhan.
“It only happens once or twice each year when the spring tides are at
their maximum; the water is very high. Everything is covered, obliterated;
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there are no landmarks, no reference points. It is as if the world has lost its
boundaries.”
“That must be so disorientating.”
“It is very strange. You know where you are, but nothing makes sense
any more. You begin to doubt yourself, to make up landmarks where you
think they should exist. If you do not snap out of it you find yourself
building an imaginary world that overlays the real one, and that is indeed
very, very dangerous.”
“And you have experienced this?”
“I was canoeing around from Cley to Blakeney at the very height of
the September Springs. I was quite young, about ten or eleven I suppose. I
paddled down the Glaven, it would be about six in the morning, and as I got
to a position not far from where we are now I found myself in a total
seascape. Everything was completely covered by water.”
“Could you tell where you were?”
“Hardly, everything near me had completely disappeared. There was
just completely calm, still water. No marshes, only a thin, distant boundary
of sea walls and shingle spit. It was one of the most beautiful moments in
my life.”
“It must have been so extraordinary.”
“I paddled on and on until at last I saw the twin towers of Blakeney
church. I made for Blakeney and canoed right up along the Carnser and into
the High Street.”
“Does it still flood?”
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“Not so often these days, but you don’t want to be parking your car at
the bottom of the High street during the Equinoctial Springs.”
We reach the Carnser and Siobhan goes off to buy some lunch for us. I
make to put Sonnet in the Land Rover and carefully inspect my handiwork
of some four hours ago. Both the doors, the bonnet and the rear flap have
been opened; the cotton is broken on all of them. I feel no pleasure in
having been proved right. I had suspected that Christine might have been
pressurised into talking about the phone. She may well have told them that
I had hidden it in the Land Rover.
Siobhan has brought rolls, ham and a couple of cans of beer. We sit
with our legs dangling off the back of the Land Rover eating our lunch
amidst the bustle of dinghies being wheeled out on trollies and rigged for
launching. There is a small bunch of children in front of us. They are being
displaced by the rising tide from their paddling in the shallow water of The
Cut, their multi-coloured clothes providing a pleasing enough contrast to
the banks and salt-pans beyond the rising water. Further away a couple of
young girls are dangling crab lines off the end of the quay, occasionally
squealing with delight as they claim another victim.
Siobhan is sitting, watching the children, her face almost
expressionless. “I’ll never have children now, kids that play in these
shallow waters, pre-teen girls who dangle lines for crabs. No son of mine
will race dinghies like these with shouts of encouragement from his jesting
friends. I am not sure I will even again feel the comfort of a good man
sitting beside me with his arm around my shoulders.”
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“It’s the lot that you have chosen. It’s all out there, way beyond the
Watch Hut and the Far Point and the thin pale blue horizon. It’s a world full
of threat and terror and deception.”
“I’ve relinquished the steady, normal, quietly fulfilling life that I
would still be leading if only Tony were still alive. Instead I have given
myself up to a world of drama and suspicion and lies. I’ve done it with
wide-open eyes, believing that it will make a difference, that by
surrendering myself to this job, this life, I will be helping to preserve all
that really matters to me: Decency, Honesty, Fair-play, England.”
As she sits here, on the tailgate of the Land Rover, I can see a single
tear trickling down her left cheek.
She speaks again. “I loved holding Sable’s pup, it reminded me of an
innocence that I’ll never recapture. I would so like to befriend a dog like
Sonnet here, but my life is such that it would be impossible, and I’m not
even sure that the dog trusts me. I know that Jack doesn’t. Nor do you for
that matter."
“No, not entirely. I know that’s not the answer you wanted, but you
construct that hard shell around you, that professional impenetrable wall,
and I have no idea about what’s going on behind it. And because I can’t see
the 'real you' there’s nothing I can grasp hold of and trust."
“I’m not sure if I can even trust myself, my own instincts.” The sense
of personal failure emanating from her is pervasive.
“You know, Siobhan, wherever we live, whoever we are, we are all
vulnerable humans, beset by our own personal tragedies. But the thing to
remember is that one is never alone, this is just part of the human
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condition. The only advice I can give you is that you must turn to face
whatever the daemons are that haunt you. Then take it day by day. Rebuild
your life from the bottom up.”
“It’s difficult.”
“Well, these are just the ramblings of a man who himself is damaged,
who also has shielding walls, and who has recently seen more of the
downside of life than he should, but they are kindly meant.”
“Thanks Tom. Thank you so much.”
Siobhan turns and kisses me full on the mouth. I scramble off the
tailgate, “Hey, you will have scandalized the whole of Blakeney. My
reputation lies in ruins, I shall be tarred and feathered and henceforth
treated as an unreformed lecher.”
We both roar with laughter.
The children have long abandoned the now fast-filling Cut and the
water is now up to the wheels of Hiraeth’s trailer. The two girls have
caught enough crabs. A man wearing sea boots and a Gansey is writing the
trip boat sailing times on a blackboard by the quay. Siobhan pulls her
jacket around her shoulders, clearly wishing to put this moment of
weakness behind her.
Lunchtime is over. I run a warp from the bowsprit down around the
drawbar of the trailer and then back up onto the deck. Apart from this the
boat is free and will float off by herself.
It is slack water. We are at the top of the tide. Siobhan and Sonnet
get into the Land Rover whilst I am standing on the front of the boat. With
the confidence of an experienced off-road driver Siobhan backs the outfit
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into the Cut. I pull my warp off the drawbar and am back in the cockpit. I
signal to Siobhan. The trailer lurches back another couple of feet. I feel the
after end of the boat float off the trailer and pull the small joystick
throttle towards me. The bows hold her for a moment; then the boat pulls
off the trailer and runs astern on port helm.
Siobhan has the Land Rover and trailer out of the water as, keeping
the tiller over to port, I edge the throttle forwards. Hiraeth moves towards
the quay. I very nearly manage a U-turn at the far end of the abutments
but have to back off into a three pointer. Fenders are already deployed and
I bring her to a stand alongside the commercial fishing vessel. I make fast
with a stern warp, and then leaving the electric motor in slow forward I
move rapidly to the bows and secure the forward warp.
Just as I switch off the electrics there is the slightest of lurches. I look
up and there is Jack, grinning at me. I could have done with him ten
minutes ago, but we managed just fine. Siobhan joins us.
“This is Jack. Jack this is my friend Siobhan.”
“Hi Jack,” she says and gives him a high five.
Now that there are three of us it would be a good time to get the
mast rigged. Both of my two helpers seem to have done this before,
possibly many more times than I have. My only claim to seniority is that I
know this pretty little four-tonner better than they do. We make short
work of the mast and stays. The boom and gaff are fitted and everything
stowed down and shipshape. Just for practice we run up the mainsail and
set the topsail. There is little wind, so apart from a minimal amount of
flapping there is no inconvenience. For good measure we raise the jib and
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the staysail as well. She looks fine this little gaff cutter, and draws quite a
crowd of admirers on the quayside.
It takes rather less time to get the sails off her and properly stowed
despite my being very particular about the arrangements. Next time I use
these sails it will be for real. We sit in the cockpit and look at each other,
it is a job well done.
“Well we cannot just sit here and watch the ebb,” I say, although it
seems a pleasant enough occupation. We scramble over the fishing boat
and gain the quayside from whence most of our fan club has now dispersed.
Jack disappears as well. One moment he is with us, the next there is no
sign of him.
“How about dinner this evening?”
“That would be lovely,” replies Siobhan.
“Come over to Curlew and I’ll see if I can cook us something.”
“Tom, you just grab some wine on your way home. I would love to
cook you a meal.”
“Wise woman,” say I. Whilst I can manage in a kitchen, anything
adventurous inevitably ends in disaster.
“Mr. Farrow?”
My heart skips a beat. There are two policemen in front of us.
“I’m Sir Thomas Farrow.”
“May we have a further word with you, sir? I rather think that back at
the station would be best.”
One policeman is holding my arm, quite lightly, but firmly.
“Am I under arrest?”
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“Just helping us with enquiries. It would be so much easier for all
concerned if you just come along with us at this stage.”
I am being walked slowly but firmly towards a police car. I look over
to Siobhan “You have my Land Rover keys, the cottage key is on the same
ring. Could you get everything back there? And can you find Jack and get
him to look after Sonnet? I’ll be in touch as soon as I can.”
Siobhan waves in acknowledgement. She turns and walks away.
Suddenly I feel frighteningly alone.
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